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has already commenced on the foundation
of the mill. Next spring a coffer dam will
be put in between the west side of the river
and the island. It is thought that the mill
will be running September I. R. W. Weld
has charge of the work and is one of the
most skillful millwrights in the State.

NOTICE*.

Held at Augusta.

Augusta, Jan. 10.—The annual meeting
of the Maine & New Brunswick Insurance
Company was held this afternoon at the AuHon. William Engel was
gusta House.
elected president, Hon. Orville D. Baker
F. E. Southard secretary, J.
vice

president,

The home office was
A. Browne treasurer.
established at Bangor. The directors of the
William Engel of Bangor,
company are Hon.
Hon. Daniel F. Davis of Bangor, Hon. Lewis Barker of Bangor, Hon. F. A. Powers of
Houlton, Hon. A. L. Lumbert of Houlton,

lion. Simon Friedman, Hon. Y. B. Wilson
of Houlton, Hon. Charles F. Weed of Houlton, and Hon. J H. Manley of Augusta.
PREPARINC TO SETTLE.
Belief

That the
Has Had

Absolutely

Pure

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.—Geueral Manager Whiting, of the Coal & Iron Company,
held quite a lengthy conference with Gen-

%

This iKiwder never varies. A marvel of purity
sireuotn and wholesoineness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
competition with tlie imdtitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only In
cans.
Koval Haring Powder O0..10* w»1I
lySdAwtl
St.. N. Y.

eral Manager McLeod and other Reading
officials of high rank today.
Although all

concerned are extremely reticent, the belief
is general that the preliminary steps were
taken looking to a settlement within a short
time either by a compromise or arbitration.
It is regarded as certain that do furthur action will be taken by the general executive
board of the Knights of Labor.
Prominent

DYE HOUSE NOTICE, NO. 3.
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOUR
FADED or SOILED
GARNVEITS
Renovated for Winter.

strikers say they are satisfied with the moral
support of the Order at large, and with the
favorable expression given by the general
board today.
The case of the strikers was presented to
the general executive board Knights of Labor today. No official action was taken, as
one member of the board was absent.
The
general opinion was that both strikes were
justifiable and that the miners would un-

Take

them to

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
NO. 13 PREBLEST.

The Miners Determined.

Reading, Pa., Jan. 10.—Not a car of anthracite coal has passed through Reading
from the Schuylkill regions since noon. At
Cressona alone, 40 engines employed in the
coal trade are housed, and twice this number
at Reading, Paloalto and Port Richmond.

railwrs’ Pressmen Employed.

oct!7_sneodly

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,

As soon as the crews employed in the coal
traffic come in, they are ordered to report off
3uty, and told they will be sent for as soon
This means they are not wanted
is needed.
A letter from
until the mines start up.
Close
to Cairman Lee
says tiie
Knight
miners are now determined not to go back
Bven if thev get the eight per cent, advance,
rhey and the railroaders have cast their
tot tunes together and not a company mine
will resume until after the “scab'’ railroaders are taken care of, and those discharged
jecause they were Knights taken on again,
tfone of the Schulkill miners have yet exicrienced the effects of the strike financialy. There is still due them two week’s pay,
which they will get Saturday.
The compaty will distribute then among the miners

KftCabliahed in 1813.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
sntf

oct20
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Reading Company
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Portland, Me.
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Kates or Advertising—One inch ot space
the length ot column, or twelve lines >ionpariel
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iver

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.—It is stated on
, excellent authority late tonight, that the eforts of Messrs. Childs and Drexel towards
Hinging about an early and amicable settie1 uent of tiie labor troubles
resulted today in
between
President Corbin
,(conference
md Master Workman Lewis of tiie Miners’
iational District Assembly, No. 135. Notli-

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertiou. and 60 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
a

*350,000.
Childs and Drexel Successful.

i ng definite was accomplished but it is be1 ieved another meeting will be arranged for
j omorrow, which will lie more productive of
1 [ood results.
LOST ITS TEETH.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Some of

WEATHER.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT,

Poutland, Me., Jan. 10,1888.
|7 A M | 3 P M |10 PM
Barometer. 20.98 29.89 ,29.68
12.
110.
Thermometer. 11.
■

9.
18.
89.
192
N
|NW
8
12
L Snwlclear

Dew Point. 8.

88.
Wind. N

Humidity.

Velocity.

11

Weather. LSuow
Maximum ther....13.5
Mean dally bar...29,78
Minimum ther....10.0
Mean daily ther..11.0
Max.
vel. wind ...11
8.3
Mean daily d’wpt.
Total precip.*12.
Mean dally hum. 89.7
•Melted snow.
METEOUO LOGICAL HEP0KT.

(Jan. 10,1888,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment ot time
at all stations_____
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Kastport, Me 29.08
Portland, Me 29.80
North Held...
Boston, Mass
Block island
Nantucket...
Albany, N. V
New York...

29.90
29.90
29.98
30.00

Philadelphia.

30.n0

29.82
29.90

Galveston.... 30.42

Washington.. 30.12
Norfolk, Va. 30.12

Hatteras. 30.14
El Paso. 30.30
Jacksonville. 30.22

Montgomery

30.40

Buffalo,N.Y.
Otwego.

30.10
29.98
30.28

New Orleans 30.32
Cincinnati,O. 30.38
Pittsburg.... 30.20

Cleveland....
Detroit. 30.28
Dodge City.. 30.44
GrandUaven 30.28
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22
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34
30
24
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20
28
16
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4
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+26 SW ....Clear
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Clear
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Clear
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...-Clear
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Clear
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0
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+4 NW ....Clear
N
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N

W
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—0
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—12
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—14
—14
—19
—2
—6
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W

...-Clear
Clear
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—

Cloudy

Clear
NE —Cloudy
N

W
W
W
W
W
W
8
W

•••

....

Clear

-..-Clear
....Clear

_Hnow’g
....Clear

....Clear
Clear
Snow
W
....Clear
30.22
Marquette...
W
....Clear
Chicago, JU.. 30.44
NW
Clear
Des Moines.. 30.62
W
....Clear
Duluth,Minn 30.48
W
-14
....Fair
Bt-Paul,Mum 30.52
16
Clear
Leavenw'rth 30.56
+4 N
22
Santa Fe_ 30.36
+6 N ....Clear
—4 -12 E
Fair
Assinlholne.. 30.32
....Clear
Bt. Vincent.. 29.60 —36 -38 W
Deadwoou.
24
Cheyenne.... 30.3?
+6 W ....Clear
12
....Clear
North Platte 30.48
+2 E
26 +18 NW.... Clear
Denver,Col.. 30.38
181 +8i NW| ...iBnow
Halifax. 29.00
O' NE |....IClo’dy
29.78
41
Montreal.

Jan. 10.—It is of course known
( o all legal gentlemen, and such of its hunt, rs as read the legislative proceedings, that
j ist winter there was passed a law which
t jok the teeth out cf the protective measures
rhich had heretofore been thrown around
t lie game. At the close of the session there
ms passed a resolve, giving to the county
1 u which the offence was committed all the
1 mes paid in by violations of the law, in< tead of allowing one-half to go to the game
wardens as lemuneration for his services.
?he office of game warden is at best a thanknllom

*
Add to this
i ig one half the fines, small.
, tie fact that much danger attends their
rork, and it will then be seen that few men
ould be induced to accept the office, pay
leir own expenses, and spend their time In
p rosecuting and bunting forevidence against
p oachers.
And so it has come to pass that game ward ens, with very few exceptions, no longer
? ct, and the poachers and pot hunters learnig this, have begun a big raid on the moose,
(• iribou and deer, which
is likely, ere the
s oow leaves, to undo the work of the State
fficials for the past five years, and indirectly
r ob the State itself, and every community
\ 'hich receives summer and fall sportsmen,
« f thousands of dollars.
Above Brownville the process of snaring
c r noosing caribou, as it is termed there, is
£ oing on, and in addition to this, reliable adv ices state that dogs and hunters on snow
s tioes are running the game when it can l>e
f lund. The same state of things exists in
j [ieatous Lake, and in northern Washington,
j
poacher living in the
± lot long ago a noted
region, lost two dogs, these having
J inner
illowed the game down the Maobias waters,
JJ 'he
poacher has reasons to believe that the
d ogs had been shot, and so sent a man into a
e Brtain lumber region, who gave out that in
c ase other, dogs
were missing, the lumber
would be destroyed aud horses and
*;0 imps
xen
poisoned. Knowing the desperate
C haracter of the poacher, certain lumbermen
li ave actually asked the State authorities for
to protect their property,
a game warden
> ut
made to pay
no provision having been
;
ir such service, no man can be detailed for
f
1 ic work.
nunn

J

_

BLOOD-STAINED BILLS.

Cats a

»eter

Bennett

....

Says

Some

of

...

E. P. Jones. Prv'i B. C., U. 8. A.
_________

MAINE.

Banoob, Jan, 10.—I’eter Bennett, the
ictim in the famous Plymouth robbery, to,1 other with his son Frank,
arrived in this
once sought Sheriff
( ity last night, and at
irown, to whom they communicated the
1 act that certain bills, disfigured with blood,
I tad been put In circulation about Newport,
l ind bad been traced through several hands
persons whom Bennett believes to be con-

Icl/bcU

The Chester Robbery.
Bakgob, Jan. 10.—About the time of the
assault in Gordsr.’s lumber camp at. Chester,
two men left that place. One of them was
the chum of the man robbed, and Monday he
A
was in Gardiner spending money freely.
deputy sheriff from I’euobscot county is
there

today investigating.
Arrests at Cardiner.

Gabdineic, Jan. 10.—Deputy Sheriff E. E.
Morton arrested John Parsin and James
Galvin at Gardiucr, Tuesday, on suspicion
of being the parties who committed the late
assault and robbery in Winn. An officer
from Bangor took them to that city.
Deputy Sheriff E. E. Morton arrested
Verne Swift at Gardiner for felonious assault
on a lady at Benton. Officer Heed took Swift
to Benton.
York

County Indictments.

Saco, Jan. 10.—The grand jury in the
Supreme Court rose this morning after holding an unusually long session. They reported seventeen indictments, only four of which
They are: Reury Courare made public.
ters of Biddeford, assault with intent to
commit rape; George T. Summerton, same
offence; William Henderson, tramp; James
H. Kelley, Leander F. Patterson and Frank
W. Cook, Saco, malicious mischief.
All the respondents plead guilty except William Henderson, a tramp, whom Judge Virfor thirgin sentenced to the State prison
be tried next
teen months. The others will

Belfast.
Court
Belfast, Jan. 10.—Iu the Supreme
a
today, Judge Walton, adjourned after
week's session. There was only one civil
Court

at

well known rumsellers were
sentenced and sent to jail.

jury trial. Six

The New Pulp Mill.
Livekmobe Falls, Jan. 10.—Alvin Record is pushing work as rapidly as possible
Work
on the new pulp mill at Jay Bridge.

The Portland

10.—Senator Edmunds
Introduced a bill to-day to incorporate the
Maritime Canal Company of Nicaragua, for
the construction of a ship canal from the At-

tion of teachers, in the District of Columbia,
under the control of a board of regents consisting of all the members of the
cabinet, the board to be granted full power
to purchase a site and construct buildings.
The United States is to furnish tuition,
board, lodging and stationery free, the stuents to pledge themselves to teach ten years
after graduation. A salary of 820 per month
is to be given by the government to all graduates engaged in teaching in State or Territorial schools. The bill appropriates a million.
Mr. Stewart of Vermont introduced a bill
in the House today to provide for the extradition of criminals irom one State to another.

Ingalls and Chamberlain.
It is intimated that Senator Ingalls, who
was presiding during the time Mr. Voorkees
was addressing the Senate last Wednesday
will take the floor soon, to speak on the
President's annual message, and that he will
improve the opportunity to condemn in those
incisive terms for which he is noted the
alleged breach of privilege on the part of
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain.
A reporter of
the Post who has talked with Senator Ingalls
on the suhject says the Senator had had
frequent opportunities of meeting Mr. Chamberlain at official gatherings when the ambassador attempted to convince the Senator
that his occasional oratorical shots at John
Bull were based on misconception or a want
of knowledge.
This sort or argument, as
might be expected, has not had the effect of
tht
Senator, and he will take an
convincing
early opportunity on the floor of the Senate
of saying so ana giving his version of the
“hlood-is-thicker-than-water” sentiment. “I
intend, said the Senator "to kill two birds
with one stone—John Bull and the Democratic partv.”
Senator Ingalls will explain just how close
the relationship between America and EngHe will endeavor to prove that an
land is.
A nerican statesman can allude to some of
the most patent facts in recent history without being open to the accusation of buncombe,
or an undue tendency to pose as a twister of
the British lion’s tail for political effect.
’’Anyhow,’’ said he, “let the British lion
keep its tail out of our business; let it keep
its tail between its legs, for instance, and nobody will try to twist it."
Mr. Milliken and the

Surplus.
Maine, Monday afternoon

Mr. Milliken of
introduced into the House

bill to take the
tax off of tobacco and the duty off of sugar,
with a rebate or bounty to compensate the
producers of cane sugar in Louisiana, and
a

beet and sorghum sugar in Illinois, Kansas
and elsewhere. This will amount to $10,000,000, and the reduction under the bill will
reach $90,000,000. The measure was referred
to the committee on ways and means.
The
Democratic members of the committee are
hostile to all measuies of this character.
They intend to mature a bill of their own,
not only to satisfy the President but the
mass of Democratic members who favor a
revision of the tariff which will cut down
the revenue from custom duties alone, at
A Contribution from Maine.

week before Christmas a couple of
Maine moose hunters killed a bull moose of
gigantic size, and preserved the skin entire
for mounting. The animal measured exactly seven feet in height at the shoulders, according to a method of measurement given
them by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, chief of the
Bure au of Economic Ornithology, and the

igures

a

fullylbome

«n/l

»«-

vmu iuc aunu>

The only object of the visit was to mate
he fact known to Mr. Brown, and County
attorney Appleton. They remained in this
ity over night. During the trial and after,
iennett often asserted that Newport people
j >ad a hand In the outrage, and did not hesiate to call names, and he seems nr w to be
loing a bit of detective work on his own

j iccount.

out

by

the skin itself.
Dr. Merriam received prompt information of
the death of the moose, and communicated
it to the authorities at the National Museum,
and Mr. Horuaday was authorized to secure
the skin. It was purchased by telegraph,
are

SB* UndAnn,

Visit

,T

Saturday morning there came from New
fork a friend of Foster, who said the latter
esided in New York and was highly eonlected, but his name would not be divulged
The visitor, who said ins
mtfl the trial.

Emerson, being refused private
lonversatton with the prisoner, left the
lame night for Boulton, returning Monday
iveniug in company with Mr. Fred Powers,
irother of Llewellyn Powers, and after takon
ng fruit and flowers to Foster, departed
lame was

;he western train.
Parties iu the prosecution of this case say
they can feel lavish expenditure of money
and report that
an the side of the defence,
have
many witnesses for the prosecution
been visited. The case now rivals that of
interthe Stain and Cromwell one in public
sst.

was

cast and

photographed.

also

Several

naturalists and hunters who went te see it in
the flesh, declared it by far the largest head
and finest antlers they had ever seen on a
Lamar’s Nomination.
The

judiciary committee of the Senate

Louisville, Ky., Jan. 10.—The Kentucky
Legislature voted today for a United States
Senator. In the House the ballot resulted:
Hon. James K. Beck, (Dem.).
Hon. W. A. Bradley, (liey.).2*
A. 8. Cardin, (Labor). 1
In tiie Senate, Beck had 28 and Bradley 7.
Tomorrow at noon a joint ballot will be
taken.
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 10.—Senator Wilson was renominated by the Republican
caucus in the Legislature this evening.

GENERAL NEWS.
Steamer Tonawanda, reported disabled,
has arrived at New York.
A brakeman was killed and a fireman injured by jumping from a moving log train on
the Sawyer’s river railroad, N. H
yesterday.
Lewis
drowuied
of Dayton, Ohio,
Emily
herself yesterday. Efforts were made to rescue her, but she resisted them.
Religious
excitement was tli* cause.

One of the Cars Crashes Into

ably at the first
jority report is

executive session. The maadverse and the minority
favorable to confirm. The nomination of
Mr. Vilas to be Secretary of the Interior
will be reported favorably and unanimously,
and that of Dickinson to he Postmaster General will probably be reported by Senator
Sawyer of the post-office committee at the
same time, the understanding being that if
action in the Senate is delayed upon the
nomination of Lamar, those of Vilas and
Dickinson shall be taken up and acted upon.
Carlisle’s Friends

Cry

Fraud.

Important information has been received
in Washington from Kentucky, in the
Carlisle election case, in the shape of proof
affidavits against
are unquestionably false.
of the

that many

speaker

the

Notes.
Mr. Milliken of Maine, introduced a resolution in the House yesterday, for the erection of a public building at Bar Harbor.

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 10.
President’s message as to an inter nation
al convention for greater security of life and
property at sea, in relation to fixing prime
meridian and universal day, and as to the
protection of submarine cables, were presented to the Senate nnd referred to the committee on relations.
The memorial of the New Orleans Maritime Association and of the Merchants Exchange and Hoard of Trade of Portland.
Maine, favoring the proposed exposition of

the three Americas was presented and referred to a select committee on that subject.
Senator Butler’s resolution for the appointment of aselect committee on postal telewas

indefinitely postponed.

A bill to credit and pay to the several States
and Territories and the District of Columbia all monies collected under the direct tax
act of August, 1801, was taken from the cal-

endar.

At 3.50 the Senate

adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Gallinger of New Hampshire, submitted a bill for the erection of public buildings at Nashua and Keene, N. H.; also to
promote industry, commerce and shipbuildbill reing; also for the public service, this
in pubquiring the dismissal of all personseither
by
lic service who are not citizens,

nativity

or

naturalization.

CENERAL

FOREIGN

NEWS.

Accusations About the Famous Letters to the Czar.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 10.—The Journal
de St. Petersburg says that political blackmailers and calumniators are profiting by
the fact that the authors of the forged letters sent ts the Czar have not been found and
to the
pretend to attribute their authorship can
dehigh Kussian diplomats, whom they
the
personages they
fame with impunity as
to criminate are too highly placed to

try

lower themselves by repelling
which cannot affect them.

(suspicions

Prince Ferdinand’s Throne.
Berlin, Jan. 10.—The National Zeituug

a

Nine Persons Dead and

a

Score of

Others Injured.
A. L. Walker, of Harrison, Maine,

Among the Dead.
The Reported Death of C. P. Goodwin,
Wife and Child Contradicted

Portland People Wounded but None
Reported Dangerously Hart.
in This

Passengers Belonging
Relate Their

injuries of i trilling nature were
transferred to a specie train on the opposite
side of the bridge, and left for their destinaThe conductor in charge of the
tions.
wrecked train, Edward Weymouth, and one
of the oldest conductois on the road, was in
one of the rear coachea and escaped without
injury. Frank Bowk* aud Mr. Collins of
Malden were in the wrecked coaches, but escaped with slight injuries.

The

of

weakness

which hay had been spread.

In the ladies
five or six women suffering terribly. Many of the injured were taken away
in hacks and by friends, and it was impossiroom were

ble to learn the names of all.
One of the saddest sights was the death of
Mrs. C. P. Goodwin, of Kennebunk, Maine.
She was riding in the second prssenger car
with her little child in her arms. Both were
instantly killed as was also her husband.
Frank Litchfield, of Portland, was in the
smoking car. fn an interview with an Associated Press reporter, he said he was riding
in the forward end of the smoking car in

As
conversation with another gentleman.
they were about entering the abutment of
sudthe bridge over the Merrimack, he was
denly thrown over two seats, and rendered
unconscious. He knew nothing for several
minutes, but regaining consciousness, crawlHe escaped with
ed out of the window.

a

side, which alone saved it from being precip- shaking the Pullman badly, threatening to
itated over the bridge Into the river below. i throw it from the track. While all this was
The first passeuger car, by the action of the I happening they were swiftly approaching
smoker, was thrown off the track and ran the high bridge over the Merriuiac. '‘All

hard pine stringers of the bridge are badly
splintered out the bridge, which is of iron,
withheld the severe strain and was in no
All the cars contained the
wav injured.
Baker steam heater and in spite of the severe test they w«nt through and the shaking
up, no part of the cars caught tire.

into a large water tank that stood close by.
The walls of the tank was demolished and
the water deluged the car, putting out the
fires in the stoves, and, it is probable that it
caused the smoke which filled the passenger
The car also struck a
car in which I was.
round-house close by the tank and killed
three men who were inside. My car, by the

SEEN AND HEARD IN HAVERniLI..

As usual in accidents of this kind, there
are several different stories regarding the
Rumors have it that a broken wheel
cause.

force of ths

and also that a broken rail caused the disaster. Other people ascribe the accident to a
The usual speed of the
broken switch rod.
train at this point is said to be 23 to 30 miles
Where the accident occurred there
an hour.
is a street crossing, and for a long time there
have been fears expressed that an accident
would some day occur at that point. The express Is said to have been running at its customary speed today, and the wonder is that
the entire train was not precipitated into the

received less injury than the second.
“As soon as possible all who could rushed
to the aid of fhe wounded. The sight at the
wreck of the first passenger car was sickening. On the train whenlt left Boston was a
river
beautiful lady who had attracted the attenafter
the
the
station,
at
scene
The
police
tion of all the passengers. I saw her pulled
bodies were removed there, was most dis- from the wreck dead. Axes and saws were
tressing. The bodies lay side by side, and
in requisition and bodies were pulled, manwere disfigured almost beyond recognition.
gled fearfully, from the debris and laid in
Most of the victims were persons In the
the Bradford pepot. One man’s leg hung by
prime of life, and one was that of a child of a thread. Others had lost feet and others
four years, being cut and mangled in a horboth legs. One man’s head came entirely to
rible manner.
pieces. The car was a mass of kindling
At the hospital the scene was even more
wood. Mr. George Matthews, a brother of
affecting, the groans and expressions of the Mr. J. B. Matthews, of Portland, ran up to
iiijured telling of the terrible nature of their me, his face all black, hair torn away and
The attendant physicians and covered with blood, saying, “I look worse off
wounds.
nurses were doing all in their power to allethan I am.” He said that when he felt the
viate the pain and administer to the comfort
jar he was in the middle of the car and was
of the wounded.
pitched end over end, fortunately, into the
Some of the experiences of those who esright hand corner. If he had gone into the
caped death were thrilling in the extreme.
left corner he would surely have been killed.
One man, sitting in a seat in the worst
Another man 1 saw was Mr. Kundlett, the
in
and
front
a
saw
car,
wrecked
passenger
j agent of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
one behind him killed, while he escaped t Company, of this city.
He was badly cut
Thousands of people ! but not
without a scratch.
and got off the
Injured,
seriously
the
afwreck
during
the
of
scene
visited the
train at Dover. A very portly, fine looking
fell
tank
which
The
and
evening.
ternoon
man, with his face covered with blood, got
was full of water, and
upon the wrecked car
j off at Portsmouth.
those who escaped Injury were drenched to j
“There Is no cause for anxiety about Mrs.
Trams are running tonight a* ; Edward C.
the skin.
Jordan, Miss Maggie Mattocks,
usual.
or Mr. Ashbel Chaplin.
They were not on
A PASSENGER’S ACCOUNT.
the train. When I got aboard at Boston I
Dover, N. H., Jan. 10.—Charles L. Clark went through the cars and I know if they
had been aboard I should have seen them.
ind wife, of New York city, passengers on After
the accident I went to the wreck to
[he ill-fated train which met with disaster I
sucli assistance as I could. It was gratgive
arrived
j ifying to see the promptness with which the
it Bradford, Mass., this afternoon,
Haverhill fire department and hospital serMrs. Clark complained
Here this evening.
vice responded as well as the general pub>f severe bruising about the chest and ribs
lic.” Mayor Chapman also spoke of Miss
were thrown |
is, when the ciash came, they
Owen’s experience which she herself tells
said
the
first
Mr.
Clark
seat.
msewiiere.
the next

|

>v'er

j

yas

j

ntimation he had that anything was wrong
the bumping of the wheels and the
How he and his wife got
•rushing of glass.
iut of the car is a conundrum to him. He

;

gage car, the Pullman and one passenger
car.
It was that passenger car ahead of us
that was smashed the worst. Our car, in

which

erably. You see the train was rounding a
curve just at the entrance to the high bridge
that crosses the river Marrimac at Haverhill. The track is double and we were on
the outside rails of the curve. On the out

it neared the long iron bridge over the Merrimac river at Haverhill. The cars, with

side of this curve, a few feet from the rails,
was a huge water tank or iron, set up en
timber supports. Beneath this tank a room
was finished, and I understand that five men
were in this room at the time of the smash'
up. Right by the entrance to the bridge
there was a little lookout or small house for
the shelter of a switch or bridge tender. We
were rounding this curve at a fair rate of
speed, not the highest, when something happened to the smoking car, which was right
behind the Pullman car and the second car
ahead of us. What happened, of course, I

their load of humanity, shot by Bradford
station, at which this train does not stop,
and were rounding the curve towards the

bridge, when there was a sudden shaking
and jolting of the cars, followed by the
sound of crashing of timbers and breaking
glass. The smoker had jumped the track
and been dragged out on the bridge where it
lay careened on one side, with, fortunately,
none of its thirty occupants killed, but all
badly shaken up and many hurt. The car
following had struck a water tank by the

cannot say

injured.

The remainder of the train escaped without

injury.
number belonging

They are Messrs. Zenas Thompson, William Y. Pomeroy, H. A. Hart, and
Miss Etta Owen. The injuries to the Portland gentlemen are not reported dangerous,
in this city.

and Miss Owen escapes with severe
The last bad accident on

ary 2, 1882, when the
Tlncfoii duo lincu of 10

No person

bridge.

a

the

Kennebunk,

bruises.
&

Boston
on

illlcau til

Janu.

passenger train from
n

was

wont fhrmurli

m

killed

outright

at

Kennebunk, but one man died in half an
hour and two or three were fatally hurt.

large number

A

were

injured

or

more

less

the first passenger accident
the road in 12 years, and this is the secwas

ond.

STORY OF THE WRECK.
Terrible Scenes at the

the

Disaster.

Haverhill, Mass., Jan. 10.—The Portland express, which left Boston at 1 p. m., in
charge of Conductor Weymouth, met with a
serious accident at 1.60 at Haverhill bridge,
over the Merrimac, by which nine persons
The train
were killed, and some 20 injured.
consisted of the engine “Norris” and eight
cars.
The engineer was Thomas FrenchThis train does not stop at Bradford, and
The Georgewas running at great speed.
town Branch train was standing on a side
track near the water tank house, waiting for
the express to pass. As the engine and tender were just passing on to the abutment of
the bridge, owing, as it is supposed to the
spreading of the rails, the forward trucks of
The two passenthe smoker left the track.
ger cars following the smoker were thrown
from the track, and completely ^recked,
crashing into and demolishing the water
tank house. In this house, the section hands
were eating dinner.
J. O’Brien, a retired
merchant of Bradford, was talking with the

section hands, and was killed, with Wm.
Taylor, one of the hands. The first car that
crashed into the water tank house knocked
the foundation out, letting the heavy tank
down upon the car, crushing through the
top and doing fearful work within. The
next car behind telescoped into this car, adding to the fearful havoc. Those killed and
wounded were mostly in these two cars. The
cars behind these two ran down by tne s ide
of the Georgetowh train, barely escaping
..it!_:
ui.
av.»a *
_..

—

pci.pie In
ful expeiience.

the sm iking car had a fearOne of the wheels on the
front truck broke, and the car
bumped
against the end of the bridge, causing it to
careen, This released the car and it ran on
the bridge for some distance and finally
careened the other way, leaning against the
iron work of the side of the bridge.
About30passengers inside found themselves at the top of the car, while it seemed
to those who had the presence of mind to
think, that the car was tumbling off the
bridge to the river below. The passengers
managed to crawl out but none were very seriously injured. As soon as they got out.
such as were able rushed back and helped
those imprisoned in the wrecked cars.
The entire force of physicians in the city
was summoned by
telephone, and were
at hand. The wounded were cared
or as soon as released, while an alarm of
fire was sounded and the department responded. Their services were not needed,
however, as the cars did not take fire. Work
in clearing the wreck was immediately begun and at 3.30 o’clock nine bodies were
taken from the ruins, several disfigured beThe

?uickly

yond recognition. John Madden, for a number of years section boss, was eating dinner
in the tank house with the others and had
bis leg broken. He will probably die. Dennis Shannahan, with Madden, was also probably fatally hurt. There were many very
narrow

escapes.

Hugh

A.

JLettengren

of

Brockton, was in the smoking car and esHe was unconcaped with a broken leg.
scious when taken from the wreck. A little
Bertie
en
named
route to Exeter,
Allen,
boy
He will
received a terrible scalp wound.

probably

recover.

L. V.

Spaulding

The curved line represents the double track
The above plan represents the scene of the disaster.
160 yards from the Water Tank, and Bradford
of the Boston & Maine Railroad. The river is about
Station is but a Short distance from it.
—--

Place of

of

city, was in the parlor car but escaped
jury. Mayor J. F. Wiggin of Malden,
on the train, but escaped unhurt.

this
inwas

IN THE CABS.

damage

to rolling stock will not exceed $20,The inward tracks were cleared at 6
o’clock, and trains bound for Boston started
as usual, although throughout the afternoon,

■

■

several cuts and injuries about the body.
His clothing was torn in shreds.
THE

Taylor, section hand.
Walker, of Harrison, Maine.
t'lias. Thurlow, Newton Junction, N. U.
Josephus Shaw, of Boston.
THE INJUBED.
passengers were wounded, some
some slightly. Zenas Thompsen,
manufacturer of Portland, was In

carriage
the car which

was damaged the most and
One
about the head and back.
broken. He is at the Eagle House.
Mrs. L. A. Kowe, of Lowell, is also at the
Eagle House. She is not much injured except a bad shaking up.
Geo. Gardiner, of Uxbridge, at the Eagie
House, is badly shaken up and is thought to
be injured internally.
L. f'. Branson, of Andover, escaped with

injured

was
arm was

slight injuries.
Some of the wounded are at private houses,
some at the hospital, and others at the Eagie
Hotel. The wounded at the City Hospital
Ueorge B. Wentworth of Dover, N. H., scalp
wounds, shoulder blade broken; he is very com-

f°Rebecsa

a
McKay, Somerville, N. B.; has
daughter residing In Lowell; compound fiacture
McKeon, Waverly street, Somerville,
newsboy, scalp wound and severe head contusfon*.
Niles Bolin of Brockton, head and arm Injured
the
Hugo Slettengren, Brockton, injured about
b^The last two men were en route to Farmington,

°Vred

N. H., to work in the shoe factory.
W. F. Kimball, of Kimball Bros., Sudbury
street, Boston, fracture of the leg.
of
John Madden of Bradford, compound fracture
__

of Portland. bruised arm and bad
scalp wounds._
crushed, scalp wounds, probably fatally injured.

about 36, with
Unknown woman,
dark hair and a bream pm marked “J,” Injured on
the head and Internally, probably fatally.

apparently

residence of Richard Dwyer, at
Bradford, John Kellogg of Boston, en route
to Portsmouth, was found to have several
scalp wounds, so slight that he continued his
journey. A large number of the slightly
wounded continued to their destination, and
their names cannot be learned. The dead
man reported as unknown is Josephus Shaw
of Boston. Ernest Hatch of Haverhill, fireman, was hurt by the corner of the building
falling upon him. He will recover. The
people of Haverhill are doing everything
possible for the wounded.
the

SUPPOSED CAUSE.
The accident was supposed to have been
occasioned by the switch rod breaking after
the engine and the three forward cars had
THE

the switch. A careful examinamade by General Manager Furber,
assisted by several other well known railroad officials. They found the wheels on the
coaches of the wrecked cars all sound. The
journals on the wrecked cars were also carefully examined and found to be perfect.
The switch and its connections are so badly
broken that it is impossible to ascertain accurately, but it is the general opinion of the
railroad officials that the broken switch rod
caused the accident. The train was the finest
equipped on the road. It consisted of one ol
the largest locomotives on the road, attached
to eight cars arranged in the following order: Milk car, baggage, parlor, the smoking
car, and four new monitor top nassengei
cars, provided with the Westingliouse aii
automatic brake. The train was running ac-

psssed

over

was

cording

the other cars.

Haverhill, Jan. 10.—The
the correct list of the dead1:

following is

L. B. Adams. Newton, Mass.
G. N. Cole, wife and child, Lawrence, Mas6.
Josephus Shaw, of Boston, of Shaw & Thayer.
Clarence Hazlewood. 198 Walnut Avcnne, Boston Highlands.
A. 8. Walker,

Twenty
badly and

tion

take the bodies from

to

THE LATEST PARTICULARS.

Maine.
Wm.
A. L.

At

helped afterwards

KILLED.

The list of killed is as follows:
Clarence Hazlewood, residence unknown.
John O’Brien, of Braaford.
C. P. Ooodwln, wife and child, of Kennebunk,

to the engineer at 18 miles an hour,
After the smoking car broke apart from the
rear portion of the train it bounded forward
onto the bridge. The brake was automate
calty applied and the car was thrown on its
passengers on through trains were transferside. It is probable but for the action ol
red over the abridge by a special local train.
this brake the car would havo fallen into the
Merrimac river, a hundred feet below, killThe first passenger car which ran into the
) lng all of the 40 passengers Inside.
Th<

000.

positively.

I

think the

right

hand forward wheel of the smoker gave
way. I believe they round it after the accident with its ilange broken off. At any .rate
the smoker left the track and began pounding around from side to side, though its
forward shackling held for a time. The people in the Pullman were terribly frightened
as they expected to be pulled from the track
every moment. The fact that they were approaching the bridge made the situation
doubly horrible. But as it neared the bridge
the smoker broke away from the Pullman,
and plunging along fortunately brought up
on the bridge, tipped over on its side but
otherwise not much damaged. Its passengers came out all right as far as I know. It
was the car behind the smoker and just

side of the track and in the ruins of this

are a

Mayor Chapman and several
people was smashed consid-

were

other Portland

Weymouth’s train, which
left Boston at 1 p. m. The train is an express
to Portland and had proceeded all right until

Among the injured

ATTORNEY GENERAL BAKER’S STORY.
who was one of
the passengers on the ill fated train, arrived
A reporter of the
in the city last night.
Press found him in his room at the Fal-

Attorney General Baker,

mouth, where a surgeon was bandaging a
bad cut on his left hand. “It was a most
horrible scene” said he. “I never saw anything like it before, and I hope I may never
again. I was in the sixth car from the engine. Ahead of us were a milk car, one bag-

seats in Conductor

severe

little to the

swerved a

car

day caused the violent death of nine persons
and injuries to twenty more, who occupied

car, six persons were dead and many

shock,

right, grazed by the first passenger car.
which still further reduced its speed, and
ran into the rear of another train, on another
track, which brought it up standing. Glass
was falling on every hand and Attorney General Baker was somewhat cut by it falling on
his hands. The shrieks and moans of the
dying and injured in the first passenger car
The third passenger
were fearful to hear.

wheel, yester-

car

PRICE

1888.

Experiences.

They Don’t Like the Idea.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 10.—The Evening
Journal publishes today replies from a score
of wool manufacturers doing business within a radius of 100 miles of Albany, as to the
President's reconmn ndation to put raw wool
With but one exception the
on tlie free list.

against a change.

much pain.
General Manager Furber, Road Master
John Bai.ey. and two wrecking trains with a
large lorce of men, were early on the scene,
clearing away the deoris. A number who

11.

City

Two of the passenger cars are a complete
wreck. The smoking car, though badly damaged, can be fixed at small expense. The

are

cut by the glass. One man was dragged out
of a window with a broken leg, suffering

TKBKIBLB SCENES.

says it is expected that the powers will soon
take steps for the removal of Prince Ferdinand from the Bulgarian throne.

replies

water tank and section bouse, is ground almost to atoms, the heavy tank crashing
through the monitor tpp and crushing it like
In this tar six were killed, and
an egg shell.
nearly all the rest of tie passengers received
injuries of a severe niture, a number having
their limbs broken. The passengers in the
car next to this receired a bad shaking up.
Several were thrown over the back of the
seats, but, as far ns learned, none received
serious injury. The two rear coaches jumped the track and ra> about 100 feet, when
they were stepped by Jtlie automatic brakes.
All the passengers in fiese twe cars escaped
without injury, although badly shaken up
by the cars running over the sleepers. The
male passengers in these cars, as soon as
to the rescue of those in the
possible, rushed
Those
lorw ard cars, and helped them out.
in the smoking car were mostly taken out
windows.
Some of the occuthrough the
pants crawled out on tfieir hands and knees,
and presented a pitiful sight, being badly

received

Water Tank.

on

took

final action on the nomination of Mr. Lamar
this morning, and will report it back prob-

graph

Jumps the Track Near the Bridge at
Haverhill, Mass.

seriously. It

moose.

_

Senators to be Elected.

l

Maine was the one at

terday.
To the joy of the taxidermists the skin
was in perfect order, as fresh as when removed from its mighty wearer, and the head
was in tiie flesh, affording a rare opportuniThe head
ty for tiie study of its anatomy.

Which Leaves

Express,

Boston at 12.80 P. M.,

lantic to the Pacific thronght Nicaragua or
partly through Nicaragua and partly through
Costa Rica. The capital stock is a million
shares of 8100 each with power to increase
the number of shares to two million.
Senator Stewart introduced a bill to-day to
establish a national university for the educa-

Wealth Is in Circulation.

o

Prize.

Washington, Jan.

His

....

....

Big

Ltli CONGRESSr-FIRST SESSION.

—

the

om

The Bureau of Economic Ornithology

About

Bangou,

Terrible Disaster Yesterday
Boston & Maine.

Congressman Mllliken’s Measure for
Surplus Reduction.

least $50,000,000.

Harm than Good.

Washington, Jan. 10.
The indications for New England are
colder, fair weather preceded by snow in
Maine, fresh to brisk northwesterly winds,
increasing in force._

SUFFERING AND DEATH.

Things Congressmen

Want Considered.

t Measure Which Is Said to do More
THE

the

MORNING, JANUARY

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND, MAINE,

23, 1862-VOL. 26.

Harrison, Maine.

Win. Taylor, Bradford. Mass.
John O’Brien, Bradford, Mass.
It is ascertained that the accident was
caused by the broken flange on the forward
right hand truck wheel of the smoking car,
evidently the result of a defective casting.

MAINE DEPOT.
Stories of the Wreck Told by Portland
People.
The passengers destined for Portland who
had escaped from the terrible disaster, arrived in this city at about 6.30 p. m. There
were many people in the station awaiting
their arriving and as the train roiled into
the depot and slowed up there was a rush
ATTHE BOSTON A

for the cars.

Anxious

inquiries

were

made

of the passengers as they came out of the
cars for the people supposed to have been on
the train, and those of the passengers who
lingered in the depot were soon surrounded
by people eager to learn the details of the
catastrophe. There were only three or four
persons on the train who had received any
injuries, though all testified to a bad shaking
Among the pasup and a terrible fright.
sengers on the train at the time of the accloident were Mayor Chapman, William Y.

Pomeroy, Edward Jack, Miss Etta Owen,
Mrs. J. P. Felt of Portland; Attorney General Baker of Augusta, George Baker of
Welfleet, Clifton B. McKenney of Auburn,
George H. O'Dole of Stratham, N. H., Grant
sv# nt.I nenliord

W

V

TiroHfnrrl

nf

Taunton, Mass., M. B. Mason, L. C. North
All of the
and W. U. Hewes of Boston.
above persons except McKenney, O’Dell and
and Tolman came through to Portland. McKenney, who was injured, had to stop at
Haverhill. So many of the train bauds and
passengers as were accessible were seen last
night bv Press reporters, and their stories
follow:
MAYOR CUAt’MAN 8 STORY.
a passenger by the
arrival in Portland
Press reporter. Mayor Chap-

Mayor Chapman
ill-fated train and
was seen

by

a

was
on

said:
“When the train left Boston it consisted
of an engine, baggage car and milk car
Pullman, smoker and three passengers. I
passed through the first passenger car, but,
finding all the seats occupied, went Into the
second passenger coach and took a seat near
the rear end.
Attorney General Baker sat

man

opposite to me. Part of the time Mr. Baker
and myself occupied the same seat, chatting.
When the accident occurred I was reading
my newspaper. All at once 1 noticed that
the car had left the irons and was bobbing up and down over the sleepers. So violent was the motion that 1 instinctively
grasped the arms of my seat and held on
for dear life. I didn’t have time to fear bod-

ily injury. My thoughts were more of an
apprehensive nature of what might happen.
The train had left the Bradford station, wai
going at a good rate of speed, and was passing over the curve just before the track
strikes the railroad bridge over the river at
Haverhill, when the smoker had a fiange

break on one of the wheels and left toe
tracx.
It ran along some distance aud then
fell over on its side, the end striking an Iron
girder of tbe bridge, fortunately ou the in-

tiu

illJ

tiiai

nno

CONDUCTOR

WEYMOUTH'S

Weymonth, who

side, hit the little outlook or house by the
side of the track, knock it into the river,
then rush right against the slantiug support
of the side of the great iron bridge. Uo this
support it seemed to slide, then Tt shot off,
not into the river below—awful it would
have been if it had, for the bridge is high
above the river bed,—but over onto the rails
of the second of the two tracks that cross
the bridge. There it lay on its side, while
its passengers, dazed, stupefied or wild with
terror or excitement, crawled out the windows. But I didn’t pay much attention to
them. I had also seen the great breaking up
that iiad happened among the three ears behind the smoker, and it seemed to tue that
the whole of that part of the train had gone
to destruction. I saw a cloud rise from the
ruin; it was dust, as 1 afterwards found out,
but 1 thought it smoke. One of the employes
of the road wa%about to run to iiaverhill
for help. ‘Shout fire! fire!’ I said to him,

aud he did so as he ran. The result of this
was that the Haverhill Ore department were
on the spot immediately.
I ran back to
where the passenger cars had run into the
water tank. I pulled out seven persons, all
more or less injured.
One man lay with a
car stove on him. Another was pinned down
and covered with blood. Ue was fainting
and I put snow on his forehead and breast.
He revived and 1 asked him how he felt.
‘Elegant,’ said he. As there were several
pieces of car roofs, part of the water tank,
and I don’t know how much else on him, 1
think his courage was pretty good. 1 don’t
remember that there was much shrieking or
groaning. There were some ou’cries at first,
as all those wounded and able to talk seemed
to have a horrible dread that they would he
burned alive. When we assured them that
there was no danger of their being burned
they quieted down, as 1 remember it. But
my memory is not wholly trustworthy, as X
fainted away soon after I helped my last
man out.
It was so horrible that I could not
stand It"
WILLIAM Y. rOMEKOV’a STOBY.
Mr. William T. Pomeroy, agent lor Clark’s

spool cotton, who lives on Cnshman street,
city, was among the passengers who
occupied seats in the smoking car. Mr.
Pomeroy sustained a severe bruise on the
in this

side of his head, and bad his back severely
strained. Mr. Pomeroy was able to come to
city witn tne train, nut was too in last
night to see the.reporter. He, however, told
his experience to the members of bis family
From them it was learned that Mr. Pomeroy
first knew that something was wrong by the
irregular motion of the cai, whieh was shak
tuts

lng violently

up and down, ^hen the car
ran on to the bridge and was thrown violently over on its side toward the water. Mr.

Pomeroy’s first thought was that the car
would plunge into the river and Its occupants be drowned. He was thrown forcibly
from bis seat and, as he fell, one of the
heavy cushions struck him on the side of the
head. Lying half unconscious, Mr. Pomeroy was aware that the car, still on (its side,
was sliding along over the ties.
He said
that it seemed to him the car would never
stop, but finally the motion ceased aad at
once the passengers commenced a scramble
to escape.

STORY.

had

charge of

story."
Mr. Pomeroy

said that the escape of the
passengers in the smoker was very narrow.
Had the car been dragged much further out
on the bridge, he believes it would surely
have toppled over the side into the water beneath, or, had the car in the rear kept ou
over the ties, he thinks the smoker would
have been telescoped. Mr. Pomeroy did not
back to the wreck and was too badly hurt
) pay much attention to what went on
around blut in the car. He thinks that the
smoker was dragged on its side for several
hundred feet
Last evening Mr. Pomeroy was suffering
considerable pain, but his physician did not
think his Injuries would prove serious.

80

conductor Littlefield’s stort.
The parlor car conductor, Mr. £. A. Littlefield, told the following story:
“We had just left the Bradford station and

at the usual rate oI speed and
time. I had just left the smoking car

running

were

were on

back into the next car—the one that suffered
Had I done so I should
most severely.
doubtless have been seriously Injured, If not
The car
as few in that car escaped.
killed,
most badly wrecked was the one directly behind the smoker. It looked as If the other
cars had pushed into It and crushed It.
When 1 left the scene of the accident nobody could tell how many were killed or Injured, as the occupants of the wrecked cars
were buried beneath the ruins."
MBS. JOHN P. FELT.

Mrs. John P. Felt of Waltham, Mass., was
one of the passengers who were slightly
wounded. She said:
“I was on my way to Portland to meet my

husband who is stopping at No. 047 Congress
street. At the time of the accident 1 was In
the first passenger car which ran into the
water tank. The water fell upon ns drenching everybody and I was struck by some
part of the car and quite badly cut on the
forehead. My hair was filled with splinters
and I lost my pocket book, containing S40,
in the debris. The scene was an awful one.
Line man had his head cut from his body aod
others were covered with blood and mud. i
was one of the first t« be taken from the
wreckage, which covered the bodies of many
of the (lead and wounded.
The sound ox
groaning was heard in all directions and the
scene was one never to be forgotten.”
MISS ETTA M.

when suddenly there was a tremendous jerk
from behind which threw me violently down.
The smoking car left tbe track, spreading
tbe rails and thus letting tbe three rear cars
off. The smoker hung on and was drawn
several car lengths until we reached the
bridge against which it struck with a crash
and fell over upon the other track, I looked
back from my car and saw wlmt had happened and rushed across the bridge, hat in
hand, to Haverhill, shouting fire. At once
on reaching Haverhill I
pulled in an alarm
and soon the fire department was on the
spot. A line of hose was ran across the
bridge to the place of the disaster.
“In leaving the track the three rear cars
struck the water tank, under which there
was a room occupied at the time by a number of section hands.two of whom were killed
with its contents, fell
upon the cars and the wounded and dj lng
The Weymouth saloon
passengers within.
car No. 403 was the one most demolished.
Tbe passengers in this car suffered more
than those in tbe other two. Boon the hook
and ladder company was at work upon the
wreck'.
The surgeons and physicians of

OWEN’S STOUT.

Among .the wounded

was Miss Etta M.
Owen, who resides at No. 3 Tolman Place,
Portland She said:
“I was In the first passenger car, the car
that ran into the water tank. We strnck the
tank with an awful crash and the greatest
confusion followed. The water came poor*
Ing down upon us and I was hurt about the
hands and wrist. A part of the falling tank
struck my hat and knocked It off my head,
but fortunately my head was not Injured although my hair was filled with splinters.
Immediately after we struck the tank I
found myself under a car seat which held
I felt that 1 must escape and
ne down.
with ail my strength I exerted myself to get
tree. At last I succeeded and made my escape
through one of the windows of the car.
After this 1 became almost unconscious but
soon recovered.
Never can I forget the
groans or tbe awful scene of the disaster.
When we struck the tank 1 felt as If the

whole of the
down on me.

roof nf the

car

coming

was

Notes.
Mr. Ed.

Boston,

North, commercial

was

traveller of
He was not

in the Pullman.

hurt

Mr. B. Mason, the Boston agent of 8. D.
Waaren <fc Co., of Cumberland Mills, was on
the train coming to Portland. As soon as he
could reach a telegraph office from the accident he telegraphed to his firm that a terrible accident had occurred but that he, himself, was uninjured.
Mrs. Zenas Thompson received a telegram
“Mr. Thompson is
last evening saying:
comfortable. No bones are broken.’’
THE STATE.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
The Cumberland Farmers’ Club
be held Sept. 26 and 27, 1886.

had not sufficient-

escape. If the blow had been an inch lower,
you would not have been here to tell the

fair will

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The

headquarters of

Committee
ary 2nd.

were

All the

the

Republican

opened to the public
Republican

state

State
Janupapers

together with the principal Republican papers of the country, Including the Daily Philadelphia Press, New York Tribune, Judge,
Boston Journal, etc., can be found there.
The rooms afford a very pleasant place in
which to meet and read the papers.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Hurricane Granite

Company,

of Rock-

land. and the Cape Ann Granite Company,
>f Gloucester, have been awarded the contract for furnishing the granite for the completion of the main building of tbe new
Court House at Boston. The contract price
for the whole is $206,600 and each company
furnishes about equal quantities of stone.
The Hurricane Company bid tbe lowest,
$205,600, and the Cape Ann Company $313,000.
OXFORD COUNTT.

George

Shirley, Esu.,

of Fryeburg, has
been appointed Deputy, by Sheriff Wormell.
PENOBSCOT COUNTT.
Dr. Willis W. Bean, of Dixmont, died Friday. He was attending the Electric Medical
College in Cincinnati at the time.
Friends in Bangor, of Frank Whitoey,
brother of Clarence YVhltney, say that the
attempt to connect him with tbe safe robbery at Milo, will not prove successful and the
story is a falsehood la every particular The
young man is now a civil engineer in South
Aimirien ansi rlnintr a crn<tf! Imwint***.
Hm h&M
always borne a first-class moral* character
and his relatives are very indignant that his
name should be at all injured by the failing!
of his brother.
G.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Donald Harvey, Esq., a promising young
man from Calais, who has made his nome in
Minneapolis for some time, died last week.
Mr. Harvey was the only son of E. B. Harvey, Esq tt.e well known lawyer of Calais.
A fishing vessel of about seventy-five tons,
from Cape Cod and supplied with twenty
men and five dory s, has Veen anchored
near^^—
the mouth of Chandler’s river, iu
about two weeks. The men are engaged
digging clams. This is the second large vest1
sel that has been there this fall committing

Jonesb'jM^^^^*

such depredations.

IN GENERAL.

The State Board of Agriculture will hold
its annual meeting on Wednesday, January
18th, at the State House, Augusta.
THE

GOVERNORSHIP.

outright. Tbe tank,

the days in the days of the old
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth. He has been
with the Boston A Maine for years, and has
experienced his share of accidents. But
there were only two that he thought worth
talkin'! about, last night’s and one memor-

roading in

Haverhill responded promptly and

as

the

firemen removed tbe wounded they dressed
their wounds and sent them in backs or amThe ladies of
bulances to the hospital.
Bradford also assisted at tbe depot, which
was converted, for the time beiug, into a
hospital. Alt was confusion, tbe greatest
excitement prevailing. The city being near,
and there were
a crowd soon gathered,
plenty of workers to assist in removing the
dead
and
tbe
dying front the ruins.
of
the
were
The
groans
injured
heard
on
and it was imevery side
possible to tell a section hand from a well
dressed lady when they were first taken from
the heap of wreckage.
Everybody in car
Mo. 403 was drenched with water from the
tank and covered with mud. I saw one lady
taken out from tbe debris who wore a fine
silk dress. She was covered with mud and
Her clothes were
drenched with water.
torn and her face and hair were red with
blood. I do not know how many worn
killed but it is safe to say that there were at
least six or eight who lost their lives. I saw
four dead bodies myself and also 13 wounded

able disaster that happened six years ago
the second of this month on the bridge at
He was
conductor of that
Kennebunk.
train and was badly hurt, so badly hurt that
he spent days in the hospital. He was more
fortunate yesterday, though his escape was
“I was,” said he, “in the second
narrow.
of three passenger cars.
Mayor Chapman
and Attorney General Baker were in the
I did not recognize many other
same car.
passengers. There was a fair train load.

We were approaching the bridge, running
about as we usually run in such placesWhat happened to cause the accident I do
not know. Something may have broken on
smnkine car. the rails mav have spread.
the frog of a switch may have caused the
trouble; I don’t believe any one can tell
We only know that
now what did cause it.
it happened, and that It was very terrible.
In the smoking car no one was hurt so far as
There were six sailors on their
I know.
way to Bath from when! we expected some
trouble. They had pocket flasks and were
getting hilarious before the accident. But
the sight that met their eyes when they
crawled out of the smoking car made them
pretty sober. About those hurt in the car
behind the smoker, the car which crashed
into the water tank, I cannot say much as
to the number or as to who they were.
There was a terrible mixture of dead and
wounded people, car timbers, splinters and
water from the tank. The water went all
over m the wreck, so that we who worked
getting the injured people out got our feet
Besides this car,
and legs wet through.
which was completely smashed, the car behind. in which I was, was badly smashed at
The car behind us, the last car,
one end.
ran "IT to one side and was not much dam-

OC1U

*h«

kV

kllC

“Just before leaving Boston a lady came to
with a little boy, Bertie Allen of Kxeter,
aail requested me tu care lor him on his
journey and see that he got off at the right
station. 1 agreed to do it. After the accident I began to search for him and after a
while he was found only slightly injured. As
I lead him from the wreck a shout, “He’s
found, he’s found,” burst from the crowd
which stood near. They had heard of the
boy and were anxious to know if he would
be fouud auioug the living, and when it was
discovered that he was ouly slightly injured
they could not refrain from a shout of joy.
“The smoking car was full of passengers
but none ol them were badly injured. The
traiD men all escaped without injury except
the news agent, who received quite severe
wounds about the bead aud it is feared cannot live, and Uraul Holman, the water boy,
who was somewhat bruised about the head.
“Nobody now can tell what caused the accident but future investigation! may throw
All 1 know
some light upon the matter.
about it is that the smoking car, which was
behind the parlor car, suddenly jumped the
track, first spreading the rails, and letting
off the three cars which cauie next to it.”
WILLIAM CAHILL'S 8TOKV.
Mr. William Cahill, of Bath, was on the
train on his way to Bath, to utteud the funeral of bis brother.
“I was sitting,” he
me

aged”
BRAKEUAN SANDERSON'S STORY
Brakeman W. F. Sanderson was on thf
As soon as tht
rear car and was not hurt.
accident occurred it became his duty to gc
back and flag the track, so he did not set
much of the ruin. He says the big tank con.
tained eight or ten thousand gallons of water
This water, he thinks, may have prevented
the wreck taking Are. lie believes there

“in the forward end of the smokiug car
Suddenly I felt a jerk and
then the swaying and bouncing of the car
1 had
told me the train had left the track.

said,
near

five railroad men in the room under tht
One of them was taken out badly
hurt; the other four were in the ruins when
he came away.
were

tank.

runner’s

Pomeroy

again entered the car, went hack to where he
had been sitting, secured them, and, upon
again getting out, walked across the bridge
to Haverhill, where he secured the services
of a physician. The doctor upon looking at
his patient, exclaimed, “you’ve had a narrow

the train, was found last night at the Falmouth, looking very weary but evidently
very thankful that he was there to receive
the congratulations of the maDy friends who
gathered around to congratulate him on his
escape. Conductor Weymouth is one of the
veterans. Forty years ago he began rail-

a

Mr.

ly recovered consciousness to help himself,
and did not leave the car until all the others
had gotten out. Then he made his way out.
The air revived him, and finding himself
with neither coat nor hat, Mr. Pomeroy

ow

smashed, and in which so many were killed
and wounded.
This car broke from the
smoker, and, plunging off the track on the
outside of the curve, drove with terrible
force right into that water tank. The impact smashed the car all to pieces; it did
worse; it knocked out the timbers that held
the tank. That huge mass of iron weigthed
with its eight or ten thousand gallons of water, fell and burst to pieces on the broken
The sight
car and the mangled passengers.
that met our eyes when we came out of our
car and looked upon this wreck I cannot describe to you, nor should I care to do it if I
could. Our car shared somewhat in the
wreck of the car ahead, though I do not
think anyone on our car was killed or very
badly hurt. The first I knew the car began
to jump about on the itrack, there was the
next instant a great shock, and all the glass
came in; then we suddenly stopped, and I
don’t remember much more about it except
that I came out upon a scene of horror.”
Conductor

we could do,” said he, ”wns to hang on in
Just before we went on
our car aud wait.
to the bridge the smoker seemed to break
1 saw It Jump to one
from
our
car.
away

CENTS,

THREE

story.

One of the most interesting stories is tolc
by a Boston gentleman, a commercial travel
lar who was on the Pullman car, and participated In the fright of those passengers and
in the excellent view which they had of tht
smashup. This Pullman was the third cai
of the train, and right behind it was the smok

ing car. The first the gentleman knew tliai
anything was wrong was a terrible cornuio
tion back at the smoker. He and a feu
other passengers rushed to the rear door o:
the Pullman. They saw the smoking cai
jumping about from side to side. It wai

I

the stove.

sufficient presence of mind to seize the card
table and brace myself. Hardly had 1 done
so when the car was thrown over on its side
and several men were piled up on top of me.
I was on the lower side of the car ami manI
aged to crawl out of the door uuassisted.
escaped without a bruise or a scratch. Nobody in the smoking car was seriously hurt
though several of its occupants were cut by
broken glass aud bruised by being thrown
against the seats. As soon as 1 got out L
went to the water tank where the cars w ere
piled up, to render what assistance 1 could.
1 found I could mi nothing, and the scene
was so horrible tbut 1 cuUl not stand it, and
The Haverhill lire departso turned away.
ment was simiu at the scene aud prevented
A tew tnluules before
tire.
the ruins taking
the accident some intoxicated sailors had
been matmg a disturbance in the smokiug
car and X had been on the point of going

A Oiveraity of Sentiment in Different
Place*.
YORK BOOMING NO ONE.

[Blddcford Journal.]
While the Republican
party of York
county has in stock a supply of sound gubernatorial timber, and Is taking a liveiy interest in the question of candidates, no move,
formal, or otherwise, has yet been made for
the booming of any York county man for the

nomination.

FOR BURLEIGH.

[Machlas Republican.]
Several papers in the State have opened
the campaign by hoisting the name at the
head of this article as the Republican candidate for Governor, subject to the decision of
the State Convention.
We most heartily
and warmly second the motion, and join
with the hundreds
who have expressed

themselves, recently, either personally
by letter. In the same direction.

or

THIS MUST SIAN COLOSIL SUM.TCB.

[Lubec Letter to tbe Machias liepubltcan.]
If tbe signs do not mislead, Washington
county will have a candidate for Governor,
the peer of any of the gentlemen whose
names are now mentioned for that office, and
oue who combines all the qualifications for
that high office with a record sure to be popular with the people. By all means 1st the
western part of the State have a rest, and
give the east an opportunity to prove that
it has men as well qualified for Governor as
has any other section of the State.
American
It is

Influence In

French and

English Politics.
perhaps nothing more than

a

coin-

but the coincident is a happy one.
that the two most powerful republican states,
men in France are married to American
women.
Waddington was married to an
American woman m England, and ClemenYankee girl on her
ceau was married to a
native heath.
Waddington is the son 61
a
native
of France, and
but
English parents
a tboroughFrenchman in tastes and instinc's
Cleuienceau, when he was exiled from his
country in the time of tbe little Napoleon,
settled for a while in the United States and
taught school In Connecticut.
Hi ere was a bevy of marriageable girls in
his set and all were engaged to wed but one.
lie persuaded the one to accept him, and the
last engaged was the first to be married.
Cleuienceau hastened home at the breaking
out of the Franco-Prussian war, fought for
his country, and when peace came he took
an active part in polities.
Ue is an extreme
in
radical
Frauce, but In this country
he
would
for
a
pass
conservative,
lie is a thorough republican and Is ambitious
to plant the main stems of the United States
constitution in France. Mrs. Cleuienceau is
tile head of the house, and has the pleasure
of knowing that her husband is one of the
most domestic and best regulated men morally in French public life.
Some eminent British politicians, teo, are
wedded to Americans. Sir William Vernon
Ilarcourt, Gladstone's first lieutenant in
command of the Liberal party, is married to
the daughter of John Lathrnp Motley, at
one time minister to England.
Harrourt
bears the reputation of being gracious to hla
wife only, lie has the ugliest disposition of
any man in English public life, lie ran seldom say a kiud word to any body but his
wile when a gruff word will aoswer as well.
In this country he would stand no chance in
polities, but in England public men generally
seldom come in contact with the great body
of the peoole. llarcourt call mount a platform and
jp the Tories for hours at a
time, and that satisfies his 1.iiier.il constituents. The wile of Thomas Powers U'tnDtW,
Mr. Parnell’s ablest lleuteiiant, is also an
A neri .au, the daughter of tbe late Judgn

cident,

...

Pasehall of Texas.

-pm*]

i-yurass

WEDNESDAY MORNING. JAN. 11.
YVe do not ead anonymous letters and communications. Tlie name and address of the wilier
are in all cases Indispensable, not necesaar ly f<*«
publication but us a guarantee of good fulfil.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that arc not used.

Of course the declaration of the two Nevada Senators that they will not oppose Mr.
Lamar makes his confirmation certain notthe adverse

withstanding
ciary committee.

report of the judi-

The if on. John B. Redman in his speech
at Boston expressed the hope that the next
campaign might be conducted on other than
personal issues. As the Hon. \X. H. Clifford
who preceded him had devoted almost the
whole of his harangue to a personal assault

Blaine, it almost looks as if Mr. Redman’s remark was intended as a rebuke to the
handsome aspirant for Congressional honors
in the First district.

on

Mr.

civil service commissioners
sgys the report of the commission will bring
out strongly the fact that the chances of getting a position in the classified service even
One of the

*

after passing a most satisfactory examination are exceedingly few, “The chance of
says this commission, “is
about one in 2000.” Nevertheless applicants
continue to pour in, the most of them fondly
hoping that a place ou the commission’s list
will prove a passport to a “softjob” in a got'erument post office or custom house. If their

appointment,”

disappointment is great at not getting the
covreted clerkship perhaps it would be greater if they succeeded, for the low priced government offices are by no means soft placesThe occupants of them earn all the money
they get and frequently considerably more.
It is the rule in government employment
that the larger the salary the less the work,
and vice versa.
Poor Mr. Ellis, M. P., of St. John, does
not find his

position

any more tolerable as

Connecticut never failed during his long and
useful life, and Oliver Ellsworth, eminent as
of
the Chief Justice of the State and as one
the llrst Senators of the United States,
128 to
adopted tjie constitution by a vote of
88. Compared with the nanow majorities in
some other States, this was a most encouraging expression of approbation of the new
constitution. Indeed, Connecticut had every
reason to npprove tho instrument. In the
formation of it she had left a monument of
her Ideas of government which will probably
be as lasting as the government itself. At
this day in the light of the thrilling experiences of tho last quarter of a century it is
difficult to believe that a century ago the
State of Virginia championed in the constitutional convention a centralized national
form of government, and that the vigorous

stand which she took then for such an obliteration of the rights of the States was most
firmly antagonized, not by South Carolina or
Georgia, but by the New England State of
Connecticut hacked by the Middle Stute of
New Jersey. When James Madison and
George Masou would have had the States

represented in tho Senate as it: the House
according to their population, thej were met
by the unalterable determination of Ellsworth and Sherman of Connecticut and Patterson of New Jersey, that, while the House
might be a body of representatives of the
people, the Senate must bo a body of representatives of the State, in which each State
should have an equal voice. «And when the

Virginia statesmen pictured with their most
convincing oratory tho advantages of a centralized, a national rather than a federal
government, it was Ellsworth of Connecticut who declared that a national government
could ni t know his needs and provide for
them, that he was a 3 dependent on his State
government for his well-being as a citizen,
as a new-born infant Is upon Us mother for
Connecticut prevailed, and
nourishment.
the United States became a federal union. In

later years, as the time was drawing
when the statesman of Virginia, forgetting
the national aspirations of their fathers,
on

exalted the State as everything and the
nation as nothing, the most famous apostle
of State sovereignty, John C. Calhoun, recalled the work of Connecticut sixty years
It
before in the constitutional convention.
is owing mainly to the States of Connecticut
and New Jersey that we have a federal in-

time goes on. ft must be confessed that the
idea of annexation to the United States is
not popular in New Brunswick yet. Profane men have tired themselves out cursing
Ellis, and now the religious societies have
stead of a national government—the best
taken him uti.
At the recent meeting of the
Bible Society In St. John, Canon Brigstoke. government Instead of the most intolerable
Who are the men of those States
on earth.
broke out in the middle of his address in
IU n tiuiu uv tuc
1U1
condemnation of Mr. Ellis’s plan. “Just
here,” said the Canon, in the midst of his government? I will name them—their
pious discourse, “let me say a word about names ought to be ongraven on brass and
live forever! They were Chief Justice Ellsthis annexation talk that is now’ going on.
worth and Roger Sherman of Connecticut
I admire the great republic besides us. tut
The people of and Judge Patterson of New Jersey. The
am not prepared to join it.
this city are not prepared to accept a repub- other States further South were blind; they
lican nation for oar good old British nation.
did not see the future. But to the coolness
They are not prepared to renounce their al- and sagacity of these three men, aided by a
legiance to Great Britain and join the Stars few others not so prominent, we owe the
and Stripes. This talk that has been going
present constitution.” But if Connecticut
Small insisted that the Union should be federal she
on, of course, amounts to little.
things sometimes make a great deal of noise. also meant that it should be permanent;
I hope the people have heard the last of it and when the time of trial came she never
dallied with the theories of Calhoun. But it
and that the question is buried forever.’
is entirely in accord with the traditions of
Great applause greeted this digression in
the State of steady habits that its leading
favor of the good old order of things.
newspapers, believing with Ellsworth that
The “professors” of Christian Science in
there are certain things which the State
the country now number, it is said, almost
and the State government alone
them government
3000 persons, a large per cent, of
should do for its people, have ranged themwomen.
In Boston there are no less than
selves fearlessly and openly against Mr.
sixteen schools devoted to teaching tills alBlair’s plan of extending federal aid to
there
are
in
fourteen,
Chicago
leged science;
schools that should be supported by the
and in New York twelve. The principal
States themselves.
apostle of the science in New York is the
Kev. A. B. Simpson, who is the author of
A QUEER COUNTRY.
The Gospel of Healing, whicli is the standard text book of the Association under his
direction, and is sold at all the meetings of Where the Police look after Your Harness and Bankers cannot Figure.
his followers. Recently a Christian Science
institute has been opened in New York,
There is great excitability about a Ruswith a faculty of three, two of them women,
All that is necessary to get a certificate from sian. He loses his head upon the slightest
this institution is to attend twelve lectures, provocation. If you ask a drosky driver the
second time how much his charges are he
and then the student comes out a full-fledged
becomes excited and talks so loud and fast
Christian Science “professor," with full authority and, according to bis certificate, that the people in the next block run to see
who is hurt. I was driving one day down
power to heal all the ills that flesh is heir to.
the principal street in St. Petersburg with a
A hospital is attached to the institute where
patients are treated on the Christian Science member of the privy council. The carriage
plan. The presiding genius of this institute went at a rapid pace, as carriages usually do
and hospital says the success which has at- thero Directly we heard a great noise betended his treatment is “simply bewilder- hind us. We looked, and the people for two
hundred yards in the street and on the sideing.”
walks were yelling at us„ 1 asked my disThere is no little indignation in New York tinguished friend what the matter was. He
City over Speaker Carlisle’s assignment of replied that he did not know.
the House committees. The great yoke felWe did not stop. Our carriage rolled on
low of the Solid South in the Democratic
at the same rapid pace. Finally the confuteam has to put up with the husks while the
sion became so ereat that the people in front
corn goes to the other side of the crib. New
of us began to stop and gaze at us. The
York City sends eight Representatives to workmen who were putting down the NichCongress, Is the great money center of the
olson pavement on either hand stopped and
country, the greatest manufacturing and yelled at us. Again I asked my friend what
commercial city of the continent, a city of the trouble
waB, saying we were making a
extensive commerce over botli sea and land,
sensation. He looked around again, and
the home of thousands of laborers and the sure
enough the whole great broad street
resort of the greatest lawyers. Yet it has
was full of people directing their voices to
no representation on the judiciary commitour carriage.
They pointed at us, and made
tee, or the committee on labor, or manufac- exclamations that even the native beside me
tures, or Pacific railroads, or foreign affairs, cold not interpret.
or rivers and harbors, or ways and means, or
Five mounted policemen now turned into
appropriations, or banking or currency. On the street and began to ride us down. They
cried “Stoi! Stoi!” which means “stop.”
none of the other important committees has
Now my friend turned pale. He asked me
a Representative from New York City anyif roy passport had been returned to the hoIpg but a subordinate place. To the tel with the chief’s signature, his leave for
South, on the other hand, have gone thirty me to stay. I replied that it had been sent,
of the fifty chairmanships, and the chair- to the officer, but that as I had not received
it I did not know if it was all right.
manships of all the important committees
“I expect,” said he, “that these officers are
except the appropriation committee where after you,” and he called to the driver to
stop.
Mr. Randall holds the fort, are filled by
When the officers came alongside I unconSoutherners. On the most important comsciously raised up, ready to be taken into
the
committee
of
and
mittee of all,
ways
custody, and looked to see which one had
the handcuffs.
means, as it was-originally arranged, Mr"See there 1” exclaimed one of the mountCarlisle had upon the list five men born in
ed gendarmes.
Kentucky, Mr. Carlisle’s native State. As
My friend and I looked at the side of our
it stands, ufter Mr. Scott, of Pennsylvania,
horses, expecting to see evidence of a crime,
and saw a pull-back strap hanging loose!
has been put upon it, it has for original
The driver got down and buckled the strap,
Kentuckians the chairman and three other the officers rode back, we drove on, and business in the Broadway of St. Petersburg was
men, viz.: McMillan, of Tennessee; Breckinridge, of Kentucky, and Breckinridge of resumed.
The same precautions againsijdre are taken
Arkansas. Before it helped the South into
in Moscow and St. Petersburg to-day that
power New York city should have stipulated
were m use a century ago. Scores of firetowers are everywhere seen. They rush up
for part of the honors. Perhaps, however,
like a lightNew York city would be all right if It would about 75 to 100 feet, are built and have
a
house. with winding stairway,
send to Congress better men. Of them all,
platform all around at the top, where a
a
fire
be
said
to
if
have a national watchman patrols day and night,
Mr. Cox alone may
is discovered a signal is given and the fire
reputation.
department turns out. It was only recently
with hundreds of milthat St.
It is to be regretted that the Reading Rail- lions of Petersburg,
government property, secured a
road company laid on the table a resolution
steam fire-engine; and that is a poor, old
fashioned affair. The hand-engine does seroffered at its annual meeting to settle the
vice there yet, as in most other cities in the
miners’ strike by arbitration. The contest
When a fire breaks out the streets
empire.
inminers
and
the
between the
company
are cleared for such a department display at
volves no question of principle. In that re- an Atnericau town would make, people go
wild, talk loud, get in the way, and when
spect it is very different from the controver- the
fire burns out the fire department goes
out
of
hands.
That
the
train
with
grew
sy
back to watch the towers for another signal.
the
handof
on
the
an attempt
I have been in four or five of the largest
part
freight
1-I. U,,aaio
of tlinninaf nvtan
lers to prevent men from working because
sive commercial and railroad houses, and nothey did not belong to the Knights of Labor. where have I seen figuring done by pen or
mcxi xxo ix
mb rigiu ox wie roau xu xjiic oucix
pencil, like they do in America and England.
pleases is an indisputable one, and it was The Chinese counting machine, seen occain the hands of John and Jap in the
perfectly right to refuse to allow anybody to sionally
United States, is everywhere. If you buy a
dictate to them ou that point. But the dis- pair of socks for 50 kopecks, and a handkerpute with the miners relates simply to wages. chiefs for 75 kopecks the shopkeeper, even
experiJSvery corporation, especially a corporation the brightest and oldest and most
enced, has to go to bis machine to learn the
that derives so many privileges from the
result—one rouble, 25 kopecas. I venture
public as a railread corporation, is bound to that there are not a dozen bankers in Russia
who would attempt to discount any draft, or
pay its employes fair wages. In determining
issue a letter of credit, or change a tenwhat are fair vyages the financial condition
rouble note into kopecks, without poshing
of the company, and the state of its business,
back and forward for some time the strings
the
emthe
work
of
of
as
the
nature
colored buttons in his machine, indicating
well
of
as
ployes and the cost of living are to be con- numerals.
But it is wonderful how adept some of
sidered. The miners claim that their pres- them are in the use of the counting machine.
ent wages are so low that they cannot earn You may buy a bill of goods ever so large.
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PERSONAL

A loadjof straw passing under an electric
light wire in Marion, Ind., tore it loose and it
dropped to the ground below the load. A

themselves and their famiAt the present prices of coal miners
ought to be able to earn that much if they
are fairly dealt with by their employers. The
only reply, so far as we have observed, that
the Reading company make to the miners’ complaint is a refusal to grant the adlies.

vance

requested by the

miners.

The latter

ask that their case and the company’s case
bo presented to a number of im partial men
and let them decide what is just and right in
view of all tiie circumstances and agree to
abide by the result of their decison. But
the Company refuses. Why? It is difficult
to Imagine but one reason, and that is the
fear that the decision would be against them,
and that they would be compelled to grant
the justice which they now refuse. It is the

duty of employers to aid in every reasonable
labor troubles
way in the settlement of
peaceably. It is for their inlet est too in the
long run to do so.
Connecticut and the Constitution.
Last Monday was the one hundredth anniversary of the ratification of the constitution
by the State of Connecticut, and the Hartford Courant, oldest and sturdiest newspaper
of the State, was able on that day to produce
from the reports in its own files of 1788 the
leading features of (lie proceedings of the
convention, including the yea and nay vote.
WilThat convention, led by the scholarly
liam Samuel Johnson, by Roger Sherman,
hearts of the people of
whose hold on the

The salesman

keeps

the machine beside

him,

pushing out the numerals as. the purchases
are made, and the instant you call tor your
bill he repeats the total. 1 he Russians were
taught most of their business knowledge by
the Chinese and Turks, and these countingmachines are yet indispensable in all oriental
places of business
The stranger wonders how, in St. Petersburg, for instance, the markets and shops
arc
kept as clean as they are, when the water
Is so filthy. Oue can smell the water of the
Neva, which furnishes the supply for drinking and household purposes, for a mile on an
It discounts the
ordinary summer day.
water that used to get green in the Potomac
fiats at Washington.
A native tells me the reason things are
clean. Every day a health officer goes about,
inspecting the shops and houses. Gendarmes
assist. If there is any stench or decay discernible, or any filth of any kind, the place
is arbitrarily closed, and kept closed for

weeks or months. There is no recourse, no
help for it. Cleanliness in the commercial
centres is an imperative necessity. Many
people have been ruined in business by being
closed by the officers. They can never learn
what is wanted. The only reply is: “You
must keep the premises clean.” How clean
is not explained, and there can be no appeal.

The Democrats of the Kentucky Legislature have unanimously renominated James
B. Beck for United States Senator. An interesting episode occurred when Senator
Beck was brought into the caucus by Mr. G.
Haves of Louisville. “I Introduce to you,”
said Mr. Hayes, "the nominee of the caucus
for United States Senator, the Hon. James
G. Bl—Beck.” Loud laughter greeted Mr.
Hayes’s slip of the tongue. Senator Beck
did not smile.

bank

atjMouaco

AND

—

640

coats then

tsr 81000.00

SAYS THIS IS THE EEST

Look at

our

Evening ttcktts 60 cents;

bridge' * Music

low

Cuffs,
Neckwear,
Hosiery,
Gloves,
Underwear,
$3.24
etc., at rock bottom prices.

a

Support home industry.

Smoke the best 5 cent

No

Cigar.

mn.'l

ll2w

We will close out the balance of
sale stock

early if

HALL L. DAVIS,

WT1«WWP.

mcKiNOH

of

Wolf

yon want

a

Robes at

our

whole-

cost.

Come

—

MARKET

28

SQUARE.

Jan5

It don't matter what other
am

dec28

ounce.

Hay,
Ylang Ylang,
New Mown

dec23

Musk,

Violet,
Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West End,

Heilotrope,

people advertise,

Wild Rose,
wmte Heliotrope,
Caslimere Lily.

_eodtf

B.

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, due 1927.
We will recoils Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1,
1883, in exchange for the 43, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

HtVKKBS,:

site

being
fragrance.

CLARK,

515!Congress Street.

dtl

days I shall sell the remainder of
my stock, consisting of

For the next ten

Atkins’

exqui-

Suitings,Overcoats,&c.,

35 cents per ounce.

Lubin’s at
“

octs

AWNCAL

UEETIVtiA.

AWVl'AL WEETIWC.
milK Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Portland
Railroad Company will he held,In
X
the Library Boom, Mcrhnnh.ee IPortland, on
Monday, January 1(>, 1888, at 3 o’clock p. u>., for
the choice of directors and the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them.
E. A. NEWMAN, Sec’y.
|an9d7t
Portland, Jan. 9,1888.
M.

im titlllii'M

v||uv

■•^a

*« ta

p|

A\MAI, ngETIKO.
Annual Meeting ot Stockholders of the
Portland St Ogdensburg Railway will be held
at the office 517 Commercial St., Portland, .Me.,
on TUESDAY, the 17th day of January, current,
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, to choose directors
for the ensuing year, anil to transact any other
business that may legally come tiefore them.
CHAS. H FOYE, Clerk.
Portland, January 2,1888.
Janleodtd

THE

ANNUAL MEETING PORTLANO STEAM PACKET Cfc

special attention to a broken lot
of Suitings, mostly in small sizes, which I offer at
a bargain, from 10 to 50 per cent, less than cost to
manufacture.
___

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner

DIMPLES, black-heads, chapped and oily skin
rial prevented by Cuticuka Medicated Soap.

declS

In one luinuic the 4'utiruru
> Anti-Pain Piaster relieves RheuSciatic, Sudden, Sharp, and
Nervous Pains, Strains and Weakfirst and only pain killing Plaster. 25 cts.
W&S&w2w

ing

ensu-

ing year and the transaction of any other business
that tnav legally come before them, will be held
at the office of the Company, Franklin Wharf,
Portland. Me., on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
January, 1888 at 3 o'clock, p. m.

Hamburc$

Old Uncle Joe’s

0. J.

BROS.

TURNER

PROVERBS.

may legally
any
come before them, will be held at the office of the
company, at llrldgton, Maine, January 17, 1888,
at 2 o’clock In the afternoou.

P. P. BURNHAM,Clerk.

jan7dtd

Steamship Co.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Steamship Co., will be held at
their office on Railroad Wharf, Jan. 25, 1888, at
3 o’clock p. m. for the election of Directors and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Portland. Jan. 9,1888.
JanlOdld

THE

dtf

Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everywhere. Price 1 Or. a package—to colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadFor
ing Qualitit s. They do not crock or smut.
Bale by D. V. Heseltine & Co.. Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets ; N. G. Mcliols, Drug1st, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W.
tevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Cougress and Washington streets; T. J. L ooney,
Druggist,corner Middle and Franklin streets ; D.
P. Ilorr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, Juuction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 212 Dauforth
street;Cook, Everett Si Pennell; John W. Perkins
& Co.; H. H. Hay ii Son, and A. W. Smith, Druggist, 107 Portland St., Portland. Maine. W. W.
Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square, aud Woodlord's Corner, Deering, Me.
Jlylleodly

Several Cots to be sold'at much less than their
value, in order to reduce an overstock.

De narvous cbap dat dose not get
Dr. Flower’s Nerve and Brain Pills
cheats himself out of do pleasures of
a happy life, and am therefore a fool.

SALE COMMENCING MONDAY MORNING, JANUARY 9.

De world am full ob idyuts; but
the biggest idyut I eber see was de
man dat suffers with Dyspepsia, when
he done knows of Dr. Flower’s Liver
and Stomach Sanative, dat great
remedy what nebber fails.

§

Opening of New Ginghams, Satines, White
Goods, Table Damasks and Napkins.
dtl

Jan7

REMOVAL. 8

Maybe ye doan know a fact.
Well, I will enlighten yo\ Ebery
man dat
buys a bottle of Dr.

Whitney Building,
Corner Federal and Temple St.,

’conomy.

The

sole agency of this world [renowned Instru*
nient.

Dr. Flower’s Great Scien-

SAMUEL

by

druggist.
See next week’s paper.

BEESWAX,

Crude, Imported and domestic, by the cask
only. Price 22V4C. to 24c. per lb. Also,

or

W.

H. BOWDLEAR

HOTEL SANITARIA,
BELLEVIEW,

WAX

&

CO.,

147 I’KAKL ST., BOSTON,

MARION CO.

FLORIDA.

Those wishing a pleasant home for the w'nter
months in a delightful climate will find it fo their
advantage to consult the proprietor, DR II.

KNIGHT.
Also

„.

furnished houses and rooms for light house
uov28eod2m

keeping.

we

shall give

IN

Road Niockn in Fractional Lots Bought
and Sold upon an entirely new plan, the distinctive feature behig ( uwioiat r* Never lacnr a
Isoaa.
Small margin only required. Send for explanatory circular aud first-class references.
M. W. POIJsAKD, Mtock Broker,
45 Broadway, N. V. City.
Jan5eod&wlm

BOSTON & N FW YO RK STOCKS

Job Printer

Bought and sold

upwards.
Orders by mail

on

a

or

a

Specialty.

97 i -2 i-xcliange St., Portland, Me*

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
AD orders toy mall or telephone promptly at-

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

touded to.

INTEUKNT MAY 1 AND NOV. I, PAY.
A RLE IN NEW YORK.
For price ol bonds and further particulars apply to

Brnr, Cobb k Estabrook,

^2*$

noylleoutl

I

imitations.

_•

is

the
on

each one of the
Pearl Top

Chimeys.
The

good,

dealer

may say and
think he has as
but he has not.

Insist upon the exact label
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

Pittsburgh,
WE

eod3m

Wyer Greene & Co.,
Me.

Portland,

codtf
_

HAINES,RICHARDSON& CO.
—

DEALERS

IN

Congress St., Boston,

Mass.^

—

full assortment or sizes and lengths of timber
plank In stork at our yard on brown's Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.
A
and

Office 322 Commercial St.,
D029eodtf

PORTLAND_TH E ATR E

PORTLAND, 31U

13lli,

January

Friday,

On which occasion will appear the Famous Original and only

HENRY’S

HI

FAMOUS PREMIUM

MINSTRELS
Who will entertain yon with one of the very Best
Cleanest, Brightest and most Novel Entertainments lii the Minstrel line, by a refined
and carefully selected company of

n

LEGITIMATE
Remember

dny

the

Prices 76, 60 and 35.
Jan,

OC

ZJ

Feature*.

Star

and

data,

FRIDAY, JANUARY

13th.

Sale of Seats commences

11,Janfidlw

OPERA EXCURSION
Half fare on n. C. IS. ft. to ull
holding Gilbert Opera Tlchels.
Hair fare to Matinee on P. * K.
It. K.
fsitnl Saturday discount
on the G. T. It. R.
d4t
Jan 11____

Sol Smith Russell!
Tickets now on sale s‘ Stockhrldge's Music
Store; also Symphony Orchestra tickets, Haydn
and Germania. Rev. Sam Jones, and Couthoul
matinee.
JanDdlw

GILBERT’S

Class.

Dancing
F»r

Hegiaaer*

eaees

Saturday Evening,

Jan. 14th.

Terms for twelve lessons, Gentlemen $6.00
Ladles

$3,00,_janlOOtl

HES. JOHN A. BELLOWS,
In

connection with .Tim. €a«weir« cl?
Kaglinli l.iicratarr, will glv#

TEN

in

ses

READINGS
—FROM—

MODERN ENGLISH POETS,
At Xo. 96 Park St., on Friday Afternoons at 4 o’clock, beginning Jan. 20.
Tickets for the Course, #2.50, to be
90 Park St., between 2 and5 p. m.
seats limited to SO.
Feb.
Jan. 20, Tennyson
27, Mrs. Browning. Mar.
Feb. 8, Rossetti.
10, Matthew Arnold.
•*
17, Keats.

obtalnad at
Number of

24, Wordsworth.
2, Shelley.
9, Jean lugelow.
1«, Swinburne.
23. Browning.

JanlO

CITY

ulOt

HALL.

THREE PERFORMANCES, Jan. 13 & 14.
Third Annual Tour of the

ARTISTS
the

3

following:

Miss Florence Bate, Miss Helene Carter, Miss
Helene Adelaide Russell, Miss Marie Valesea.
(Formerly with the Boston Ideals.)
Miss Minnie De Kew.
(Late with the MeCaoll Opera Company.)
Miss Polly Falrbairn, Mr. Jas. Gilbert. Mr. A1
fred Wilkie.
(Formerly with the Hess Opera Company.)
Mr. J. C. Fay.
(Late of the Stetson Opera Company.)
Mr. F. B. Moulton, Mr. F. W. Soule. Mr. Geo. V.
Bonker, Mr. Fred A. Goodwin.
A

Aa KIHrirnt Orrhratra.
New .truer,, uad
Cnutunies.
Splendid

FRIDAY EVKN1NG,
BOCAC'CIO.
SATURDAY MATINEE.
MIMA MO.
SATURDAY EVENING,
lOl.ANTHK.
Richard Lindsay, Musical Director.
i-vi/umn uvhcia, iiiviuiiiUK

tcnciTCU

il'iUs,

OO

and SO cents; Admission 35 cents. Matinee 35
snd 35 cents; Children 15 and 35 cents. Opening
sale at Stockforldge’s Music Store.Saturday morning, Jan. 7, at 0 o'clock.
_JanSdlw

PARK GARDEN,
C. H.

•

Opp. Lincoln Park,

Knowlton.Manager.

WEEK, COMMENCING MONDAY. JAN. 9.
A

WA^T

WEEK OF
I

IN

Every Eveulng

H. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL

PRINTERS,

CO.,

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Portland,

PORTLAND
THEATRE
T
w*

MONDAY and

Per(«r«aB(4<* Ouly!
JAN. 16th and

TUESDAY,

17th.

First time In New England of J. Z. Little’s original
version of the Dramatic Sensation,

The World!

The following Scenes are all entirely new.
he Harbor and Whipping.
Deck of iin Ocrni, wtennier at Sea,
The wiuhiag whip.
T1IK RAPT,
The (lurdrna of wicilr.
The l.analic »■»!»,
The Kcrolriog Wcenr,
T

The

.Vlorlag Paaornnia,
The Hotel Parlor.

Me.

REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
Is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their esse to treat and cure
them. 1 And that about four-fifths of tho cases
up to die cau lie cured. Examinations at a
Istance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 coot stamp and $3.00 Examination attbeofflee, $1.00.
Consultation free.
Office hours 0 a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4M

The

DR.

Slveu

Saturday Matinee at 2.30.

A|,.m?P“Ur
|allU___dlf_

97 l-a Exchange St., Portland. Me.

Medical Rooms 93 Krai: kiln St.,

at 8.

I*r,c«"~ *0, 13, 33 and 33 da.

IVIS WILL no IT QUICKLY.
WE HILL DO IT CHEAPLY*
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

•

Well-Drilled Ihoru-.

ONE

Pa.

ebPeodtf

BKOVt'N’N BLOCK,

ddt

TO DO YOUR

LOW” PRICES
will be the order of the day at WYER
KKEENE & CO’S for the next 30 days;
all Urokeu Lots, Samples and Mistlts io
be closed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
Waukeupbast Roots ouly $2.50, formerly $3.50; several lots of Ladies’ Faucy
Slippers will be closed oat less than
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

This

exact label

35 CONCRESS STREET,

margin of 2 per cent,

telegraph

are

nouTtauK, ninkino fund
NIX PERCENT, COLD HONDI,
DATED MAY 1, 1880. DUE MAY 1,1936.

and

VblNTEKH’ KXCHA3UE,

THIS is the top of the gen“Pearl Top’
Lamp
Chimney, all others similar

Railway Company.

RONTON.

TICKETS 25 CENTS.

JanlO___

Including

uine

first

JanC,

CHURCH,

Friday Evening, Jan. 13,

35

V

(NORTHERN PACIFIC GUARANTEED*

oct21

SQUARE

STRONGER THAN EVER.

STOCKS

Kail

—

SPOKANE&PALOUSE

our cus-

Within Reach of All.

harks

AXX>

days

SPECULATION

Book, Card

dlf

TUNING TO OBDKIt.

JjrlB
bb

only.

Dov24eod3m

HCRDKTT ORGAN

wn. in.

—

In tliln cakes lu cases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
and white M. P. 180°. Price 10c. per lb. by the

case

m.

During the next DO
tomers 8 per cent,

«1H

Jan3

1

M. II. —Ask f«r the

Refined
PARAFFINE

Kendall & Whitney.
THURSTON,

No. 3 Free Street, Block, Pori

Per Gent First Mortgages in Kansas.

on any money they may
send us for investments we have for sale. We have
on hand First Mortgages and applications for
money upon first mortgage loans, mostly npou 180
acre farms, amounts ranging from $260 to *500.
We have also mortgages In amounts *1000 to *20.000 at 7 per cent, which we oiler.
How much
money can you furnish us tor these loans? They
are A 1 security.
The stringency in the money
market enables us to cut down amounts applied
for In eacli case to an amount that is safe beyond
a doubt. Now is the time to get a nice fine of small
gilt edge loans. Write for our New Investor’s
Guide. Remit with advice to JOHN D. KNOX A
CO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents, Topeka. Kan. Boston Office: Room 24, No. 3li Brom
field street.

Wc litavc Removed to

Flower’s Liver and Stomach Medicine, gets a bottle of Dr. Flower's
Liver Pills throwed in ; tharfor, he
gets two dollars’ worth ob medicine
for one dollar.
Dat’s what I call

Street

Jau7

LADIES !

OB. JOHN BPZZKLI,, I.ruder*

at the VESTRY of CONGRESS

GILBERTOPERACO*

FARRINGTON,
Exchange

Near

—

OLD FOLKS’ CHOIR,

of the stockholders of this

annual
THE
compauy, for the choice of directors, and the
other business that
transaction of

180 -MIDDLE STREET-182

AT

BY THJC

—

F.

X^-e^matic,
(

Jan4__

THERE WILL BE A CONCERT

Company of Brldgton.
Pondicherrymeeting

International

I have marked my Children’s Suitings that cost
from $5.00 to $8.00, at the uniform price of $5.00
per suit. It will pay you to look at them.

TOO MANY

FREE! FREE FROM PAW!

are

Brldgton, Jannary 7,1888.

CHILDREN’S SUITINGS.

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

janlldtu(>, I„ BAILEY, Chairman.

L1SCOMB, Sec'y.
Portland, January C, 1888.
jan7dtd

I would call your

any in the market.

THE
Co.,
hereby notified that the annual meetfor the choice of Five Directors for the

J.

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

35

Rciclaardt's Satchet Powder at 2«5 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticuka, 60c. ; Soap,
26c.; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the I’ottek
Dkuo and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
rg—Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases,” G4
pages, 60 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

CHAPMAN.

Electricity, and Its practical application.'' Working models, and diagrams will Illustrate the subject.
Seats free to the public.

Wednesday,

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
JtT

stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet

The three last odors

7.30

H.

W.

WOGDBURYT MOULTON,

PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

of the most

on

Subject.

Securities!

—ALSO—

dlw

the center of the world for

FRANK

at the extreme low

Wood

Rose,

White

Psoriasis, Eczema. Tetter, Ringworm, I-iclien,
Pruritus, Scald Head, Milk Crust, Dandruff, Rat tiers', Bakers’, Grocers’and Washerwoman’s Itch,
and every species of Itching, Burning, Scaly, Pimply Humors of the Skin and Scalp and Blood, with
Loss of Hair, are positively cured by Cuticuka,
the great Skin Cure, and Cuticuka Soap, an exguisite Skin Beautifler externally, and Cuticuka
Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier internally,
when physicians and all other remedies fail.

your

given

for the Benefit of the Honarltan Atnocin-

—

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.

Prices Lower Than Ever.

One-Half Pint Glass Stoppered Hottles only
$1.50 each.
of 20 cents per

DKAlaKB* nr

drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available in all the principal
cities in Europe.

Extracts in Buik l

....

for sale

-flL.

tion.

EXQUISITE PERFUMES. PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS
Triple
Jockey Club,

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

weofferforsale
Saddlery Dealers,

Wholesale

I

price

BA.NK.ETIS,

bargain.

L J. CARNEY & CO.,
NO.

SPBCIAT.TIBS IlST

quantity

W t’tlsid

a.

The choice of seats will be sold at auction, at
the Theatre, Monday morning, Jan. 9th. at 8.30
o’clock. Each purchaser will be limited to ten
tickets for each evening._janOdlw

eodtf

JelO

STERLING EXCHANCE

REITC HARDT’S

Or sold in any

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Investment

of every description through this company, which is the largest and
most reliable house in the United States. Estimates gtven on EngravSatisfaction guaranteed.
Samples furnished.
ing of all kinds.

111 had known of the Cutioura Remedies
twenty-eight years ago it would have saved me
*200.00 (two hundred dollars) and an immense
amount of suffering. My disease (Psoriasis) commenced on my head in a spot not larger tliau a
It spread rapidly all over my body and got
cent.
tinder mv nails.
The scales would droo off of me
the
la'
time, and my suffering was endless, and
One thousand dollars would not
without relief.
tempt me to have tills disease over again. I am a
poor man, hut feel rich to bo relieved ot what some
of the doctors said was leprosy, some ring worm,
Sarsaparillas
psoriasis, etc. 1 took ....and
over oneyear and a half, but no cure. 1 cannot
praise the Cuticuka Remedies too much. They
have made my skin as clear and free from scales
Ail f used of them was three boxes
as a baby’s.
of Cuticuka, and three bottles of CyTicuKA ReIf
solvent, and two cakes of Cuticuka Soap.
you had been here and said you would have cured
me for $200.00 you would have had the money. 1
looked like the picture in your book o' Psoriasis
(Picture number lwo”How toCure Skin Diseases )
but now 1 am as clear as any person ever was.
Through force of habit I rub my hands over my
arms and legs to scratch once in a while, but to no
purpose. I am all well. 1 scratched twenty-eight
years, and it got to be a kind of second nature to
me.
1 thank you a thousand times. Anything
more that you;want to know write me, or any one
who reads tills may write to me, and I will answer
DENNIS DOWNING,
it.
Watebbuky. Vt. Jan 20th, 1887

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other Elrst-Class Securities.

BONDS

ENGRAVED

40.

Pint National Bank Building.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

oodCm

Having been appointed Ageut by the American Bank Note Company
ol New York, I am now prepared to furnish

YEARST”

are

11 Ih and ISlk.

at Mechanic Hail,
Thursday Evening O'CLOCK,

TRUST COMPANY

Portland, Me.

at the

Wednesday and Thursday Evenings, Jan.

dtl

PORTLAND

WOLF ROBES AT COST.

AGENCY FOR THE STATE OF MAINE.

Scaly, Itching, Skin Disease with Endless knifering, Cured by Calicura Bemedies.

tific Remedies

by Sullivan,

PORTLAND THEATRE,

Per order of the Committee,

artificial flavoring. Manufactured and

ovl9

now.

The

“TRIAL, IIV JURY,”

of the M. C. M. Association Course will be

3.2 Exchane;e Street.

Jan7

SSfiS THOS. GAREY’S CIGAR STORE,ui»oTiti®an5°me:

The Lord of the Earth smiled a sweet smile
of the old courtiers who knew that
smile, also smi’.ed—and turning upon him
with the “far-reaching eyes,” said, “Bright
jewel of our durbar and sun of our understanding, art thou sure of this?” “The
Lord of the Earth Is omniscient and knows
everything,” replied he. “Well, to be sure,
Morewe do things, but we are old now.
over, yon tree obstructs our view; however,
thou art young; go thou, therefore, climb the
tree; watch the cursed Muscovite's movements, and when he is close upon
The free is high,
us
know.
us
let
so that thou slialt bo enabled tosee a
long way off.” Forthwith the man was
led to the tree and made to climb to the topmost branches. To keep up his courage, if
he grew weary of his post, a guard with bayonets fixed was told oft to remain below. It
is said the young man felt considerably elevated by his master’s humor, and felt very
exhilarated at first; but three days’ contemplation of the beauties of Nature, even from
such a commanding position, is apt to tire
They say he got hurt
one, and so he fell.
and died. No one dares to raise alarms in

ness.

by Julhm KUhbery, toother with

THE NEXT LECTURE

BANKERS.

box, (wholesale

price.)

at $3.24

“MOTOR OF ALCANTARA”

CO., JS/L.

II. JH. PAYS©XT X

Reversible Collars and Cuffs
at 20c.

Gray Reefers

Pwrtlaid Witter C o. fa and tts.
Hiddeford and Maeo Water t’o. Urn.
.Ylaine Central K. H. Cooaol 7m.
Caneo National Uaulc Mtoek.
Pimi National Hank Miork.
Tlerchnnt*’ National Hank Mtoek.
Firxt National Haok ntock, of Hath,
nud ■Many' other dewirnble aecuriliea.

will aiv*

—

Firm mortgage tU, due 1901*

Collars and

prices.

RAILWAY,

ST. LOUIS STREET
8c

sale at Stock-

now on

Store._Jan9d3t

THe Amateurs

940,000.00

etc.

(assuming 8 characters.)

Mr. Powers will be assisted by the
HOWTO* (DEAL

FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

people.

—some

\VJb7

equally

FOB

overrunning with wit,

comedy,

The Rivals!

—

January Investments

to close.

Big reductions in prices of
Boys’ Overcoats, Keefers,

CLARK, 482 Congress St., Opp. Preble House,

F.

IRA

There is humor in his way of playing the
part of Lord Absolute, which can best be
appreciated at a distance, as a story which
has just reached us will show. Not long
ago, we are told, the ameer was sitting in
Th«
durbar discussing public affairs.
"home” department had gone through their
work. Orders had been issued to release
certain persons from the sorrows of existence, when the durbar suddenly dashed into
greater things, and began to talk about the
English and the Russians. A man who had
lately been introduced at court, and was not
well acquainted with his sovereign’s ways,
remarked, “Lord of the earth, let people say
what they like, but this humble one has
been scanning the political horizon with farreaching eyes, and the Russians are coming.”

jDr

25c

at

wholesale

rare

drollery aiul redlculons situations,

Banjo, Mandolin and Guitar Glut).

BONDS
—

POWERS! 1

In Sheri Ians

AT

[Bombay Gazette.]
Some strange stories have been told of the
way in which Abdurrahman Khan, Ameer

A

89 doz. 75c Common Sense Overalls 89c
The best bargainin the State ot Maine.
20 doz. *1.25 Cardigan Jackets at 72c

SECURITIES for INVESTORS

—

by the famous character Impersonator, Mr.
(.eland T.

nil.

We

AT

—

p

City Hall,Wednesday Eyeuiui;, Jau. 11th

—

ot Europe.
always on hand and oBer
(or sale a lull line o(

CAREFULLY SELECTED

10 I)oz. 25c. Mittens at

Hundreds of other Overcoats
11c

at

sold

$16.46

Blue and Brown

80 $6.00 Overcoats at

100 doz. 25c Braces at only
Tlie bes1 bargain in New England.
GO doz. 45c Bine Ribbed Hose at

be

prices

elegant $30. Satin
Overcoats at only $19.84

Black,

_

SCRATCHED 28

to

40 all wool Beaver Overcoats in

An Asiatic Joke.

Cabul

aokxts roB

•

of those

at Windsor, Balmoral and Osborne. The queen’s servants
had fine new clothing given them in honor of
the jubilee, and gorgeous liveries were provided for additions to the household staff
rendered necessary by the festivities. The
joy which then burst forth has melted at the
news that the gaily dressed ones will be
called upon to receive only two-thirds their
wages, to make amends for the additional

his

dtl

SWAN & BARRETT,

Our entire stock of Ulsters

Over-

more

we

decided to sell the balance

grumbling below stairs

over

dec28

(LIMITED)
Letters! of Credit Issued and Bills
of Exchange drawn,

GOODS !

want to carry
to next season and we have

Lined

assessed valuation

per cent interest;

have

We hare

The Queen of England
always been
noted for her thrift. In Windsor Castle the
stubs of caudles are saved and run over into
At present there is bitter
new candles.

It

ten

available In all the principal title

FTT KNISHING

GENTS’

has

lords

14th STOCKBRIDGE

hearing

$1,420,085.00; total indebtedness $14,000.00; an
excellent sale Investment; full particulars. 8 AM’L
PATTERSON, 379>/a Congress street, Portland.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE IN EUROPE.

—

question."

Afghanistan,

LOGAN CO.. COLO., WARRANTS FOR SALE.

BANKERS,
PORTLAND,

CLOTHIN G

not affect a person for many
years, and that then there will suddenly
The finer cigars,
come a trouble of the heart.
he says, are even more likely to produce the
trouble than the common-ones.
Miss Grace Dodge has organized thirteen
clubs for the working girls of New \ ork.
One of these Is presided over by Miss Clara
Potter, daughter of Bishop Potter. It includes a boarding-house, classes in dressmaking, cooking and elocution, and evening
entertainments in which the working girls
themselves are the chief performers.
An ex-editor of St. Louis is quoted as saying that twelve years ago, in a talk about
politics, General Grant uttered in his hearing this shrewd prediction: “When the
Democratic party comes near tc the complete
control of the country it will break its back
across the Alleghany mountains on the tariff

of

Am V ■B9M1VTB.

—

smoking will

outlay.

SALE

GREATJANIIARY

informs them that

the game never had so profitable a season as
the last. It concludes with this cheering bit
of statistical information:—“There were
seventy six suicides during the season.”
Ex-Senator Blanche K. Bruce divides his
time between his plantation and the lecture
platform. He Is shrewd and has become
wealthy, the most successful man of the
colored race except Fred Douglass, He Is
exceedingly popular as a lecturer in the
country towns.
Dr. Frantzel, of Berlin, reporting on the
effect of tobacco on the heart, says that

i-nnmir

enough to support

CLARK'S

valuable snail of horses came along soon
afterward, both horses stepped on the wire
and both fell dead.
The report issued to shareholders of the

gambling

FINAIVCIAJ..

DIISCELLANBOIIt.

AND PECULIAR

Z.

J

LITTLE,

company of unexceptional ability.
-i-nro ie-iScene Produced as Advertised.

supported by
Every

Sensational Actor,

a

Prices 75, 60 and 36 cents; sale of seats comFriday, Jan. 13.
JunlUllw

mences

»

,1

Maine Central
Maine Central
Maine Central

K. B. 1st mtg 7s. .118
B. B. Co nsol 7s —182
it. B. 8kg Fund 8s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s—100%
••
2d mtg 6s.106
•
3d mtg 6s... .110

i1 li KSS.

jlJ-

WEDNESDAY MORNING. JAN. 11.
THE PRESS.
Depots of N.
May be obtained at the Periodical
Station j Marquis,
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad
M.
C. H. K. DeE.4
St.;
Armstrong,
70 Exchange
Bt.; John Cox, 600
pot ; Hodgson, Witt Portland
St.;
Lawson,
7
Exchange
Costello,
Congress St.;
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 504 Congress St.; Peterand
Congress
corner
Goold,
2
son, Exchange St.;
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hop243
Con1
Morrill,
corner
ark;
Commercial,
kins,
Beardsworth,
gress St.; Ross, 193 Congress St;
87 India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:
Abbott, 348 Spring St; and of Chisholm Bros.’
agents on all trains running out of the city.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
L. Dennison.
B.
Brunswick,
t umberland Mills, K. s. Raymond.
W. Dunbar.
K.
Damarlscdtta,
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
C.
J.
Gerry.
Fry elmrg,
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendeuntng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, S. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O.S. Andrews, R.H. Burnham & Wm.
Jl. Hyde.
Hac'carappa, C. H. Kilby.
Saco, U. B. Kendrick & Co., Win. Stackpole,
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Spriugvale, C. H. Pierce.
skowhegan—Bfxlty & Buck.
Thgmasten, 8. Delano.
Vtnalhaveu, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. E. Bennett.

The other little dot became
taking any notice of her;

are receives
dai.v:
t. 4. & ..
128%
A ten.,Topeka anil Santa Fe Bailroad. »94»i
Mexican Central B 7s.
Mexican Central. 14%
Kell I'e’enhone. *212
Wisconsin ctn'ral..
Mexican Centra! 4s.
U7%
New York and New England Bailroad.
38%
do oret
115
Boston & Lowell Bailroad,.160
Boston a Albany.
*197%
Boston|& Maine B.
211
Calii 'in a Soutbei u Bailroad..
46
F'lUt & PereJMarquette Bailroad coin. 24
dt lief.
96

Openfn
New York Central..108
Lake Snore. 95%
t rie commou. 28%
< 0%
cnauasouthern.

Northwestern.108%

St.. Paul. 75%
oroafia common_ 40
Omaha preferred..
Union Pacific. 68
e.M.-i n i'nion. 78
< ■:
...s fianscon... 21%

107%
5%

.9
t> ■%
108%
78%
40%

Palpitation of the heart, nervoustremblings, nervous headache, cold hands
and feet, pain In the back, uud other forms of
weakness are relieved by Carter’s Iron Pills,
made specially for the blood, nerves and complexion
ness,

—

....

187
Allot.
Alton & J'erre llenti.
36%
70
do pref..
i.l< age. P.urtiuelnu A milneY.
12c%
S niihw estern pref.140%

Chicago A

A ludicrous mistake happened some time ago
aafuueral. The clergyman was reading the service until lie eaiue to that part which says “our
deceased brother or sister, without knowing
whether the deceased was a male or a female.
He turned round to one of the mourners, and
asked whether It was a brother or a sister.
The man Innocently replied; “No relation at’
all, sir-only an acquaintance.”

....

f*ew roik

nmm-%;

j: vi;;

l«y Telegrapiuj
NEW YOKK, Jan. 10 1888. The to!!uwmg
for mining stocks h>oav

ax

closing quotations

36 25
29

Colorado Coal.

Hocking,Coal.

Hcmesiake—.
Ontario

“1 will never buy a cheap extract, again,”
said a Mrs. Wilson, when she found her child’s
life in danger from catiug an Ice cream flavored
with an extract recommended for its cheapness.
Buy Burnett’s, and be sure.

1100

.....

...

26

nu

12%
27%

Quicksilver.«...
do piet irred
Brunswick.

1 70
Bodle. 2 90
1 65
Amador.
* 9ft
Sierra Nevada.
2 10
KlCrlsto.
4 66
Union.
Eureka. «%
Hale& Noreross. 13%
Mono. 1 9 >
6
Gould Si Curry.

In the police court one day a witness returned
such queer answers that the opposing counsel
arose and said:
“Your Honor, I believe that man Is evading the
“Witness, you must answer all questions trulhlullv,” admonished tlie court.
-Yes sir, 1 Intend to. but give me a little time.
I'm all out of practice, you know.”

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Jan. 10,1888.—Cattle market

less active.

Time

Tries all Tilings,
that Dit. Wistak's Balsa*! of

Market Beef—Extra 0 BOffifi 76;first quality 6®
B 25; second quality 6 00®7> 60; third quality .at
^ 00®. 4 50.
Store Cattle—Working oxen p pair 890®$160:

Wilb
proved
Cheeky is the remedy par txcellenre for the cure
of coughs, colds, croup, wliooping-cougli, bronchitis, asthma, sore tiiroat, and influenza. It
cures coughs iiuttanter, and even consumption
yields to Its magic influence.

Karrow Cows at

Milch

150®$18:
ears $20® $35.
Receipts ol cattle

FREICHTS.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Jan. 10. 181-8
The following are to-day's closing uuoii.il ns uf
Grain, Provisions, &c.t
brain.

Li r.tr.-i Coi
G8#09
-70(*il
low giades.2 76*5 76
n, bnc
MeuL. bHj! lotft. -67@‘;8
X boring and
44-W.45
X\ boring..4, 16*4 35 *'U., CLX lots
Oats, bug lots
46@47
1 atom Spring
"Wheats.Vs % a 60, Uottflli $6ea.
24 60a25 OO
car lO*w»
lei’, straight
O'j r*Hj*.. .25 G0jrr.28.OC
roller .4 60*4 75
clear do.125*4 i>o 8ar4r*dBr*»
MX lOrH. 23 01».rt,24 (rO
stone gionndd 25* 4 36
00
flu I..V*,.. 24
lit l..iu, 5 »rV».
roller.4 75c.' <0 .VidillJ!- 24 0O*V6 60
00
00(0,27
jfj
lots,26
ij/tj?
ele.ar ao.... 4 76«s,.s
Provisions.
Winter Waeat
;
C.tli HU.£ Of,r-f, 2-j, Poi*—
:jwUK ...18 5<Lul9 00
f'isn.
J 8 OO.a 18 26
‘i'Tl
Odd- V qtl—
it«»a.id oc@io 60
Larue shore 4V» r4 i!t>.
larco Faiil'3 76*4 itn litet—
Pira"..3 00*3 MM L Moai. 8 OOai 8 60
»00irt9 2:>
1 i-vlr....
F.'liisk.2 25m.‘l 25
00
Haddock.l r>o*soo, li>. PMe 9 50@10
I
K, lie.1 <5*2 001 »ai*«
lets
t*
^..8
Uorrmr
;
lh-rers.... 8
&8%c
ee-aled 44 b*..15*18c
Nol.
0*14j Ptell*.8 @9 C
lAfliB U* tk 10% @11%
Mackerel i> Ubl—
Snore l s. 1 d < »>.<t 18 w > i co covered 11V4@11%
OH.
Shore 2®. 14 OO'p.111 (H>|

1482.

BOSTON. Jau.l0.;i887.—The following are to
day’s quotations or Provisions, &e.:
Pork—Lougcut 17 60®I8 0;sliort. cuts 17 75®
18 25; barks 18 25®18 60; light backs 17 2o:
i>ork tongues IS 00.
Lard—Choice at 8Vs c t> lb in tes; 8%®9c in 10b pails; 9@954c In 6-lb pails.
Hams at ;i054®l2c, according | to size and
;ure; pressed hams 1154@12c.
lb;counHogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c

|_

_

$50®*76j

Boston Produce Markot.

do

black, lump sum 51 25.
Schr City of Augusta, New York to Portland,
coal $ l 50 and dtsclu.rsed.
Sclirs llenr.v Sutton and Jacob M. Haskell, coal
Baltimore to Portland at private terms.
Schr Ada A. Kennedy, Portland to Glen Cove,
syrnp barrels at private terms.
Schr Prescott llezeltine, Belfast to Charleston,
hay *3 50ton.
■schr It. H. Ratlibun, Portland to Barbadoes
shooks 20c.

at

Swine-Receipts 1,641 ;T Western fat, live 6a4
jt;; northern dressed 7®75ic.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2450; in lots 2 50
a $4 Ol); extra4 25®4 76.
Veal Calves 254®t>54c.

...

bone

$16® $80; fancy

and Calves 25®$45: ^yearlings
years old $14®$25; three

*wo

“i don’t believe in feeding tramps at the door.’
said Mrs. C. "You feed them once and they are
sure to come back.”
‘•Well, I don’t know,” replied Mrs. Y. “lalways give them bread when they come to my
door, and I can’t say that I ever knew a tramp to

The following are recent charters:
Ship Rufus K. Wood, Baltimore to San Diego,
coal *7 69.
a Bark Guy C. Goss, Philadelphia to Japan, case
oil at 31c.
Schr Ma tie 15. Russell, ltoekport to Guadaloupe, ice, lump sum $ 1250.
Brig Geoige K. Dale. Portland to El zabclhport,

Cows

ry do at 7e.

Sutter—Western extra fresh ma le creamery at
lOc: do extra firsts at 25®27c; do firsts 2l@24c;
tew York fall made creamery, extra at 2 c; VerThe
] □ont extra entry at 30c; do firsts 24 ®26c.
ibove quotations are receiveib’ prices forstilctwholesale
lots.
higher.
l@2c
Jobbing prices
y
Cheese—Northern choice at 12@1254c; Ohio
< ltoice 1154 ®l2c; Northern sage at 13® 14c. Joli-

>ing prices 54c higher.
Eiggs—Eastern fresh nominal 25@27c: do firsts
!4c; extra Vt and N H 25@26c; choice Cauada
!l®23c; good to fresh Western 23®24c ;Mlclllgffn
®24c, Jobbing
resh24®25e; Nova Scotia at
mice 54® tc higher.
;
Beans—Choice small N Y bund picked pea at
!|boo2 Ito 1> bush; choice New York targe hand
do 2 4o®2 60^small Vermont hand nicked do
; id
P 2 75,0.2 85
tiav— Choice prime hay at 17 rkt® IB CO; fair;-.'
rooo at $16 OO®$10 tx); Eastern line $12®$’.5;
1 loor to ordinary fl2®$l4; East tswale lo®$ll.
tve straw, choice, 17 u0«*18 50; ;oat straw 9 50
—

; *10

00.

Potatoes—Houlton Rose 83®8oc V hush ;da He
Aroostook Rose at 80c; do Itc83®86c;
83c
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turdeys.
ilttilee 13® 14 •: do fair to good 10® 12e: Western
oun; fre-h killed turkeys, choice, at llel2c;
torlhernlt'es ; killed chickens, circles ta.allc,
j air to good 11 ® 12c.
irons
irons at

«uo

By Te;c;,raph.J
i’llICAUO, Jan. 10, lh;i«—cattlemaruet—re-

ilpts 17,000; shipments 3000; weak; good

steers

tOOuRcO; stoekers and feeders at goo®345;
ows. Hulls and mixed 1 70® 3 25; Texas steers at
i Oo®3 oo.
lie. -, receipts 22,000; sh’pmeuts 7,000; strong
ind higher; mixed at 5 ?5®6 70; heavy at 6 80®
> 95; light, at 4 90®5 45; skips at 3 oO a r7 5.
cheep—receipts 4000; shipments lOrti): fitm;
latlres at 2 7’®5 00; Western 4 00®®4 75; Texrns at 2 75®3 90. Lambs 4 7 5®5 76.

....

■

Mod. 7s.u
Large ..12

ooisiaoo

v*»o»cue—

net. ret. va
<">014001
1
Produce.
PratP&Ast’l.S'bbl. ) 1
Cran perries—
7 00® r 001 Devoe’s Brilliant. lo%
Maine
f*»*
Ca'.ieCod 8 00»looo| i-lgonla.
Pea Keans.. .2 i>6*2 761
2 4i,c2 null Jontebu;;.;. 8%
Medium
Raisins.
Gtril. ui nnl2 25 e 2 401
YcUo»r*iv< s.2 20*2 401 Auscatel.... 2*6.0,385
rotatoesimsh 76caM5c,L juunii bay’r 2 50 a.3 oo
id lduia Lay
bwB%e
7 Va j$8
4 (nisi6 oo. if&it-'ieia.
St Potatoes
Onions t» bbl 3 75 a4 on;
Sugar.
Turkeys. 14*17, iruinlaUMl *» it.iw
Chickens.10*13! K.xiraO. 7 Vs
Fowls. 0*121
Seeds.
Geese.13a 14 lied Too....*iy« o.Se’A
Ducks.16,®1«1 riliictliy Seed 2 704 2%
• Dievet.
8 % <f 12 % c
Apples.
Choice >-s1 mg,b 00* 3 50
Chese.
1 765.2 00 Vermont.... U> gl3*>»
Common
Fancy lialdns
% 3 < si R.V. factory 10 igil3Va
Evaperaieu *>t>12* 13c
Butter.
Lemons.
Dreamery s» in...204 27
Palermo.4 00*4 50 Dili Edge Ver....25428
Messina.4 00*4 60; Choice.19 4 20
Uood
Malagers....
17»18
Store.15(b10
26
6 uo^5 Do Eastern
Valencia
MOHSlliH riU<J 1*^|Can & Western..24425
(XXa-3 60 Ihimec.2'. >4,21
*>bx.3
Falermo
I,

—

—

Fl<Ki<mrang*?6a4

ei®£?.’..26428

vuaruao

neceuns.

PORTLAND. Jan. )0. LC87.
Received by Maine Centra! Railroad—Kor Port
»nd 82 ear" miscellaneous mercnandise; for concars miscellaneous merchant
necting roans 104
disn,
Portland Dally Proas Stock List.
Swan a Bakrktt, Bankers and
--

Corrected by

Brokers, 186 Middle street.

stocks.

Par Value. Bid.

CanSBU.j(%>
KLstNNaln,nai,.1;ank'.'..'.'.'...l-JO

}g
118

40
Diiin ’erland National Bank..
l/l
Merchants' National Lank.- 7b 188
National Traders' Bank.100
Portland Company.
on
Portland Oas Company. 60
BONDS.
Btaleof Maine fls, due 1888 ...102
Portland City 6s,M unlclp’l variouslOO
Portland City 8s, R. R. aid 1907...1M
Bath City «s. Mun. various.10/
Bath city 6S K. K. aid various....lol
Bangor City 6s. Iour K. R.ai«'....118
Bangor City 6s, ong Mun.128
Belfast City 6s. It. K. aid. 104
And. A Ken. B. R. «s, various... 108
Portland & Ken. H. II. 6s, 1806. 100
Ajeeds & Farmlng’tn K. K. Os.100

Asked

\Ts
118

70

}9jf
11“
26
108

/jj

jo**

104

111
111

pemamc anarKcjts.
•

By Telegraph.]

NK'.v YORK. Jau. 10, 1888.—Flour mantel
tceipis 40,479 packages ;exports 29.788 bbls and
aoks; less active aud generally steady; sales 18,iOO bbls.
f-'o'ir duolatior.s—Fine at 2 lOn.2 70; superliue
Yesleijei-nd State 2 60 u.3 05: common to p.x>J
xtia W estern and State at 8 00&8 60; good to
tiiiiee do ,.t ,'t 60a5 10; common to choice While
heal Western-extra at 4 40*4 70; fancy do at
t 4 76® 5 10; common to good extra Ohio at 8 00
s6 10; common to choice extra Ht Loin- at 8 00 <x
JO; paten' Minnesota extra good to prime at
60 a 4 80: choice to fancy do at 4 85*6 10. tnlud'o!-2,400 bbls city mill extra at 460@4 76;
4oO bhlshnedo 2 1n*2 70; 1000 bbls rapei-fir e
foitSOj; 1200 lihlsextra No 2 al3 00it3f-0;
600 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 00n> lo;
!.N* Minnesota extra at 3 00e.5 10. Houtb—

,10"

o fair exrn floui steady; rather quiet; common!
10.
rant 8 3o<i 4 00; good lo choice at 4 10*5
ex8/50
busli;
tye flour firm. Wheat receipts
ort 8323 bush; sales 32,000 bu: higher but very
ulet; No 2 Spring uomin I at 92c; No 2 Red at
1 (a91 Vie elev, U Vi «92c/»c delivered ;.No 1 Red
lomlnai at: 4%c; No 1 White nominal 94%. BarCuru—receipts 28,9 0
ay is Arm. Kve Is dull.
bush; sales 90,000 oush ; firm
ushsexpoets
nd in moderate demand; No 3 at 59%c; steamer
elev,62V4®i02%o det (toe: No 2 at

6,650

60%®61Vic

ivered. Outs-receipts64,000bush, exports
u; ales 140.000 bush; higher and moderately
dive; No 3 at 37%c; White at88%@39c; No 2
t 38V4c-i8Vic; White do 41u41Vic; No 1 noml
■al; Wmie do 42%c; Mixed Wi sera at 88®40c;
Coffee—fair Rio steady at
Witte do 4i-@46c.
7»ic. wugur quiet but flrm;reflned quiet C 6%
i6%c: Extiat’ b%®6c; While Extra i. 6 6-116®
i/8e; Ye low 6%c; off A 6%@S% ; standard A
;%c; Mould A 7 81-1«0®7%C .ConfectionersA ,;
in hu fsndc usheriSc; oowdered at 7%c; irauilated 71/s : 1 ubes 7*ic. feiroleuin firm—un ted
it 96%. Fork Is fairly active and firm. Reef dull,
born dull and heavy; 2 points lower; Western
iteam part at 8 00 for choice; city steam at 7 70;
etinetf at 8 00 for Continent; 8 A 8 50. Mutter
Urn on fine stock. Cheese quiet hut firm,
freight* lo Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. Jan 10, 1888.—The Flour market is
lutet; choice to fancy winter patents at at 4 oo®
> 26 |p bbl; Southern winter at 3 60®3 86: Mlchgan and Wisconsin winters 3 60®4 05; fair to
•holce seconds 2 60* 3 80c; liotce to fancy Minnesota patents at 4 85®4 50. Wheat lower—No 2
Spring at <0%c; No 2 Red nominal. Corn lower:
No 2 at 48%®49c.
ats higher—No 2 at 31%®
32c. No 2 ltye at 62e
Barley—No 2 at 73®88c.
Frovlsloiis higher—Mess Pork at 16 00 a, 16 10.
Lard at 7 60. Dry salted shoulders at 6 00®0 10;
shon clear sides 8 20@8 25. Whiskey 1 10.
Receipts—Ki. ur. 138.000 bbls; wheat. 72,000
tUBh; orn 175,000 hush; oats 110,000|bush; rye
6000 tush; barley, 57,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 29,000 bbls; wheat, 28,000
bush: corn, 206,000 hush .oats, 107,000 bush ;rye
lOOo bush,barley 54,000 bush.
HT. LOU 18. Jan. 10,1888.—The Flour market is
quiet and firmer. Wheat is li gher; No 2 Red 82%
83 Vie. Corn Is strong and higher at 47% a48c.
Oats higher at 37®32Vic. Rye—no trading. Barey firm at 70®87%c. Whiskey steady at 1 05.
Provisions firm. Pork—new mess at 15 00®16 26.
Lard 7 30 Dry salted meats—shoulders 6 87 Vi®
6 00; long clear 7 60*7 67% ;cle»r ribs at. 7 67 Vi
®7 75; short clear at 7 87%®8 oo.Bacou-shoulders 6 50; long clear 8 60; clear ribs *t 8 67% ;
short clear at 8 76. llams steady 10 25®12 00.
Receipts—Flour. 2,000 hhls, wheat 4.000 hush,
oora 19,000 bush. ;oats 28,000 hush, barley 8,000
bush,rye 1000 bush.
—

at

TUESDAY, Jan. 10.
Arrived.
Brig Adrlo, (Br) Weldou, New York for Halifax
Sch City of Augusta, Meady, New York—coal to
B & M It it.
Sch Olio. (Br) Keef, St Jolm, NB, for New York
Sch Kusa Mueller. McLearn, Bluehill for Balti-

It

can

be

Wiulrr
room, accommoda.
A ample closet room,
tions on same floor, opeu grate. 106 PARK 8TI, ET—Pleasant

«»od&w6innrm-ce2wM

book-keeper
had experience in lumber business
WANTED—Competent
Address iu
must have reference.
ferred;
uaudwrltiug stating references, BOX

117 ANTED—A smart

me

a

good

\ ible; paid weekly.
Apply from 8.30 to 0.30 a. ni.
aid from 12.3" to 2.3" and 6.30 to 8 p. m., to MR.
24-8
fOHN BROWN, 6 Tolinan Place.

ago It

was

H7ANTED—A situation as seamstress or doW inestic. Apply at NO. 104 WILMOT ST.
7-1

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN Sl CO.,
S6th Street and Fourth Avenue, New lork.
Price 10, 35 and 75 Cents.
For sale by all the best Druggists.

Apothecaries.

_

eod&wlynrm_

mh21

Domestic Ports.
SAN FUANCISCO—Sid 31st, ship Belle O’Brien
Palmer. Port Discovery.
GALVESTON—Ar 9th, sch C H Wolston, Hlukley, Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9th. sch Edward Stewart,
Harlow. Pluladeiphia.
FEKNANUINA-Ai 9th, sch R D Spear, Southard, Charleston.
Cld 9ih. sen Melissa Trask, Trask, Curacoa.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 6th, sch K Bowers, Thompson. Baltimore.
Ar 6th, sch F J Allen, Dunton, Amboy.
CHARLESTON—Ar »th, sch Genevieve, Haley,
King's Ferry, to load for Philadelphia.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar Oth, sch Roger Moore,
liilkcy, Antigua.
NORFOLK—Sid 9th, sch Bradford C French,
Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, sch Maggie G Hart,Williams, Boston.
Ar mil, schs Gardner G Dealing, Rogers, Boston ; Lucy A Davis, Lorlng, do.
Also ar nth, schs Andrew Adams. Adams, Providence: EC Allen, Gardiner; RD Bibber. Pinkham. Providence; Norombega, Harding, Fernan-

I

oveltv. Wanted In every house and hotel.

•, Tess Office._

—

Lungs, Hoarseness, Influensa, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery. Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, flotation, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON. MASS.

_

1

,,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, schs Henry. Falktngham. YViscasset;. Maggie Andrews, Cummings,
Baltimore.
NEWPORT —Sailed 9th, schs M A Aclioru,
Achorn, New Bedford for New Yorkr Daul YVebster. Greenlaw, Providence for do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 8th, schs Emma S Briggs, Gray, Wiseasset for New Haven;
F A Pike, fm Narragauset Pier for do, (and both
sailed 9th)
NEW BEDFORD— Sid 8th, sch Clara Leavit,
Lombord, Cardenas ; Fannie Whitmore. Whitmore, Baltimore; Addie E Snow, Hinckley, and
Laina Cobh, Cobh, do.
Ar Oth, sells Marion Draper, from New York;
Race Horse, Heushaw,Rockland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8th, schsG M Bralnird, Griffin, New London.
Ar 7th. schs Nina Tillson, Green, and 1! It
Wnodside, from Baltimore fur Boston; Hyue,
H nckley. Bath for New York; Ira D Sturgis, fui
Wiseasset lor Bridgeport.
in port, sells Rosa &jAdra, fm Ellzahetliport foi
Boston; li H Furber, New York for do or Portland; Eliza Levenseller. Portsmouth for N York;
Nollle J Dlusiuore, Boston fordo; Normandy, do
lor Baltimore; Nellie V Rokes, do for do; Willie,
Green's Landing for Washington.
Also in port, oarque Liouiae, iroui imu uj«u«
rur Boston; sells ltobt A Snow, Bed Beach for New
York; Alice Oakes, UcCkland for do; Carrie Bell,

SHERIDAN’S CONDITION POWDER

.....

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
is worth a pound of any other Kind. It is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth its weight in gold.
trated book bv mail free. 8old everywhere, or sent by
mail for 2ft cents in stamps. 2Ji-lb. tin cans, $1; bv
mail, $1.20. Six cans bv express, prepaid, for $5.00.
DR. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass,
eod&w

angl2

nrmly

10*1

‘ack.

MAI.fi—1The

NOR

James

Andrews’

h

>me-

stead in Biddeford. consisting of 15 acres of
nod land, brick house with ell. 2 stories, large
arn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
iw at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
1 Biddeford
_7-4
NOR MAKE—Six fine draft and driving horses
from 6 to 10 years old, weighing from li OO
11350. Enquire of W. H. HAWKES, 5 Central
-6~1
t.

P

_

The best whip for winters use
that you can get 75 cents. JAS. S. Me
LAUFLIN, manufacturer of custom harnesses
C-'.
nd dealer In horse out lit, Cl Preble St.
NOR MAKE—A handsome St. Bernard male
p dog, extra large, 1 year old, fine watch dog,
rice $10.00; a thoroughly trained Gorden Setter
Terrier
years old, price *10.00, fawn color; Bull
months old, dead game, $8.00; Angora and
RANLK1T,
M. H.
oon Kittens $3.00 each.
ockland, Me.*~i
[/OH MAKE—One of the best Groceries and
P Provision Stores In the city; stock, fixtures
nd team all in first class order; business about
1000 per month, can easily be doubled; reasons
Adir selling, the owner intends to go West.
3-1
ress, A. B. C., Press Office.
NOR MAI.E-

P

hack; also for sale a sleigh
Enquire at Wilson’s Stable, or J.

MAKK-A

hack.
Post
lUNNING.

t

__3-1

_

MAKE —Air

Blaisdell
POR
8

Tight

Weather

Strips.

* Berry, 67 Cross street, are now
Uing orders for thefr patent air tight weather
trips. It takes the place of outside doors aud
dudowti, as it keeps out the cold in winter and
ust in summer. 67 CROSS ST.24-3

Ikia-^uceess Noap Is carefully medicated, ane
adapted for treating all diseases of thd

[NOR MAKE-Hardware business; satisfactory
For particulars address
reason for selling.
L

ftrupliof n Of Face, Scalp or body postively I
ured by Palmer’s Skin Success. Soap and olnt-

[NOR MAKE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
C engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
eated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a barain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUN>KY, Biddeford.

gecially

l.

.w.mt

N. GOODWIN & CO., Briiigton, Me,

U-4

Me._oc5tf

BWOMAlfoRCHILD

FARM FOR SALE.

who is not blessed with

for Boston; Clara J*ne. do for do.
WOOD’S HOLD—Sid 7tb, sell J 8 Beachain,

Hoboken

is troubled with humors.
At

White,

25c.

druggists,' SklB-Success’

&

75c.

Sldn-Success Soap

25c. Palmer Chemical Co^N.Y.

Palmer* Nliin-Muceea* cures po8tively\ and
rith little time and money. Soap and ointment
k clear, healthy Skin can be obtained ai^d pre
; erved by the use of Skin-Success Soap.

*

homestead

of the late Captain Thomas

and mod1mEcommodious
Morse, in Gray, Maine; house
Darn and out buildings, all in
new

rn;
of£ ood condition; three minutes walk from post
the farm
1 ce and Maine Central li. It. Station;
ontalns about 10O acres, nearly equally divided
all exce lent
etween wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
f >r hay and farm crops;
mau
t airy or stock farm, or country place for a
( oing business In the city.
....
The many trains each way ou the Maine Central

j

.....

give rapid and frequent communlcatIon with
1 .ewtston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
t ast and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire ot
AKA CKMHWAN, Auburn, iTIe
UJg22eod&wtf
( r on the premises.

—

to

I.KT-Seats In the First Univcrsalist
Apply to
Church. Congress Square.
9-1
'UARLES CUSTIS, 493 Congress Street.

rO
5

St.__7-1

RENT—A desirable down stairs tenement of seven rooms, at 8 Horton Place;
s ebago water. ba'li room, modern conveniences,
7-1
cm reasonable. Apply on PREMISES.

FOK

know

here to go to get
and neuralgia. C.
Mixture
for 60 cents per
Vav & Co., sell Newell's
> otlle.

l,ET-Tho public
___t 1,0 relief
from rheumatism

CH EW FOREE’S

GLOUCESTER—^nTport,

schs Prince Leboo, fill
Rockland; Edward Everett, ltockport for Boston;
York.
New
for
Rockland
ltobt Bvron.
PORTSMOUTH—In port, schs Ira E Wight,
Anderson, RockJameson,
Albert
Kennev and
for Boston.
land; Hampton, McLaughlin, Machias
Sldfm Hong Kong 1st Inst, ship Rembrandt,
29, ship Mary L Stone, JosVolk.
selyn, from Manila for New29.
ship Wilna, Porter,
Sid fill Victoria, BO. Dec
for
Departure Bay.
(from San Diego)
Sid fin Deal 7th iust, ship Gen McLellan, Ldg-

p"siejl°AiijierkNov

1,0

LET—Furnished

r

ro HAMPSHIRE ST.

i

1*0

Dec 23d, brig Sullivan, Wright,
Boston, ready.
id fin Cienfuegos Dec 27, barque W H Dietz,
Hooper, New York.
Ar at Havana 4th inst, barque Samuel E Spring.
Rose, Pascagoula.
„.
Ar at Matanzas 4tli inst, barque Carrie K Long.
Pa k, Barbadoes.
Ar at Sagua 3d inst, sell Georgia. Coffin, Boston.
At Matanzas Jan 8. barques Jose E More, Leonard, for North of Hatteras; Arthur C Wade, Sherman. dlsg; brigs Ernestine, Whittier, for North of
tiatteras; Screamer, Berry, aud Tenerilfe, do.
...

_

room,

up one flight.

69
5-1

LEASE !

After Man'll 1, 1888, flic

_

''cid'atB^Marc
for

w

let—A first-class tenement of 6 rooms on
(ireen street. Also, for sale. 30 houses, sev< ral of them near new depot.
Enquire of ,f. C.
VOODMAN, 105Mi Exchange Bt._6-1
i

Foreign Ports.

1

i n r.

TOKKTO I,ET—Desirable room In store
»
No 31 Plum St.; either first floor, basement
t r both.
Enquire of HENRY S. TRICKEY, 31
J •lum

c'ld mb'barque Arlington, Leach, Havana.

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than is
ised In Force’s Rainbow does not exist. To deal, irs In tobacco who do not sell Foree’s Itainoow.
re will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
| reeof charge a tiO-cent plug for examination,
t. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddSm
ocl9
1

Sooken.

Jan D, off Hatteras. barque Nellie Smith, Wallace, from Darien for New York.
ftHTTl

I

>

*

1J

L> *ni»y

oetouun on

y~
nieatGefk

J 1110 1 A i JM V1*. Rowell & CJo'b Newspapei
Street), where a4ivertl§»
[Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
>-* • • <t IN V k’V YORK.

TniiontraSx

ill YELLOW

and
Simeon H. Coggins, is this day dissolved by the
death of Frank A Clarke.
JOHN N. LORD.
SIMEON II. COGGINS.
Jan.
2,1888.
Portland, Me.,

Notice of

Copartnership.

We, the undersigned, will continue the jobbing

Boot and Shoe business as heretofore existing,
under the firm nr me of Lord, Haskell & Co.
JOHN N. LORD.
SIMEON H. COGGINS.
FRED S. CLARKE.
Janl0d3t
Portland, Me., Jan. 2,1888.

Dissolution of Partnership.
PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing under the name ol Chamberlin Ss Homsted was,
on the second day of January, 1888, dissolved by
C. E. CHAMBERLIN,
mutual consent.
T. F. HOMSTED.
Notice of

fliHE business will be continued at the same
X place, 481 Congress street, corner of Elm
street, by T. F. Homsted; and all outstanding accounts of the said firm may lie settled at this store.
1888.
JauBdlw
Portland, Me.,

Ja^B,

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
given that the
existing between

copartnerCliarles F.

hereby
NOTICE
ship heretofore
Buffum and Reuben Wescott, under the firm name
is

F. Buffum & Co., is this day dissolved by
mutual consent. The said Charles F. Buffum asalone
sumes all liabilities of the late firm, and Is
authorized to receive payment of debts due the
CHARi.ES F. BUFFUM.
late firm.
REUBEN WESCOTT.
Portland, Maine, Januaiy 4, A. D. 1888.

Copartnership Notice.
formed

a copart
undersigned have this day
and
net-ship for the purpose of manufacturing
dealing in Lumber under the Ann name of
CUMMINGS & BUFFUM.

The

International House,

India and Commercial streets. Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
jau5tf

at

Bartlett,

LIjjC0Ljq C. CUMMINGS.
CHARLES F. BUFFUM.
janS llw
Portland, Me., Jan. 4, A. D. 1888.

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dirtiness or Pressure in Head,
Palpitation of
Spots before Eves, Pain Around or
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
especially the Arm,
Prickly Sensation of Limbs,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
or
if
Sour
Stomach,
suffering from CO*
Flatulence,
neral
etc.

Loss of Appetrte,

Debility

STEPHEN

<$oolf fob

<m*l

I

(Trade Mark.)
"he only Apopleiy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it is a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheuma-

tlsm. Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
lUdUUULlUICU

VJJ

No. 87 Plum Sfaroot,

FARE ONLY $1.00.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
_

Boston iThiiadelpbia
From BOSTON oiery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

MSI.

M

kJ.

.1'

1

by Druggists and Dealers

in

BOVININE

Bush’s Fluid Food.
The only raw food In the world. Keeps In any
climate. Does not become putrid like most
other meat extracts. Is retained by the most
irritable stomach. Creates new and vitalized
blood faster than any other preparation. Sustains life for months by Injection. Is dally saving
life in cases of Phthisis, Typhoid and Relapsing
Fever, Diphtheria, Bright’s Disease, Neuralgia,
Diseases
Pneumonia, Anaemia, Marasmus, and all
of Children. Builds up the system after severe
surgical operations. Soothes and alleviates
ulcerated and cancerous conditions of the
stomach and rectum. Is the only nutrient that
will permanently cure nervous prostration and
and their
debility. Feeble Infants and children
exhausted mothers thrive wonderfully. Contains no medication whatever. 12 oz. contains
the strength of 10 lbs. of meat. if your druggist
does not keep it, we will send a 12 oz. bottle,
Dollar. •
express paid, on receipt of One

octlO___

eod6m

BassMBiglish Ale
AWD—

GUINNESS’

STOUT,

IMPORTERS.
410
nov24

Foi*«

Strccl.

mVTRIM

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
IWONDAV, Nsf. 88, I86t,
will rwa a* follow*
OEPABTUBPA
.30 and 8.46
p. / A oh ora a...* I.ewiwton,
a. m. and 12 45 aud 5.20 p. m.
For tsorbuiu, 8.46 a. m. and 1.30 and 6.20p,

From fori.an.I.

From Avotini'thl STEAMEltS.
December 3d.
t Toronto

aad

after

of

For lloibnn. vgoatreol and Chicago, 8.48
and I 30 p. m.
For Quebec. 1.30 p. m
For Bnrkfleld nad t’aalaa. 8.46 a. TO. and
1.30 p. m.

I December 33.

a. m

* uMnuf:

Cabin.$50. $60, $75..Return $lOo.$125,$tr0
.Return.. 60
Intermediate....30.
Return at lowest rates
Steerage.20,

AHBIVAI.lt.

Freni l.rwialow aad Aakuia, 8.4. a. m
12.1.-. 3.15, 5 45 and 6.45 p. III.
Freni l.arhim. 8.4 a.m., 12.1 land 6.46 p. m.
Frau Chicago and Vlontreal, 12.16 and
5.45 n. m.
prom Quebec, 12.16 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

■

/or

freight

or

pas^ap^b.^^,
India Siro-t.

nnv4dtf_Foot of

Montreal.

NEW_YORK.

For

_general

.eptai-dtf

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR. G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Nov. 28.1S87.

roa

—

Portland and

EASTPOKT. CALAIS ST.JOHNN.B., HALIFAX N. S

1,

AND

—

A1.I,

PARTS OP

—

Ed-

grw BrsKirirk, ksin Srstis, Prince
ward. Island, and «>npe Hrcsen.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

1887-8.

Ticket Office,
mat ton at

operations each mouth. No hospital in
Loudon is doing any more, and ouly two
We challenge any other hosas much.
a record where our
pital to show such
Liquid Food is not used.

I'MBririas .VIONOAV, Oct. IS, ISTfi
iud until further notice, Passenger trains will
lea)t* I*«rtl««d ;i» follows: M M a*
TKE^S5m^55»5m*. for Hrulirton. Kryeburjt, No. Cod-'-2wav. rnbvans, lietniencm. lauieusl-ta
*-*—ter, Whitefteld, Littleton. Wells' Kiser, Montpelier, 8t. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke, St.Johns. Montreal, BurlUigtoii, Swanton,
Ogdensburg and West.
JIlD.n. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
lermedlute stations, with Stage connections lor
No. Windham, Blandish, Umlngtnu. Seliago, Naples, Parsniisflelil, Kezar Falls. Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brtdgton.
Truitt* Arrive in P*rtl*nd.
10.3.3 a. m. from Bartlett and way stations.
s.;M p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON.Supi.
OHAS. II. F«»YK, !». T. A.
_
Oct.

Railroadt Wharf. lo>.r

Company’s Office,

'“oe^an.ger,

SAVANNAH

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

From the fact that no two beeves or sheen are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor. All brands are made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and the figure the tank. If richer, ills
smell
and flavor, and will hear a greatin
stronger
flavor as ofer reduction, and you may change the
desire.
as
ten
you nmy
The benefit of our Free Surgical Hos-

SEW EMAM Ml) MVAiMAH
STEAHSHIP CO.
TV
Mlri.<nships •« ITS CirV" n«.l “Cl
.S
Of II M'Og”r»cry Till' BSSM V, «l
P.M.,rr.u.s»y»y«*«l ME*,
H*.loa.
tisagrcM siren,
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, SavauAgent Central
He W. SAMPSON
A.
nah Pier,
St, 0.0. I KAKSON,
R K.. 2iil Waahinuto
211
8t.,
iVashiugton
W.
R’v
&
8.
F.
Agent,

pital foi Women is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are seudiug ladies suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case) from ail sections.
Oar Free Home for Homeless Bovs contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin disease*, they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to our

Wit

Ocean Steamship Co.

7,1887__iK-t7dlf
IS LAN OK

VIA

Harpswcll

from New York.

PACIFIC MAIL STKAIShi? COMPANY

Bailey's Island 7.0* •; Harpswell, 7.13. East End,
Urcat Cheheague,7 45; Jenk's, 8.00; ILpe Island 8.06; Lttlle Cliebeague, 8.20; long Island
8.40, arriving 111 Porttauo at 9.IS a. in.

follows:
Leave Orr's Island for Portland at 8.43

—LIND FOB—

150 FREE BEDS,

rales to sar.

Oreat

detention from bna<n*M, »l«o nil other dl*Curo gu»innu>ed.
tho RceMUk
RK.\l> (M. I>. Harvard 1S42) and ROBERT u
I>.
Harvard
KEAl>(U.
H76), Kviirm llouae.
175 T reman I Street, Itoaton. References |lna.
Ofllo*
Consultation free.
Bend for numphlet.
bourn, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M
Sundays and holiday*
knifo

From Sau Francisco. 1st and Braunan 8ts.
For Jiipan nnd Cbinn.
CITY OF RIO OI JANEIRO, sails 8aturday,
Jan. 21, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
ft. A. AOA.WM dr CO.,
113 Htnte Hired, ()w. Hrnnd Hi., Hnstnn.

EVERY BED FREE.
ROSTOV.
■VUMTI Llipi FOOD
nov30

vn*t-B

mag

lIuJ
■
111
£w I |

To Vessel Owners,

I

Fort

S

L

Oor ligature,

or

|

fMltf
!

business.

All diseases of thn

ILLO.si!Purlland.Rooni

ences

%

ETERI m.KK VIA ALL L1ALS.

..I.

Refergiven. Consultation free. Send for pauipb

10
sepo

let.

use

of

V
P* ^k Reel uni successfully treated

Hotel,
guaranteed. At U.8.
»
in to 4
18,every 8aturdayfr«mi a.

Cure

of knife
d-ienilo" from

SB dD. cured without the

or

•xc*ot*d.)

elO!t>

_WSAMtt

m.;

FISTULAS^

Tuesday, Jan. 10, Noon
COLO™*!.sails
Francisco.
reduction In

of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are In daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examiue patients, ana assign beds.

a.

Keturnlug will leave Portland for Orr's Island
and all Interniedia'e landings at 2.00 p. tn.
ISAIAH OANIKL8. Manager.
seplndtf

From New York, pier hot of Canal 8t., North
nf
Ktver. for Man Frnnciws via The Isthmus

The'Surglcal Staff

Steamboat Co.

On and after September 19th 1887. steamer
Unrdnu. Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.

have jnstconyileted a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical

TKA.UKKw.

Agent,
A DEW SAJ1PSOI,
■401 Wu’-hinglou 'Irirt.
nov2

Jf. *.

___ei*l3m

we

R. R.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.

recelviriTupto

average of 100

Ofdonsburg

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LIRE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Train)
leaving Montreal same Evening.

Steamers of this Lino wUl leave KaIIrue
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 p. m., for KA.3TPORT
j.,.! ist
inns with above conueetlous.
«>
Tntv. Jgh tickets issued and Daggage cuecaeu »
4 00 r
aestinatlon. fcF" Freight
Union
the
a.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
40 Exchange st„ or (or o» her tn.or-

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY

I

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, S2t.uO and *10.00; Detroit. *'6.75 aud
|10 IX); Kansas City, *32.60 anil *28.86; 8t.
Paul *32.60 and *28.00 ; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
*26.00ami *21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. *28.68
and $24.00; California, $82.60 ami *63 75.

Age) t

STEAMSHIP CO.,

1, 1887,

_

OFFICE

35 Eishangt SI., ind foooi Foot «t India SUeel

Internationa!

1, 1886,

_

TICKET

steamers leave Franklin Wharton Wednesdays
and Saturdays at ti p. m. Returniug, leave Her
and
SS, East River, Ne«“ York, on Wednesdays
•!. M- COYl-E,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

1, 1885,

Clyde Marine llailway has been thor
oughly rebuilt, and is now ill readiness to
take out ali vessels In need of repair*. All work
dispatched oulekly and satisfaction guarante-d
W. O. 8TIMFSON, Ju..
Address,
Fort Clyde. Me.
declddtf

RAILWW OF CNAfil.

Ira in.

weekly.

itHE

PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
f. g. B(")THBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portlam Qct.20.1887.oct21dti

1887-8

WINTEB ARKANOBMUJNTS

November v4.
November 3d. | Vancouver
lH-cem her ..d.
November 17tb.| Sarnia
December -4.
December 1st. i Oregon
■ HINTS! I. 8B8V111E, (Avoiimoii’li Pock.)

disease,
is adapted to all ages in
will make, for an adult, by the use of one UM&cent, new
times
eight
per
daily,
spoonful four
blood

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston. Mass.

—

Ticket*, dial and arrewd Clasa, fee
Produce* aw •••* •' «•

all paialh ia the
dured ralfh.

On

Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
18*4;
Washington, I>.
do. at Richmond, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga,
Y., 1886;
do. at Beer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.
Our Liquid Fooil is free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids (OTB4CTH
A li ft; NOT), and shows the blood corpuscles. It
as it
health or

an

|,|roi'Ll

LIVERPOOL Ml£tiVICK,(via Londonderry)

The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887s
By the Britlsn Medical Association at

having

to

MoSailing between Liverpool and Portland, via
vllle and Halifax.

LIQUID FOOD.

are now

passage apply

It. B. nA.tIPHON, Agent,
70 l.oug Wharf. Hoeton.

DOMINION LINE.
1887-8

MURDOCK’S

We

FOR STRENGTH USE

r

<

Sldtf

Medicine

Send 16 cents for “100 emergencies and how to
aug6eodyl
treat them.”

Mound Trip SIM
910.00.
Meals and Boom Included.

freight

For

for Information that will lead to the arrest

and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass In any public building or church in
EZRA HAWKES,
tills eitvT
uovsdtf
_City Marshal.

Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testimonials.
For e ale

R-, and
tor the West hv the Penn.
connecting hues, forwarded free of com-

by

mission.
Panair,

1887.1
paid

Dec.

rate of

Freights

South

REWARD of twenty-live dollars will b

*»V Ik

Uia.

■as.

at 12 m
ii! fKCPwr'x Philadelphia,one-half
the
AjstAjyv.x. insurance
vessel.
S&imBE^^saillug
B.

-•

§35.00 REWARD.

During the year ending Sept.
had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had “205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
Duriug the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

CONGKES8 ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
-no*. -*ere«« *dik
points East and W«l •Theeve
y night Sundays
sleeping car attached.runs
to
Bangor tmt oot to HkowheIncluded, through
mornings or to Belfast and
gan on Monday
Dealer or heyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
The mi nt
Trains are due In Portland as follows
and Bath
lug train from WatervUle, Augusta
8.46 a. m.j Lewiston, 8.6<> a m.; day trains
12.46
at
12.40,
p.m.
from Bangor
The afternoon trains from Bangor, WatervUle,
PBath, Augusta and KoeEtand at
1. ”lu;
60
Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Nigh; Pullman at

eion Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Flue Street Wnar«,

From PHILADELPHIA

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA 1IAWKES, CUy Marshal,
dtf
land

A

USE.

STEAMSHIP

follows.

»

_

DIRECT

ae

illeut>i*nlh,
in. and 12.55 p. m.
lltrap, Rmdlrlili Oakland and Nerth
tun, 12.50 p. in.. Wulervtll* aad Wkowhriiaa, Tla I.ewUtaa. 12.50, via Augnala,
7.0o a. in., 12.65 and (11.16 p. m., and » a ter
Belfast
rill* Saturdays only 4.56 p. in.
12.50 and 111.16 p. m.
llriirr.
aad
12.60
m.; via
p.
Raniu Tta l.*wi»tou.
Aagatin. 7.06 a. m., 12.56 and ill. 16 p. in.
B.
7.06
a. TO.,
dr
Piacataaai*
K.,
Bangor
and
111.15 p. in. Kllrwotik aad Bar
Ml.
TO.
12.65
and
111.15
Harbar,
p.
4'aunlv,
Wtepbro (CslaM), % roe-loo It
the
aad
Prariarca,
Mt. Jaha. Halifax,
12.50, 12.56 and til.15p. TO
®»-All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

alternately leave FRANKLI N WH ARF, Portland,
lu
every we k day evening at 7 o’clock ; arriving
season tor connection with earliest trains lor
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, l.owcll,
Worcester, New York, dec.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COY1.K. Manager.
novltl

Read and passed.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

Nov. 7.

STEAM KH*

TUM riROTCLABB

Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder from Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deerlng to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Mellen from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress te Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton front F'ree to F’ore.
Danforth from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.

Marshal's Office.

Portland

For Sot urn aad LcwiaMa. 8.80 A m.,
12.50 4.V) p. in.; I.rwi.ioa ria Hraan
wlclt, 7 6 a. in.. 12.58 (11.16 p.m. For Hath,
7.05 a. in.. 2.65 and 4.65 p. ra., and on SaturReeklaad and
days only at 11.15 p. m.
Haas aad l.iarola H. K„ 7.06 a. m. and
12.55 p.m., Bruaawic-k, tlardiaer llnllowell, and Augusta, 7.05 A in., 12.55, 4.65
and (11.15 p. m. Farmington rin l.ewio-

WIXTEB ARftA.VGEHENTM.

Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.

Portland,

HONDA Y, Oct 34, 1887.
Pasecager Traias will leave

Oa aad after

8TEA.UER8.

enade.

City

lAINR CENTRAL RAILROAD

BOSTON

ORDERED,

we

BERRY,

fytod $U/tidei}

PORTLAND.

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened iu Boston in Septemoer, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

R. STANLEY k SON,

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowst market prices from our stock on tlm wharf, or
( lirect from ooi Southern Fine Mills, and in the
<
luieki st possible time.
UKERIffU, WINSLOW A CO.,
Portland, Me
Wl t'amuminl Street,
eodflin
octlO

OF

Transfer,

trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all poluts West and South
may be had of S. If. HELLEN.Ticket Agent, Pori
land a Rochester Depot at loot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodlord’s.
J W. PETERS Runt.
oettJdtf

MTUtnEKM.

|

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, (
January 2d, 1888. )
That it shall be unlawful for any
person to slide with a sled or other vehicle
upon any street except those assigned and designated below, vix.:
The following named streets have been assigned
on which to coast.
Sidewalks of these streets not
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hansou’shouse, to Eastern Prom-

N.

;For Sale In the Original Package by 21

PINE

CITT

The office of the new Arm will be at Jose Building,
No. 98 Exchange Street, in Portland, Me.. Mills

, orner

_

I

con-

sisting

t. It.

(

under

of C.

JP

1

heretofore

name

on MAi.it

K’E CREEPERS-"Artie Ice Creepers,"can
be worn over rubbers. Snow Shoes and In(i Ian Tanned Moccasins,for sale by G.L. BAILEY,
B3 Middle St.10-1

Illus-

„„„

■

]

1

existing
of Lord, Haskell St Co.,
firm
THEtheofcopartnership
John N. Lord, Frank A. Clarke,

THE

GENTS wanted In Portland and vicinity for
■i 'Diversions of Diplomat In Turkey," by
unset Cox; "Feast of good things” for all tastes,
oncise hlstary of the Ottoman Empire, and the
astern question, strange customs, legends, cliarcter sketches, court scenes and the harem; 7<’0
W. H. THOMPages, over 100 illustrations.
ON & CO., 32 Hawley St.,Boston.
Jantodot

1

HAKE
hCNs |
LaVT I

Philadelphia.

1888,

FOR

lOKE MCBEENINfMM —Called “Breeze,”
J for sale, two cents a bushel at the GAS
70RKS; three cents f. o. b. ears on B. & M. R. R.

TXSE-

The Most Wonderful Family Bemedy Erer Known.
»5- CURE8
Diphtheria, Croup. Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the

Roderick, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 9th, schs Alice Montgomery, Lavender, Providence; MaudSnare.Dow,
Allyn’s Poim.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th. sch Geo M
Adams, Standish, Portland, (and sailed for Baltimore.)
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 7th, achs Goorgie L Drake
(jolrttuvratie, New York, to load for Charleston;
H T Townsend, Smith, to load for do.
Sid 7th, sells Douglas Hovey, Thompson, W11luingtou, NC; Grace Bradley, New York.
NEW YDliK-Ar 9th, ships P N Blanchard,
Oakes, Hong Kong, Kept 29; James Drummond,
thirds, Hamburg, (Nov 21); Jacob K Ridgeway,
L'all, Calcutta, (Sept 27); brig H B Cleaves, Chanschs Mary Jenness, Cochran,
son, Fernandlna;
Fernaudlna; Florence l.eland, Adams, Mobile.
Also ar nil, barque KmniaT Crowell,Pendleton,
L'aleta Buena, (Sept So); sell R L Tay, Hibbard,
Calais; Warr n Adams, Colcord, Baltimore; Governor, Lowe, Boston.
Cld oth. ship 0 C Chapman, Hichboro,Shanghai;
barque Tillie Baker, Corbett, St John, Nil; sch
Kocheko, Morenead, Cardenas.
Sid 9th, barque Elinor Vernon, lor Auckland;
sch Kit Carson, for Trinidad.
Passed the Gate 9th, sch Ella, Hart, Hoboken
for Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 7th, barque Evanell, Dotv,

BOOK

XN-TEE3STAX.

EXTERNAL

9tli, sch Agnesi Grace, Seavey, Galveston;
Henry Sutton, Harding,', Portland; B W Morse,

Apply

a

LINIMENT!

dlna.
Cld

wanted in every town in
the United States; forty per cent, cumin Isat once to X)A SILVA & CO., New
.ondon, Conn.10-3t*
TT
ion.

1I7ANTED-MAN-To take the agency of
H
our safes; Sizes 28x18x18 Inches,
weight
I 00 lbs) retail price 836; other sizes iu proporI ion. A rare chance to creale a permanent uusi less at liome. These safes meet a demand nevc r before supplied by other safe companies, as we
t re not governed by the Safe Pool.
Alpine Safe
(
Cincinnati, O.nov23W&33m

ANODYNE
FOB

W..

10-1

rf7"ANTED—Agents

I INIQUE

_

NOTICE OF OISSOLUTION.

[TTANTKD—At once. Good agents In all
\y Maine cities to sell latest and best selling

f

CITY AUrCKTIUKJIKSITH

i'OPAKTNKBKHIP NO TIC KM,

AWENTN WANTED.

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

return.)
Sid fm Rockland Ctli.sch GradeC Young, Whltincii, La Have Banks.

11

j

THE WORST COMPLEXION IS IMPROVED BY ITS DAILY USE.

FKMALK HELP.
introduced
a
remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaints. Since its introduction it has constantly won its way into pnblio
favor, until now it is the universal deciaiou that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the
More than twenty years
throughout New England as

Fishermen.
Augusta E Herrick.
for shelter, aud cld

Mason, Percy, Boston for
Baltimore; Normandy, Rivers, do for do; Celina.
Merry, do for do: W O Snow, do for do; tale,
Simpson, Baltimore for do; Etta A St 1 pson,
Maine port for New York.
Outside '.nil. barque CUestlna Redman, Wa'ts,
New Orleans for Boston.
In port 9th, sells Silver
PROV1NCETOWN
Spray "from New York for Rockland; BD Nickerdo for Boston; Alice
Mason,
son. do for do; Will
Archer, do for Bath; ,1 B Knowles, New York lor
do
for Boston.
W
Locke,
lor Portland; C
Sailed bth, sells Hope Haynes, New York for
for Boston;
Baltimore
A
drews,
Boston; Oiace
Red Jacket, New York for Rockland; Trenton,
E
Amsden.Hoboken
Amboy for Portland; Mary
[or Boston; St Croix, Weeliawkeu for do.
Also, sells Elvira, from New York for Boston;
W H Allison, Baltimore for do; Elizabeth, New
York for do; Nat Meader, do for do; Adam Bowlbv and Nellie Grant, from do tor Portland; Mary
Smith, do for Boston; Jas Warren, do for Joueso.irt
: Mattie J Abes, do for Portland.
P
BOSTON—Ar 9th, schs May O Neil. Thompson,
Georgetown via Newport; Oregon, Candage.atid
PmkAlbert Jameson, Lloyd, Rockland; Frolic,

perseverance;

RECOMMENDED BY-

Home ADELINA PATTI,MrsLANGTRYMissFORTESCUEJ

address.

of

ashore.

P

-STRONCLY

3-1

Press Ufl'oe.

can

inergy

Ar at Norfolk 7tli lust, sch
Fitch. La Have Banks, (put in

Boston for do.
In port Otli. schs 11

i..

good
gentleman
who
WANTED—A
give good references and who lias
salary if suitand

made to float

___

Address S. B.

ireferred.

COMPLEXION,

rUSI SOAP

in a Manufacturing husiestablished and pays good profits;
moderate capital but with ability

r%7ANTED—Partner
ness
with a

a. as. and 1.00 ; at.
Far Hnnrhr.r ■, looeord, and poUta North
at I.IMt p. in.
Far Kockr.Srr, Mpriagrale, AKrcd, Walel.
1.00
bare, and Maca Hirer ar 7.30 a. a..,
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Far Uarhnu at 7.30 a. an., 1.00, 3.08,
8.30. e d (mixed) at 8.30 p. a,.
Far Marrarappa, Cumberland tlill., Wet*
I Ibroek Junction and Woodford's at 7.34
and 10.00 a. as.. 1.00, 3.00, 8.30 ard
(mixed) *8.'i 8 p. m.
Far Farr.l A eaue (Bearing) lOOOa.m.
3:00 and 0.30 p. m.
The I .OO p. m. train trom Portland connects at
Ayrr Joact. with llaaaar Taaael Kaale toi
the West, and at ('niaa Depat, Worcester, fri
New Verb via Norwich f.ine, and all rail,
Tla Npriuggeld, also with N. V. 4r N. B. R. H
("Steamer Maryland Route”) (or Philadelphia.
Hnllinierr, Wu.hlnglea, and the Maath, and
with Baaiaa A Albany K. H. (or the Weal.
Close connection made at Wratbraah J,,«
llaa with through trains of Maine entr.il K. K. and
Portland, with through
at Grand Trunk

good

a

situation in a retail store, by addressing B.
K., Press Office.
_5-1

TT

On and after Tloeday, Ort.h r 34, IN87,
Passenger Trains will ■.cave P rllaad.
Far u.rtrairr. dial.., Ayer J.arllM,
Nu.huit, Wie Ibnai and I. ppiag at 7.38

& THE HANDS IN NICE CONDITION.

5-1

hear ol

V?

7.

apparently

Pliilbrook, New York
ousiile 9th, sell Sarah Si Ellen, from New York
for Boston.
FALMOUTH—in port, schs J W Drury. Baker,
Portland for Baltimore; J M Haynes, Matthews,

man can

Portland & Rochester R. R
ARRANGEMENT OF TB/'NS.

R£0j/£SS I^Ol/CfTjtEoS.

6-1

team%X7’ANT6i D—Woodsmen Immediately;
t (
sters, choppers, swampers and sled tenBERLIN

Apply in person or bv letter to
MILLS CO., Renin Mills, N. II._

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT AS VELVET,
§
free from all

pre-

i'-rs.

---

—

Com plexi on,

own

775.

la. L. LINCOLN,Hupt.
lan<i 12.06 p. m.
OCtMtf
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.

It is matchless w

who has

rail broken.
Sell C W Locks, Lanison, from New York for
Portland, came out of Provincetow u 8th and returned 9th with loss of jlbboom, outer jib, and
light head gear.
Sell May O’Neil, Thompson, from Georgetown
for Boston, widen put Into Newport with loss of
bowsprit and Headgear, was towed to port of destination 9tli hist.
sell Helen, Jameson, from Rockland for New
York, lief re reperted at Edgartown with cargo
free from
on tire, remained there 9th,
danger. She was opened and the fire appeared to

sell Charlie &
^HYANNIS—in port for9th,Rockland.

■■■

U7ANIED-A reliable healthy light coinYT plected young or middle aged man to take
care of stock and do general farm work; wages
88 to 810 per month and board. Call or address
with stamp to JAMES MoGOWAN, West Cumberland, Me.
_6-1

—

on

AND

WAN

HANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Shi till Calcutta Dec 20, ship Belle of Bath.NlchoD, New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 6th Inst, barque Western Belle,
Butman, Philadelphia. 21 days.
Ar at Port Elizabeth 2d Inst, barque Samar,
Small, Cape Town.
Ar at Port an Prince
inst, brig Sparkling
Water. Hiclibern, Boston.

reported

UKI.P

EM—Salesman to sell a line of goods
to tlie furniture and bedding trade in Portland and vicinity on commission. One who is well
pre
acquainted and Is selling goods to the trade, man.
rerred. Liberal arrangements with a good
Address 188-104 Railroad Ave., Jersey Oitv. N.
janlOdlw
j.
_.

For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
B boxes for 65 cts.: or sent by mail, postage free, on
a.
receipt of price. Dr. J. 11. Schenck A Sou, Philad

hflemoranda.
Ship Jacob E ltidgway. Call, at New York from
Calcutta, reports, on the passage. W K Stevens,
of Brunswick, chief mate, dledol dropsy.
SchJ B Knowles. Nickerson, from New lork
for Portland, put back to Provtncetown 9th with
loss of flying jib, deckload molasses shifted, and

|
Beautiful Hands

"’’RETURNING—Leave

Canton 4.30, 9.16 A m.;
arriving at Portland 8.30 a m., 12.16 p.*m.
KTAlik COBB ACTION 8.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; lluckfleld 3.60 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
б. 30; Dixfleld «.(*); Mexico 7.00 p.m. ; also for
Returning, leave
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.

Soft,White

LET—A very

room

»ALK

which will put all the digestive
organs in healthy condition.

:

a

pleasant furnished front
with bay window on first floor at 161
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 If

TO

KltOM WKltl

the baique Ada Gray,

or

or

PORT CLYDE, Jan 9-Sld, Lilia B Fernald, (fm
Graud Manau) for Boston.
Sell Seiiona is at Washburn Bros yard for repairs.
EAST MACHfAS, Jan 9—Ar, sch J Baker,
Chase. Portland.

be

Produces

un-

ment; dry and lighted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of IL E. THOMPSON. 164
Brackett St.__94-4

OUlt COBBEBPONDENT.

will
^Norfolk. Jan 8—An effort
before

or

one

cured—safely and

gepl2

furnished

room,

10-1
TOfurnished, at 201 OXFORD ST.
LET-Store Nos. 117.119 Middle St.,
of the finest stores In the city; suitable for
TO
retail,
both, with
lovely basewholesale,

of

ArrangementIn Affect Nnv. J»,
IBM*.

Leave Portland, via (J. T. Railway, 8.45 a. 111.;
Lewiston 9.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; K. Hebron 11,30;
Buck Held 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12 40; Canton 1.00 p. in.
Leave Portland I.SO p. m.; I.ewlston a.oo.
Mechanic Kalis 8.16. arrlvliigat W. Minot 8.30;
E. Hebron 3.40: Buckfleltl 3.60: E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; Gllbertvllle 4.35 p.

10-1
_

MANDRAKE PILLS,

Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Brig George E Dale, Bartlett, New York—Geo S
Hunt & Co.
Sch Grace E Stevens. Steveus, Eastnort —N
Blake.
Sch C M Gillmore, Hupper, for Port Clyde—N
Blake.
Sch I. M Warren, Hughey. Kocklaua. to load for
New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

Ruoiforil Falls & Buekfield Railroad.

room, furnished,
fftO LET-1 large square
bath

surely—with
DR. SCHENCKS

more.

3-1
KOOiTIM.

Hjjspepsia.

_

whiosgo Cattle Market
<
;

news!-

vFPORTLAND

..

Jones attended a wedding the other day, where
the groom was an infantry officer. “One of the
best brandies of the service,” he remarked, as he
congratulated the bride; "deaths are so frequent
that advancement Is certain and rapid.”

in the direction

BooM.
D. J. FLANDERS, teen. P. ft T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, (ien’l Agent,
Portland.
oct211tf

and see the

in

When the food does not
digest, but ferments and
sours, it causes a burning
sensation. This is a step

....

FBOM

lined Miatina Ticket Ofliri and
for tale at
at C n Ion 'I irbrt O.ttre, lit Kit-bnssc direct
JAM. T. H’KHKH. (Jen’I Manager,

bargains
WANTED—Autocall
sample boots, shoes and slippers just
F. W. DEARBORN’S. Colne in aud
received
get our prices.

...

bid
107% 107%
:'5%
95%
29
28%
08%
09%
108%
77%
76%
40%
40%
107% 107 %
57%
58%
79
7S%
21%
21%

CriesPig.
Tlirough Ticket, to all points Wont and Mouth

bottle._0-1

WANTED—A

Ueartbum

....

lug

67%
78%
21%
91
92
»0%
Oregon Navi.89%
Delaware. L. K W. 130% 130% 130% !3n%
Delaware <x H.100% 106%
106% lu6%
79%
79%
78%
■•ersey Central. 77
Phila & heading.
65%
66%
66%
66%
28
25
Hoekim; Valley... 25
25%
23
Norttein Pacific... 12^
22%
22%
47%
North. Pacific, pref 47%
47% 47
37
37%
37%
Pacific Mail. 36%
Vsoldi pacific....S 88%
89%
88% 89
Kansas Texas. 18%
18%
18%
18%
I < U81SVIJIC .V N.... 63
64Vh
63%
62%
N. Y. & N. K
38%
88%
38% 38%
hlchmomi Terminal 23%
23%
23%
23%
44
Norfolk & West pfd 44
48% 43%
Stocks ny Associated Press:
33%
Central Pacific.
St. Paul preferred.107%
6. Xenu, new. 1<>%
East Teuu, 1st pref. 60
Canton—
.126
Wells. Kaicolsxmress.ex-d
Lake Erie & W'csl.
15%
Nav...
91%
Oregon
Denver & Islo Grande, new.
22%
15%
Wabash, St. Louis Si Pacific
do pref..
2s%
20
&
Texas.
Houston
Mobiles ..
11%

For any case of nervousness, sleeplessness, weak stomach, Indigestion, dyspepsia. try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills. Belief is sure.
The only nerve medicine for the price in market.

flour.

in ur

dally).

cook, at the CUMBERLAND
4-1
HOUSE, 158 Cireen Street.

M1N1ATDRE ALMANAC....JANUARY 11.
Sunrises.7 16 11 1 waI“r (. 9 06
B
Suu seis.4 23
y 40
(
Length of day
9t>7jI ..I 9ft Sin
Menu rises. 6 26:
t
uftSiu

Open- Clos-

■

It was lately said of a self-sufficient reformer in
words that many persons might well lay to heart:
And so every day he gave the Almighty
Advice which lie deemed of great worth,
And his wife took in sewing
To keep tilings a-going,
Wliile lie superimeiuiv-d the earth.
The Churchman.

Buperthe

Clos:ng

the Portland

be
10, a select Musical and Literary Entertainment to be held
that evening; entertainment to commence at 8
o’clock; refreshments at 0.30; all free. It Is hoped
that every member will attend, as the committee
have been to considerable expense in arranging
0-1
for this entertainment._

eod&wnrmly

via East Div, to Scar

EASTERN DIVISION.

cough that can’t be cured with

Ohio.New York..Liverpool....Jau 21
Jau 26
Pavouia.Boston.Liverpool

:• r-, k

of

m.

Par It onion at 12.00 a.m„ dally, 19.00 a.m.,}.' .00,
16.00 p. HI. Honton for Portland 7.80, tt.OO A
Cape Alien
in.. 12.30 p. m. ("7.00 p.m.
both, 9.1 () a. in. (5.31) p. III. West. Dlv. Pass.)
Mam 9.00 a.m.. 1.00 p.m. Hiddefnrd 2.00, 9.00
Portsmouth, Newborrа. m.. 1.00,6.00 p. m.
porl, Mulrm, f.jan 2.00,9.(81 a.m., 1.00,6.00
m.
W.OOAIU..
l.Oti, 8.00 p. m.
luarsbnry
p.
K'ounrcts with Kail Lines (or New York.
M'oiuects with Mound Lines lor New York.
-West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro

WANTED
Colony, United Order of Pilgrim Fathers to
to
at the Hall, Tuesday Evening, Jan.

25 cems per

19
19
19
Newpoit .New York—Panama.Jan 19
City of Atlanta...New York. .Havana.Jau 19
La Gascogne.New York..Havre.Jail 21
Devonia.New York..Glasgow_Jau 21

•

Every member

THAINM

SL’BDAV

1.00, 4.15 p.
boro Crossing.
It a. to u

fo

WANTED—A
Way’s Compound Syi up of Lungwort; price
reduced to

Palmyra. Boston.Liverpool ...Jau
Snevia.New York..Hamburg ....Jau
Cleufuegos.New York..Uavaua.Jau

Jan. 10

bid.

—

Bold Everywhere.

W rra.New York..Bremen.Ian 18

_

Jan. 9.

TIT ANTE D- For the United States Army, CavvY ahy, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 35
years; good pay, rations, clothing and medical atDesirable men especially needed for
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored.
Applv at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 42Va EXCHANGE STREET, Portlaud, Me. Jan7S&T3m

New York.

feb28

ANTED.

»

experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
Your Clothes are worn out more
by washing than wearing. It is to
your advantage to try Pearline.
from

11
11
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
16

Kiclfr, Haverhill,
12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.m.
12.40,
l.uterrace, l.owell, 7.80, 8.40 a. m., Altai
3.30 p. m.
Hoche.lcr Panalngln,
MancbrMrr
III.
3.30
p.
Urn. 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
ami Concord (via Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (via Mo.
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.

FOUND-A

that large army of
sensible, economical people, who

'J'l, IMbT.

7.5a

safe key. May be seen at THIS
OFFICE.4-1

Wyoming.New Yoik..Liverpool_Jan 17

ufnnlr a

Don't let neuralgia and rheumatism get rooted
In the system, hut kill them with Salvation Oil.
Hot drinks should bo avoided in cold weatherand
They have a tendency to weaken the lungs
throat. Take Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup lor coughs.

bread,

Jerome.New York..Para.Jan

notations oz (hiveni-

...

_

own

louowiug are to-da.

Bothnia.Boston.Liverpool....Jau
Tliingvalia.New York .Copenhagen Jan

jnent securities:
Iniiod States bonds, 3s...,,. ..
New ts.Iren.
t25%
New *s,| coup...126%
New 4%s, reg.
107%
Now4%*. conp.
107%
UentrallPaclfif i s ts.114
:;euv*i e; (t (Jr. IstS
119%
Erie lid*
98%
Kansae Pacific Consols .106
no
Oregon Nav. Isis...
Union Pacifi 1st
.112%
do Land i»rants
do Sinking Funds...
The follow.ug are to-day’s closing quotations of

tening to Louise.
_._
in ske pushed before the star of the occasion,
and rattled off indignantly:
"Two years old las’Tuesday—born Falmouf—
Barnstable county—name Alma—Mlsser L eveland P’esident—Adam firs’ man!”
She bad succeeded; every one In the room
roared, and the general attentb n was fixed upon
her little vain self.

second time.”
Oh. well, Mrs. Y. you bake your
you not?”

Republic.New York..Liverpool.Ian

6-1

ST._

—

JAMES PYLE,

gold earring. Finder will be
leaving same at 204 MIDDLE

rewarded by
LONT—Roman

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join

Oil.

Par Ko.t.u 7.30, 8.40 A in., 13.40 3.3C p. m.
Hinton fir Pirllaad 7.30. 8.80, a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p.m. (5.00 p. in. arrivlug Ni. Harwich at
8.00 p. m., connecting with 9.35 p. m. train lor
Portland.) Hcariro Brack, Piar Point,
Warn, Hiddrfiril 7.30. 8.40, 10 36 a. in., 3.3o,
Old Orchard, 7.80, 8.40,
•5 30 6.16 p. m.
In 25 A m., 12.40, 3.30, «5.30,8.16 p. m. Barth
»o.r,
8.40 Ami„
Pall.,
Hrrwirk.flrt.nl

LOST-A

your Clothing,

Monday,

effect

WESTERN DIVISION.

coat marked F. W. Nelson, No. 14,
Steamer 5. was lost at the fire last uigUt10-1
Please return If to Steamer 5's House,

washed in the old

roll

Muriel.New York. Bermuda_Jau
City ol Columbia New York..Havana.Jan
Anchorla.New Y'ork..Glasgow.Jan
Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam ..Jan
City of Richmond New York.. Liverpool. ..Jaif
lai Normandie....New York. Havre.Jan

helium

...

come a

b’KOM

in

_‘10-1

Paint, or Woodwork,

Elbe.New York..Bremen.Jau 11
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra. ..Jau 11

quiet
bonds aie dull but firm Bailroad
arket was quiet and rather
firm. The stock
heavy afler 12 o’clock, the only animation shown
St Paul, Louisville & fcashvllle Beading
and Oregon Transcontinental, though the last
Changes in q .ilnamed were exceptionally firm
lations in few cases were for more t ail insignificant fractious. Most of the list held fairly steady
unlil afler 1 p in, when a firmer tone developed In
the entire market, though tnere was no feature
other than a quiet hardening of values, and at
2 16 and to the close the market was quiet but
firm at small fractions better than openlng;prices.
igre»ue transactions at tnelStock KxcU in .*
gited 216.135 shares
ahk

(Allow

SAIL!NO DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS

New York Stock and Money Mackes.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW ulllK, Jan. 10 1888.-Money|on call
has been easy, ranging from 4 to 6 per cent; last
loan 4, closing ut|l. "Prime paper at 6Vj.<*, %.
government
Sterling Exchange quiet and firm
and
bonds

IF la fromwhere
Congress
It

ON’T

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Jan. 10, 1888.—Consols 103»« for
both money and the account.
L1V ttl* ML, Jail. 10, 1888.—Cotton market—
Hat and prices ss'uewhat Irregular ;upiauds 6%d;
Orleans at |6 ll-16d; sales 8,000 bales; specula
tlon and export 1000 bales.

•Ex-dividend.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

PERSON who took a 811k UmbrelSquare Church will notify
can be found, they will confer a
by postal
favor on T. H. RANDALL, City Anns House.
THE

European Markets.

Eastern Bailroad.116%
Eastern Bailroad 6s.120Vs

aggrieved; nobody
everybody was lis-

.....

112

[By Telegraph.]
[lie following quotations of stocks

Two very little girls were one afternoon entertaining themselves and their elders at an afterOne of them had recently learned to
noon party.
the
spell “cat;" and she was standing up before of
company trying, through much tribulations
timidity and forgetfulness, to display her accomwas

106

BAILUOAD*.

mmmMMAMMwmmm*

loit and pound.

raiMCELlAIVEOl’S.

0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush.
DETROIT. Jan.10, 1*88.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 87%c; No 2 Redat 87V4c asked. Corn—No 2
it 53c flats—No 2 at 34*0.
Receipts—Wheat 10,400 bush.
1888.—CottonNEW ORLEANS, Jan. 10
quiet ; middling 9% e.
Jau.
10, 1888.—Cotton is easy;
SAVANNAH,
middling 9i)ic.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 10. 1887. -Cltton quiet;
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, (Jan. 10, 1888.~Cottun is easy;
middling at 9%e.
mobile, Jan. 10, 1888.—Cotton Is dull; mid
Jlip 10 1-16C.

10U

Boston Stock Market.

WIT AND WISDOM.

plishment.

Shipments—Flour! 8,000 bbls, wheat 12,000
bush, corn 66,000 hush, oats 14,000 bush, barley

120
134

years|experience.

p.

m

Hundreds cured.

eodtl

|

For tiekets and Information, apply to the Tlcke
Agent, Boston A Maine K. It., Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec20dtt
South.

/
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[Hon. William Goolil.]
The recent death of Governor Uodwell
called public attention to recollections of
Governor Lincoln, who also died In office.
The meagre newspaper notices of Ills life
and death lately published, containing set"
eral errors, and my own recollections of him
while he was a resident of Portland, induced
me to gather these facts, many of which

Snow storm yesterday, and the mercury
lidn’t rise above 20°.
The Congress Square Union will meet in
he vestry of the church Wednesday at 3
>’clock p. m.
The P. L. I. Veteran Association spent a
pleasant evening at Woodford’s last night
ipon the invitation of Mr. G. W. Furlong.
liourke Brothers, dealers in IS and to cent
soods, Biddeford, haye called a meeting of
The liabilities amount to
their creditors.
shout $4600, and the assets about $1000.
The usual gospel temperance meeting will
be held at the Mission this evening at 7.30
oc’lock. Good speaking and singing. All
aro invited.
Special meetings are being held in the
Free St. Cbuich every evening this week,
except Saturday. Preaching this evening by
Rev. F. T. Bayley. All are invited. Service

have not before been printed:
Enoch Lincoln was born in

at 7.30.
In R. II.

Interesting Sketch of One of
Maine’s Early Covernors.

An

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 11.
:*:iD VICiNITY.

P

Official

His
f.VV

II'UHnESIRNTn T«)-I> A

AP
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amusements.
And

_

MRS. WINSLOW’S
Advice to Jlothrr,.
t OOTttlNG SYRUP should always he used when
Children are culling teeth. It relieves the little
Sufferer ut once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
l y relieving the child trout pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
\ ery pleasant to taste. It soothes tins child, softus llie gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twouty-five cents a bottle,
—

FM&WAwly
_

Ccneral Crant visited everv civilized country; yet in all Ills travels, he had never seen a
more effectual remedy for coughs and colds than
Adamson’s Rotauic Balsam. Sold l>y druggists
nnd dealers at 35 cenis. Trial size 10 cents.
janbeod&wlw
Large 76 cents.
All cases of weak or ir me back, hack
ache, rheumatism, will find re lef by wearing one
of Carter’s Smart Weeo and Belladontta Backache Plasters. Price 25 cents. Try them.
d&wlw
janlO
The

Domestic

Life

in

Portland,

■ Portland Theatre—The World.
M.C. M. A.—Lecture.
Opera Excursion.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ticket Office.
California Excursion*—Union
Atkinson House burnishing Co.
out Next Week—The Rauibler.
Kor Sale—Stock of Dry Goods.
Wanted—Experienced Clerks.
Notice Is Hereby Given—2.
Paine’s Ceilcry Compound.
Interesting—Blues Bros.
X. John Little & Co.
a
Moore & Co.
For Sale- Fungs.

tunic

and

Engadlne

Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation "sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright jewels, In a setting of perpetual snow.
W&8
ircliSO
“Best cure for Cough and Colds is the old
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
eod&wCmo
novll

Boston

His

and
Death,
Augusta.

Burial

at

Worcester,
in 1788. llis father, Levi Lincoln,
was one of the most eminent men of Massachusetts. He graduated at Harvard College
in 1772, settled as a lawyer in Worcester,
and was President Jefferson’s Attorney General from 1801 to 1805. He was chosen Lieutenant Governor of his State in 1807 to 1808,
and on the death of Governor Sullivan while
in office, became Acting Governor for the
remainder of the political year. His son,
Levi Lincoln, was Governor of Massachusetts in 1823 and 1824. The son Enoch Lincoln entered Harvard College, but left before
graduation, and after studying law settled in
Kryeburg, Maine, and afterwards removed
to Paris Hill. Mr. Lincoln was elected to
Congress in 1820, then only 32 years old, and
held the office by re-election until he was
elected Governor in 1826, there being less
than 400 votes cest for all other candidates.
Governor Lincoln immediately removed to
Portland, then the dhpital town of the State.
Mass

He took up liis residence at the boarding
house of Mrs. Gage, the widow of Major
Gage, a merchant. It was the house adjoining the residence of William Pitt Preble,

Congress street. When the GoV
left Paris he took with him Otis Paine
one of his neighbors, as vniet, coachman and
man of all work.
Paine was a man of intelligence, but was low in stature and had a
depressed shoulder, which gave him the appearance of “Master Walter” in Sheridan
Knowles’s play of the Hunchback. There
were often questions arising in the Governor’s domestic affairs that “one word from
(this) Master Walter made clear as dayJr.,

on

ernor

let that cold of yours run on. You think It is a
light thing. But It may run Into catarrh. Or into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia is dangerous.
Consumption is death itself.
The breathing appai itus must be be kept
healthy and clear of all s tractions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there s trouble ahead.
[]A11 the diseases of th se parts, head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes ana ungs, can be delightfully aud entirely cured by the use of Boschee's
German Syrup. If you don’t know this already,
liousands and thousands uf people can tell you.
They have been cured by it, and “know how it is
themselves.” Bottle only 75 cents. Ask any

druggist.
U.

S.

_

COURT.

COMMISSIONER’S

BEFORE COMMISSIONER RAND.

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL,
Tuesday.—The January term of the Supreme
Judicial Court for Cumberland couunty, opened
Judge Haskell preat 10 o’clock this morning.
sides. Prayer was offered by Rev. William T.
The followPhelan of the Preble street chapel.

ing Jurors were impanelled:
Frauklln K. Barrett. Portland, Foreman.
Rishwoi tli E. Burnell, Baldwin.
Frank E. DeMarett, Gorham.
George K. Furbish, Portland.
Isaac G. Meserve, Naples.
Aaron V. Metcalf, Brunswick.
Edward L. Millikan, Deerlng.
Octavius F. Milliken, Scarboro.
Jacob H. Mitchell, Yarmouth.
M. J. Feakbles, Cape Elizabeth.
Moses W. Pearson, Cumberland.
Daniel W. Robinson. Raymond.

Supernumeraries—Dennis J. Sawyer, Windham;
IJewellyu Spurr, Otlsfleld; David L. Toothaker,
Pownal; Robert B. Ward, Freeport; Stephen R.
Winslow, Westbrook.
Excused—Samuel B. Saunders, Portland.
But a small number of cases have been marked
for trial, aud the term will probably be a short
one.
Bion

v

Wilson, administrator of Edmund Wilson’
the Inhabitants of the Town of Cushing. An
action to recover the sum of $»80 for professional
services as counsel, claimed to have been rendered by Edmund Wilson in four suits in Knox county, brought by different parties in 18ew against
the town of Cushing, whlcb suits remained upon
the docket of the court before being Anally disvs.

nnoA.l of

until tlio

Me

roll

tapin

1 ttki

llm

(J tttrwirt

f

claimed consisting of charges for term fees and
for general services and consultations during the
above period.
Testimony for plaintiff in progress.

C. E. Littlefield.

C. Rtrout,
Bion Wilson.
R.

Divorce matters will be in

order

on

Thursday.

Jan. 19th.
Tbe following decisions with rescripts were reMiuui I'iaLBuittr it. amaw {.Muliug before the Law
Court.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

W illiam Leader, admr. de bonis non in equity
Frank O’Loughlln et als.
Rescript by Foster /.—The last will of testatrix
contained the following clauses: "I have one son,
John Bussell, and I do not know whether he is
alive or Dot, I have not heard from him for a long
time, I give and bequeath and Givise unto him the
amount of money that stands in his name in tbe
Bath Ravings Institution at Bath, Maine.”
After making other bequests, and making her
brother as residuary legatee, the testatrix further
says: “If I take the money that stands in the
name of my son, John Russell, from the Bath Savings institution and deposit it in the bank in my
name, it is my will and desire that the amount,
which is about six or seven hundred dollars, I
cannot remember the exact amount, shall be given
my son, John Russell, if he should return at
any time whhin ten years of my death, and It is
my will that that amount shall be kept at interest
for my said son, John Russell, that lie may have
it for tils own forever, if he returns or is found
anywhere alive within ten years after my devs.

cease.”
The money

was

kept at interest by the

during the ten years.

The son

never

executor

returned,

heard from.
Held: That the money and accumulated inter-

nor
est

be

was

ever

belonged

to the residuary legatee.
ckard et al vs. County Commissioners

Lucius
of Aadroscoggin County.
Rescript by Foster /.—Reasonable certainty
and a substantial compliance with the statute is
what is required in proceedings for the laying out
ot highways. Technical exactness and precision
Is not required,
It is not a valid objection to the proceedings
that the petition describes alternative places either for the location of the way or its termini.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

fltate vs. James K. Cady, aplt.
Reseipt by Foster, /.-The questions raised ill
this case have been considered and decided lu the
cases of State vs. W'elch: 79 Maine, 103, and
State vs. Dunpliy, 79 Maine, 107, anil no further
consideration of this case becomes necessary.
Exceptions overruled.
YORK COUNTY'.

Samuel Hubbard, Complt. vs. the Great Falls
Manufacturing Company.
Rescript by Foster, /.—In proceedings upon
complaint for flowage the statute contemplates
that when the right to flow is controvei ted, such
fact must be established or admitted before the
appointment of commissioners.
It is not within the power, nor is it any part of
tion.
When a submission Is made by private parties
to a given number of persons without any express
authority given or to he inferred from the manner
or circumstances of the submission, that a smaller
number may decide, an award or decision will be
void unless made by ail.
A different rule prevails when authority is conferred to several persons in matters of public concent.
_

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE BONNEY.

_

Tuesday’.—Tile grand Jury reported finally and
The whole number of indictwas discharged.
ments is Mly-five. Tile following only have been
made public;
Charles H. Wood, breaking and entering and
larceny of tobacco, l’lca. not guilty.
Alexander II. Ward and Frank Clifford, breaking and entering the. Catholic church in Brunswick and larceny. Both pleaded not guilty.
Thomas Conley, breaking and entering the store
of Wm. H. Sargent with Intent to commit larceny.
Flea, not guilty.
Benjamin F. Jewett, breaking and entering the
store of William B. Knlglit In Topsham with Intent to steal. Flea, not gutlly.
George H. Freble, breaking and entering the
""store of William B. Knlglit In Topsham. Flea,

BIJoIih SkiUius, assault

with Intent to ravish a
child eight years of age. Flea, not guilty.
George 1. Hatch and Walter Douglass, breaklug and entering the dwelling house of Woodman
S. Eaton at Cape Elizabeth and larceny there
from. Flea of Doth, not guilty.
Janies Morrissey, breaking and entering the
yacht Clarence and stealing clothing therefrom.

guilty.
The following pleaded not guilty to nuisance indictments under the liquor law and gave bail from
day to day:
.not

llyan, Patrick

Keating. John Uolleran,
Michael C. Carey, Patsy Murphy, alias Patrick
Joseph Murphy. Peter A. Sullivan, John A.
Leonard, alias Chubby Leonard.
A traverse Jury was empanelled as follows:
Alvin D. hweetslr, foreman, Portland.
Charles 8. Anderson, Portland.
Walter B. Allen. Yarmouth.
A. Kimball Carsley. Portland.
Alinon L. Freeman, Windham.
William L. Groves, Harrison.
Lorenzo D. Lowell, Staudisli.
James

Simon

Libby, Gray.

George G. Morse, Freeport.
John Moulton, Scarborough.
Alfred B. Pride. Westbrook.
Palmer O. Spinney, Brunswick.
Supernumeraries—Daniel It. Stover, Harpswell;
Matthew Woods, Cape Elizabeth; George H.
Way, Gorham.
Excused—Joshua It. Cobb, Deering.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOBE BECOBDEB DYEB.

Tuesday—Thomas Kenan and Heury Duddy.
Intoxication; fined $3 and costs.
Henry Duddy. Malicious mischief: fined flO
and costs.
Henry L. Tileston. Common drunkard; ninety
days In county Jail.
A Card.

The managers of the Charity Ball offer
their thanks to Owen & Moore. Walter Corey
& Co., Thomas p. Beals, the Phess and
others who kindly assisted them.

light.”
The Governor also brought with him from
Paris his two-wheeled, yellow-bodied chaise
and white horse. He soon obtained a mate
for the horse and a barouche, and Paine instead of riding at the Governor’s side, rode
forward, driving the official equipage to the
State House, which was a handsome wuoden
building on a part of the lot now occupied by

the City Building.
Governor Lincoln was twice re-elected
without opposition. At neither election were
there 500 votes cast against him in the State,
but he declined a fourth nomination. Paine,
the Caleb Quotem of his employer, left him
and returned to Paris, and the Governor reduced his establishment to the original “one
horse shay." About the time the Governor

Paris, another townsman of bis, Timothy
Chase, a mason, also removed to Portland.
Having sevetal boys, and the Governor
wanting a youngster whom he could trust,

left

Chase consented that his son, E. F. Chase
then 11 years old, and now the well known
real estate holder, should serve his friend,
the Governor, in place of Paine. Although
he was a bacheler, the Governor’s failing
health admonished him that he must seek a
quiet retreat. The Lincoln family owned
of
wild
land
in
the
large tracts
towns of Lincoln and Garland in Penobscot county, Columbia in Washington
countyt
and Letter E. in Oxford county.
Two’
months before his death. Governor Lincoln
exchanged three thousand dollars worth of
these lands with Samuel Burnham, for a
farm on the west side of the “mast road” in
Scarborough, adjoining land of Amos Andrews, Ebenezer Burnham and Asa Scavey.
Anticipating his retirement from office, the
governor had employed young Chase with
W1Q
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library to the farm until the call to Augusta.
In September, 1829, the governor received
a pressing invitation to visit Augusta, and
deliver an address at the exhibition exercises
of the Cony Female Academy. Although in
poor health, the governor, with chaise, white
horse, and young Chase for driver, left for
Augusta on Sunday noon, Oct. 4th. He
went to Brunswick that day and called on
his nephew William Sever Lincoln, a member of the sophomore class of the college.
The next day he drove to Augusta, and by
invitation put up at General Cony’s, on the
east side of the river.
The academy was
situated on the same side. This building
was, in March, 1839, occupied as barracks
for the Cumberland county troops, while
waiting orders to march to the boundary, in
the Aroostook war.
Governor Lincoln was
very unwell when he arrived at Augusta,
but felt compelled to fill his engagement at
the institution.
So weak was he that he
was obliged to deliver his address seated in
He grew rapidly worse, and died at
a ehair.
the residence of Gen. Cony on Thursday of
the same week in which he left his home.
The death of the chief magistrate, and
one so much beloved, caused a painful sensation throughout the State. A question arose
about the selection of a place of burial. Tha
Augusta people had purchased and offerad
to the Staie for the capitol building the lot
now occupied by the State House, running
to the river. The memorial history of Boston says this lot was purchased for 12$ cents
per acre. This was a wide mistake, which
probably arose from the fact that the ten
townships sold by the State to build the
State House, were disposed of that insignificant price.
The Augusta people offered a site for the
Governor’s burial on their proposed State
House lot, which was acceded to by his relatives. Great preparations were made for the
obsequies. Nathan Cutler of Farmington
was president of the Senate, and, of course,
became acting governor. His first official act
was to order five companies of uniformed
one
of
light infantry and
company
riflemen to attend and |do escort duty at
the funeral. The services were held at the
Congregational church on Thursday, the
15th; Dr. Nichols of Portland, the Governor’s
officiating.
pastor,
Following the

hearse came the Governor's favorite horse
with military trappings,
led by Master
Chase, who was a sincere mourner. When
a band of music came too near, the youthful

groom iequireu

some assistance

to

Keep

me

excited horse in his proper place in the procession. There is a handsome monument
over the Governor’s grave, erected, I think,
by the State.
Young Chase brought the Governor's
brother to Portland In the chaise and the
home at Mrs. Gage's was broken up. The
Scarborough farm was sold by the heirs of
the Governor In 1838 to Nathan Tilton.
There were superstitious people who believed that the fatal termination of the Governor’s visit was owing to its being made
with a white horse. There are now intelligent people who will not ride after one, fearing some accident.
Governor Lincoln had a fine poetic taste.
While he resided at Fryeburg, the mountain
and river scenery inspired film to write a
poem called “Tfie Village,” of more than
two thousand lines. It was published In a
small volume in 1816 by Kdward Little <fc
Co. Portland. No poetu of equal length and
beauty had then been produced by a citiThere is a copy of the
zen of the State.
poem in the library of the Maine Historical
Lincoln was one of the
Governor
Society.
original members of this society, which was
organized in 1822. He contributed two able
papers to the first volume of the society’s collections. which were not published until 1831.
One was entitled, “Remarks on the Indian
Languages,” and the other “An Account of
the Catfiolic Missions in Maine.”
For his
abilities and literary work, Bowdoin College conferred on him the degree of A. M.

Libelling the City of Richmond.
A writ of attachment was issued from the
United States Marshal’s office and served
yesterday morning upon the steamer City of
Richmond, of the Portland and Machias
line. The writ is issued at the instance of
the Portland Steam Packet Company to se-

payment of “fair and reasonable salvage,” the City of Richmond having been
rescued from peril of shipwreck in August
last, near Millbridge, by the steamer Forest
City, belonging to the libellant company. A

cure

keeper was put on board the City of RichThe attachment
mond yesterday morning.
is for her full value, 850,000.

Corges Commandery.
At the regular meeting of Gorges Commandery No. 313, United Order Golden Cross
the following officers were Installed by Hep.
uty Grand Commanderl). P. How.assisted by
Past Orand Commander Almon V. Thompson and Grand Herald Joseph A. Kennedy:
Past Noble Commander—Ira 8. Locke.
Noble Commander—Alfred King.
Noble Vice Commander—Isabelle Littlefield.
Prelate—Fannie M. Swett.
Keeper of Records—Lewis W. Littlefield.
Financial Keeper of Records—James 0. Kent.
Treasurer—Mayall M. Littlefield.
Herald—Rufus A. Ayers.
Inside Guard—Fred L. Littlefield.
Outside Guard- Joslali C. Ward.
....

Knight’s window, 408 Congress
street, can be seen a mammoth engraving of
Andersouville Prison, Camp Sumter, Ga.,
as it appeared August 1,1864, when it contained 35,000 prisoners of war.
PERSONAL.
Hon. George P. Wescott has been elected
president of the Ocean Insurance Company,
and C. F. Flagg, secretary.
A despatch from Lowell, Mass., says Rev.
J. L. Seward has accepted a call to the pa?5
torate of the Unitarian parish at Waterville,
Mr. W. C. Chandler having declined the
leadership of Chandler’s Band, the place
has been offered to Mr. Frank Burnham,

who holds it under consideration.
Mr. Francis Blake, a native of Portland,
who weut to California in 1850 and made a
fortune as a printer and dealer In paper, has
died at Oakland, Cal., aged 79.
Albert B. Guptill, Esq., Judge of Probate
for Fargo, Dakota, and recently a delegate
from that city to the convention of Republican clubs at New York, is a native of Lubec,
Me.
Mr. Andrew J. Chase after representing
the Travelers Insurance Company for over
nineteen years, has sold his interest in the
Portland agency to Mr. George C.
who has been in Mr. Chase’s office for over

Connellf

five years.
Mrs. Maggie Van Cott of New York city,
and one of the most powerful and eloquent
talkers and successful Christian workers in
the United States, will occupy the pulpit of
the Congress street Methodist church next

Sunday morning, afternoon and evening.
One of the most eloquent and touching
sermons ever listened to in Bangor was that
of Kev. Dr. George W. Field at the Central
church Sunday in memory of the lato BenThe Commercial says that
son Sewall.
many portions of the address brought tears
to the eyes of the auditors. The church had
been appropriately decorated with flowers
for the occasion.
Rev. Lewis Colby, well known in past
years as a pastor in churches of Maine and
an active worker for the freedmen in the
South, died in Cambridge on the Cth Inst.

Bowdoinham, August in,
1808, and was graduated at Harvard in 1832,
and at the Newton Theological Seminary in
He was born in

1836. For several years he was professor at
Alton College, 111. Mr. Colby did a great
share of the work in establishing Benedict
College at Columbus, S. C.
The Oxford Democrat has this notice of a
descendant of the Puritans who was a native of Maine:
“Captain Samuel Wadsworth of Hiram, died suddenly of heart
disease December 30th, aeed 72 years, 7
He was the youngest
of eleven children of the late Capt. Charles
L. and Ruth Wadsworth. He was a grandson of General Peleg Wadsworth of Revolutionary fame, and was a cousin of the Poet
Longfellow. He was also a descendent of
Captain John Alden, Elder William Brewster, and three others of the Pilgrims who
landed at Plymouth Rock from the Mayflower, in 1620. He was also a descendent from
Christopher Wadsworth, who landed at

months and 11 days.

Duxbury, Mass., September 16th, 1632.”
First Unlversalist Society.
The annual meeting of this society was
x.

.a

if_x

gentlemen

__t_an.,

were

f.ii._2___.j

Moderator—Philip J. Larrabee.
Clerk—Philip F. Turner.
Treasurer—Clayton J. Farrington.
Assessors—Geo. Treletben. Edwin A. Gray,
George E. Davis, Arthnr 8. Megquier, Samuel F.
Bearce.
The past year has been a very prosperous

for the Soelety. Large repairs have been
made to the organ, rendering it now one of
the finest in the State. The furnaces have
been practically rebuilt; entirely new water
pipes have peen introduced; the tower has
been painted, and the entire building is now
in the most thorough repair. Notwithstanding the heavy cost of these improvements the
parish is free from debt, and under the leadership of its popular pastor, Rev. Henry
Blanchard, enters upon the work of 1888
with the brightest prospects of success.
$5625 were appropriatod for the expenses of
the year, with the. cheering assurance from
the assessors that the income would be amply sufficient to meet the required outlay.
one

Bottomry

the bill of repairs and the attachment recently served is to secure payment of the
same.
It is understood the bond is for the
of

$12,000.
In Memorlam.

special meeting of the Portland
Wheel Club, held Monday evening, the following resolutions were adopted:
At a

Whereas, Au All-wise Providence has seen fit to
remove from our midst our lellow-member, Herbert D. Caliill.
Resolved, That in the death of Mr. Cahill,
we have lost au earnest worker for the welfare of
tne club, a steadfast friend and a most genial

companion.

Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympato the family of the deceased !u this their hour

thy
of

rtppri affliction.

It

voted that these

was

resolutions be

spread

upon the records of the club, and
copy sent to the bereaved family.

a

Electricity and Its Practical Applies*
tlon.
The next lecture in the M. C. M. A. course
will be delivered at Mechanics’ Ball, Thursday evening, by W. H. Chapman, who will
take for his subject, “Electricity and Its
At no time has
Practical Applications.”
this subject had more of interest for the
public than at present, for this is the day of
electricity. The lecture will be illustrated
by working models and diagrams. The public are cordially invited.

Cumberland Council.
of

At a

Cumberland

regular meeting
Council No. 31, U. Y., the following officers
were installed:
Director—Albert Crockett.
Vice Director—Mrs. Louise ltichardson.
Instructor—Mrs. Mary E. Ames.
Secretary—Mrs. Francis B. Jordan.
Collector—Adam K. McGunnlgle,

Treasurer—Win. H. C. Merrill.
Guide-A.

JudsonConway.

Warden—Clarence C. Fickett.
Sentinel—Dominions Jordan.
Fast Director—Cllat King.
Medical Examiner—Silas E.

Trustees-Andrew Leighton,
Silas E. Sylvester, M. D.

Sylvester. M. D.
Josiali Burleigh,

Congratulations to Dr. Hill.
meeting of the ministers of Portland
Monday, the following resolution was passed
At a

unanimously:
Resolved, That we offer our hearty congratulations to the Kev. Thomas Bill. D. D., on the occasion of his seventieth birthday, with the assurance of onr fraterial affection, our appreciation
of his high attainments and still higher personal
wcrtli, and our earnest hope that his useful and
honorable ministry may long be continued to the
benefit of the old First Parish, as well as to the
city of Portlaud.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of DeedB:
Cape Elizabeth—Mary E. Stanton to Caroline
E. Whei rin. *1 and oilier considerations.
Scarboro—H. S. Jones to George W. Arnold. (1
other considerations.
Falmouth—Maitba Frank to Lorenzo Leighton.
|40.
Charles II. Winchester et al to James Lucas.
and

(176.

}Por,crs.

Bob Writes a Challenge.
jacg Absolute in Trouble.
Trio for Mandolins and Guitars.Selected
Messrs. Harris, Lausing and Galeocia.
a.

Act ill.

jp

ActIV.-

Xhe UueI.
A. D. Grover
The Chariot Kace—From ”Beu Hur”.
Mr. Powers.
Marie Waltze.E. H. Hall
Banjos and Guitars.
Artistic

Banjo Juggling.Mr.

PARK GARDEN.

Every evening this week the remarkably
good specialty company now engaged at this
house will appear in their several acts. It
is needless to mention eaeli In detail. The
general result is most satisfactory and all
who witness the performances feel they have
received their money’s worth.
Ill HENRY’S MINSTRELS.
A good minstrel company always draws in
Portland and Hi Henry’s comprise 25
The sale of
legitimate star performers.
tickets will begin at the box office of Portland Theatre to-day.
gilbert’s opera company.
The seats are selling well at Stockbridge's
for the performances to be given Friday and
Saturday evenings and Saturday matinee, at
City Hall by this excellent troupe. A Concord, N. II., paper says: “The Mikado was
never so well presented in this city as by the
Gilbert Opera Company last evening. James
Gilbert is one of the best singing comedians
who visits
Concord, and his versatility,
earnestness and conscientiousness make his
Ko-Ko a remarkabty fine piece of work.
That he has many warm friends here was
shown by the greeting given him od his first
appearance: that he added many to the number was as plainly shown by the double and
triple encores which were given nearly
every one of his numbers.”
THE WORLD.

Portland Theatre on Monday and
Mr. J. Z. Little and a strong
company will produce for the first time here
Little’s original version of The World.”
Speaking of this great play the Baltimore
Sun of Dec. 6th publishes the following:
“The interest in this grand old play does
not deminish with age, but like old wine improves for ten years, the sensation of J. Z.
Little’s masterpiece has delighted the lovers
of spectacular inelo drama, which is popular
alike among all circles of society from the
elite in the boxes to the noisy and ill-mannered gallery god.”
The seats will be on sale Friday. Mr.
Little’s performance of Iago In the old PortAt the

Tuesday next,

land Theatre

on

Exchange street, will be

readily recalled by
BANK

theatre goers.

that position.
Small.
Vice President—Jacob 8. Winslow.
Cashier—M. R. Godlng.
Directors—Joseph Walker, Jacob 8. Winslow,
Edward H. Daveis, George P. Wescott, Annul
Whitney, Stephen R. Small, Frank A. Pitoher.

President—Stephen

E.

CANAL

Brunswick—A. M. Blaisdell to Matilda | D.
Swift. (1 and other considerations.
yua

tween the latter and a majority of the former, furnish the key to the situation, and
explain the “prosperous” condition of the
Traders’ company. An interesting query iu
this connection, is the intended ultimate destination of the plunder. It may be that the
were only playing into each other’s
ands, hut it seems more probable that there
was a well formed political purpose at the
bottom of the scheme. As to this we can
only conjecture, but the near conjunction ol
the announcement that a Democratic daily
paper was to be started, and the disclosures
made in Saco today .are, to say the least,

Earties

highly suggestive.
Was there an understanding among the
Democratic hoses that the extra profits the
Traders’ company should be allowed to filcli
from the city treasurer should be devoted tc
the purpose of founding or assisting the new

organ ?
But as Bobby Burns says, "The best laic
schemes o’ mice and men ga g aft a gtey’
and thither the Democratic daily is in a fail
way to “gang.”

A Movement to Have the City a Bill
ing Point for the Canadian Pacific

NATIONAL.

President—William W. Thomas.
Vice President—Ellas Thomas.
Cashier—George C. Peters.
Directors—W.W. Thomas, F. W. Bailey, J. N.
Lord, Ellas Thomas, Francis; Fessenden, F. B.
Barrett, B. C. 8omerby.
CUMBERLAND NATIONAL.
President—Horatio N. Jose.

Vice President—William H. Moulton.
•Casnler— William H. Soule.
Directors—Horatio N. Jose, John C. Tukesbury,
Charles P. Ingraham. Daniel W. True, Nathan
Cleaves, William U. Moulton, Hollis B. Hill.

In this city, Jan. 10. by Rev. Dr. Small, Geo. vt
Smardon ana Miss Caro M. Plummer, both c
Portland.
In Uray. Pec. 31. by Bev. E. Bean, Orrin I
Stone and MUi Lena M. Willey, both of Wine
ham.
In Gray, Jan. 7, by Rev. E. Bean, Chas Bracket t
and Miss Hattie D. Edwards, both of New Gloi
cester.
In South Freeport, Jan. 7. by
Wendall W. Wifbur and Miss
both of Freeport.
In Andovor, Dec. SI, Lucian

TRADERS

NATIONAL.

R. O. Conant, R.
O. Haskell

G. Davis,
SIDirectors—William
I. Richardson, William N. Davis, C.

The board has not organized.
President—Jacob McLellan.
Vice President—George S. Hunt.
Cashier—Charles Payson.
Directors—Jacob McLellan, George S. Hunt, J.
P. Baiter, W. K. Wood, W. S. Dana. D. W. Kimball. Charles S. Fobes.
OFFICERS ELECTED.
MARINE RAILWAY COMPANY.

The Merchants’ Marine Railway Company
elected the following officers yesterday:
Clerk and Treasurer—John H. Russell.
Directors—Charles H. Chase. Nathan Cleaves,
Edward Fletcher, Benj. J. Willard,' Albert II.
Waite.
UNITED ORDER PILGRIM FATHERS.

Portland Colony, No. 57,
following officers:

has

ui

_iL.

...

IU1S

AnsuUttblUU

held last evening and there was
attendance of the members.
was

a

full

From the report of the treasurer, L. W.
Fobes, we learn that the receipts of his office
have been $25,307.44. This sum has been expended as follows: Paid death claims, $17,000.00; for investments, $5,000.00; for premiums, $42.50: for expense, $1,024.78; balance
cash on hand, $1,340.10. The amount of the
investment fund is $29,170.00, showing a gain
of $1200.
From the report of the clerk, A. E. Chase,
we obtain the following statistics:

DEATHS
Iu this city, Jan. 10, Mrs. Eleanor York, age

85 years 6 months.

[Funeral tills Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at her late residence. No. 13 Watervtlle stieet.
In Deering, Jan. 9, Hannah J.. wife of Georg
J. Misenor, aged 24 years.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at her late residence, No. 3 Union street, Libby’
In Fryeburg. Jan. 6. Mrs Helen L. Soule, wlf
of John Locke, aged 63 years.
In Blddeford, Jan. 8. Marcia E.,youngest daugh
ter ol Leonard H. and Mary A. Buinery, aged 1
years 6 months.
In Saco, Jau. 8, Bertha L., daughter of Lorin,
B. Doe. aged 3 years 4 months.
In Lyman, Jan. 8, Mrs. Martha B. Murphy, age
86 years.
InLymau. Jan. 8, Mrs. Mary E., wife of Wrr
Lord, aged 64 years 4 months.
At Cooper’s Mill, Dec. 25, Mrs. Matilda E. How
aged HS years.
In Friendship, Dec. 22, David Bessey, aged 6
years 5 months.
In East Union, Dec. 26, Bosanua. wife of Wt
bur Davis, aged 79 years.
In Bockport, Dec. 31, Mrs. Albert Eells, age

and thus

causes

Ball.

Clarence W. Thomas, C. II. Walley, Geo. A.
Dow, Arthur II. Fowler, Charles F. Bond,
Charles II. Bay, I). S. Bay, W. II. Perry,
John B. Brown, A. H. Bowe, Joseph Simmons, James T. Jason, Fred II. Bean, James
F. Day, B. II. Brown, Fred E. Doe, Frank
P. Burnham, Allred |A. Demmick. Driver
Baker of truck 2, got the whip.

of

*
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Hang; Lamp,

Prostration, Nervous Headache,
Nervou. Weakness, Stomach
and Liver DUeasea, Rheumatism, Dysand
all affectiona of tho Kidneys.
pepsia,
Nervous

if

or

the

preferred,

oarsapariua.

vrueii

imu

useu

of

chase

j

our

stock.

The Atkinson House

We want every lady in Portland to have some of
these bargains; now is the time to supply yourselves.
All of ourlast season's Cotton Underwear,in Hathaway's make, to be marked at 50 cents on a dollar.

o-o-o-o-o

Night Robes, Chemise, Drawers, Shirts—long
short; and Childrens’ Underwear, Infants’ Dresses and Slips.
Slightly soiled, the only imperfection. This sale
will be strictly cash, no exchange, or goods returned.
Sale Thursday morning at 8 o’clock sharp.

MILLION DOLTHREE HUNIN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.
has to-day
than SIX
IT
LARS IN ASSETS, and
DRED THOUSAND
more

Its affairs

in

tioned.

are

wise provisions of tho Maine Non-Forfeiture Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, auu under Its workings extended
insurance Is provided for In case ot lapse.

THE

WINTER IS

NEW' MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
II you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of tts agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information In regard to the Company
and Its plans.

THE

HERE AND
COE
Is selling

are

Integrity

a Good Fur Cap for $1*00.
Scotch Cap, 50 cents.

residents of

MUTUAL.appeals
for their especial patronage, because
THEMaine
and because of its age,
HOME
UNION

to

COMPANY,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and eonservave management.
tt Is

a

6lus,

DIKK1TOKM.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D-, Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Ubokoe L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.
OFFICERS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

COE

ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LANG, Ass’t Secretary
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

is selling all kinds of Ladies’ Furs,
very low, and guarantees to show
as large variety as any dealer.

will see

of

COE
will sell

a

Good Fur Kobe for $3.50.

IXahager

star

Ageusias,

cpar mea

SINKINSON

JAMES

good Far Coat for $14.00,

a

WILLIAMS,

BEN

(or

nov5

City Agency.

Portland.
eodtt

SPECIAL.
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY.
we offer one large lot ol Ladles One Oil Tanned

Being overstocked,

THE

REMEMBER

DATE.

COE

X. John Little & Co.

will sell Boys’ Winter Caje for 25l’ls.
Men’s winter Caps, same.

laiilld3t

Goat Button Boots
made to our order by one ol the best manufacturers In the country; all new, fresh
and regular, at

If9.95 PER PAIR.

COE
The

Special Sale

oil

Is selling

Fancy

Sale

COE
will sell

a

Come Early Before the Sizes

COE

Notice

-AND-

Points

West!

40

Ticket

Office,

EXCHANCE STREET,

Janll

eod2w*

Portland, Tie.

OUT NEXT WEEK.
The Rambler, new Stories by Thos. W.
Knox, Rose Hawthorn and others. Send
50 cents and you will receive the paper
every month for one year.

DA SILVA &
jaullddt

payment

to

ANGELA QUINBY, Executrix,
Portland, January 8,1888. janlldlawW3w*

in hereby riven, that the
subscriber lias been duly
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of

Notice

appointed

FRANK A. CLARKE, late of Portland
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit ths same; and all persons in.
debted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
AUGU8TUS O.CLARKE, Adm’r.
Portland Jauuary 3, 1888. IjaulldlawWSw*

Iso
uer

u MALE—One Roll

Dasb

ner Fung, one (Straight Dash Traverse Run
Fung, will be sold low, corner Fore and Cot-

ton St.

JONES

&

WRY.

CO.,

con-

nection with my Plum Street Stable, the
Cushman Street Stable so-culled, where
I am prepared to give particular attention to boarding horses; also a Urst
class Livery in connection with both
stables. All orders promptly attended
to

HAYES,

Proprietor.

11-1

I.KT-Single room or suite; steam, hot and
cold water, etc.; very due location. Address
C. G., Advertiser Office.
11-1

TO

NAIjE-Stoek of Dry Goods, and firstthe buyer; In Bruns
BOOKEIl.11-1

Experienced
WANTEDBROS.

F. C.

Traverse Run-

class store to reut to
ISOR
wick. METCALF lit

NOTICE.

dec20

trix
FREDERICK A. QCINBY. late of Portland
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon herself that trust as the law
All
directs.
persons having demands upon
the estate of said de ceased, are
required
to
exhibit the same;
and
all
persons
Indebted to said estate are called upon to make

New Loutlon, Conn.

I, the undersigned have opened In

riven, tratthe
appointed Execu-

d2w

elerks at TURNER
11-1

A Large Purchase.
The largest amount of mon*
ey ever invested by us in Rain
Umbrellas was made last
week. Customers can have
benefit of the sale of them
the last of this week.

RINES BROTHERS.
JaulO

d2t

Broken.

« MOT.

461 CONCRESS STREET,

COE,
in hereby
subscriber has been duly
of the Will of

OF MAMMOTH

.Tim kr«

decSleodtf

sells Trunks. Bags, Shaw l Straps, Silk
Umbrellas, Soft and Stiff flats
very low.

CmuMcvftXQ

are

BROWN,
m

•-

—

NO HUMBUG.

Horse Blanket for 70 cents

Hamburg Embroideries will
be continued To-day.
--

Buck

Look In the show window of Brown's Shoe store
and see that these goods are just as advertised, and a rare bargain.

wholesale stock of

on

We have kept the same make and quality for
years and have sold them regularly
at 93.00 per pair.

Genuine
Plymouth
Gloves for 75 cents.

Silks at 50 cents per yard
and the great Clearing Up

Union

Small Fill Small Dose. Small ft**

you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

has liberal

and

The following dates are announced for the Union Ticket Office Excursions to California and
other Western Points: Jan. 4:<d,| Feb. 14th,
47th. starch 14th, 40th. Only excursions at
rates named through to Pacific coast in first-clasi
cars.
Foi price and further particulars, call or
send for circular to

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

INSTITUTION,chartered

tn 1848 under the laws ot Maine?

carefully
plans.
IT managed
by Its Board ot Directors and onand ability
whose
unques-

dies’

pebsonai.lv conducted.

ACHE

you
F pauy Isa HOME
IkO

pays its lossesproinptly. Its policies are
after three years.
IT eontestable

COE

We will not comment on the goods.
Every lady
knows what Hathaway Underwear is; every garment
made of Fruit of Loom Cotton. The lot includes La-

Othcr

I, the bane of so many live, that here l» wliero
we make our great boaet. Dor pill, cure It while
othere do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very email and
very oaay to take. One or two pilla make a do«o.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
Jaethsin. In vtalsat 25 cents ; live for tl. Bold
<J druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

cers,

THURSDAY MORNING.

d&wlynrm

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Union Mutual

SiipsTifliaiuraal

IOO Dos63 One Dollar.

HEAD

OF TUB

over

BURLINGTON. VT.

Sarsaparilla

Pills are
Headache, yet Carter's Little
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pro
while
this
they also
venting
annoying complaint,
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

dU

ARE

PORTLAND.
janlldlt

Quick!
Tremendous Bargains!

by all druggists. (1six for |5. Prepare!
only by C. I. HOOD & OO., Apothecaries, Lowell
Mass.

Liver

janSt

OF PORTLAND, WEI

nan

CURE

COLCORD

1»3 HIM It I. STREET.

COLLARS

cTTranOffl

Sold

janl

W.

pur*

any other article

from

bottle I felt better, ami after taking two bottles
think 1 am entirely cured. I have not bad an at
tack of rheumatism since taking Hood’s Naisapar
111a.”
Etioiki H. Dixon,
Roseville, Statei i
Island.

Hood’s

J.

—

cod&wnrmly

whole body.
“I was laid up for six months with rheumatism
and used many kinds of medicines without gooi
results, till one of my neighbors told me totak
uoou is

Given to private pupils by tbe subscriber,

same

the

towards

amount

WELLS, RICHARDSON &C0. Prop's

Janll

eodtt

Am Kou familiar with Hie Plans

A Five Dollar Clock,

Paine’s Celery Compound i* not * eathartic. It is a laxative, giving easy and natural
action to tho bowels. Regularity surely fol*
lows its use.
Recommended by professional and business
“en
Bend fot hook,
Price *10<>. Sold *>y Druggtato.

Neuralgia,

full par-

For

SHAW, principal.

ICAL STUDIES

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,

Paine’* Celery Compou**!* strengthen* the
nerves of the dig©*stomach, and uui ts t
tive organa This is why it cures even the

iombound

L.

realize that this old and sterling com-

DYSPEPSIA
S

days each week.

catalogue.

bbtibctim in mm am class

kidney compliant*.

a

1

A Five Dollar Lounge,

Paine’s Celeb t Compound purine* thp
blood. It drives out the lactic and. which
Rheumatism, and i. tore* tlie bloodmaking organs to a healthy a million. It is
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

a

°

lanD

Paihe’b Cilery Compound quickly restores
the liver and kidneys to perfect health. This
curative power, combined with its nerve
tonics, makes it the beat remedy for all

^

College,

A Five Dollar Mirror,

KIDNFY COMPLAINTS

v

aequlr-

but

A Five Dollar Tea Set,

causes

i

ere

be

ran

PORTLAND, ME.
thorough and oxperienreil teach*
Itooms open for bnslnesa day
employed.

None

and evening an
tic ular* send for

RHEUMATISM

aw

the local manifestations ol th

“*

Firemen’s

a

™

disease—pains and aches in the back and sholders
and in the joints at the knees, ankles, hips am i
wrists. Thousands of people have found li
Hood’s Sarsaparilla apostlve and permanent curi
for rheumatism. This medicine, by its purtfylni
and vitalizing action, neutralizes the acidity o
the blood, and also builds up and strengthens thi

SICK

The ball of the Belief Association at City
Hall last evening (was a great success. A.
J. Cummings was chief marshal and Captain
John E. Cady, lloor director with these aids:

|

*31I Mf>C*
1 IiTa

recent

James F. Ilawkes, the president, on account of his business declined further service, and it was voted: That the thanks of
the Association be tendered him for the
courteous and able manner in which he cared

The

■

Investigation, is caused b; r
excess of lactic acid in taejblood. This acid at
tacks the fibrous tissues, particularly in the joint ■
According to

8ick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such at
Dizziness, Nausea. Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

Clerk—Albro E. Chase.
Treasurer—Leander \V. Fobes.1
Directors for three years-J. B. Dunbar, C. J.
Farrington, Charles 1>. (Smith, M. D.
Directors for two years—Martin A. Dillingham,
vice James F. Hawkes, resigned.

one

A Five Dollar Smyrna Ru«,

Paive’b Celery Compound iB a N*rve Tonic
which never fails. Containing Celery and
C< ca. tb<>H» wonderful nerve BtlmulantB.it
speedily cures all nervous diaorderB.

A

Needed by cry young man.
ad la ft abort apara of time ftt

Shaw’s Business

WEAK NERVES

Rheumatism

member;
her who should obtain n new
also to send copies of the reports and a statement of the inducements offered and a blank
application to each member.

then elected:

Saco.

A Five Dollar Table,

[The fuueral service of the late H. D. Cahil
will be held this Wednesday afternoou at 3 o'clk
his home in Bath.

It was voted that;the directors consider the
of offering an inducement by
way of a credit on assessments to each mem.

were

of

One lot White Angora Wool, marked down from
20 cents to 7 cents per ball.
Second quality of Germantown, in Brown, Green,
Scarlet, Pink, and three shades of Blue, at 5 cents
per skein.
Scotch Iron, in Navy Blue,Slate, Old Cold,Green,
Purple, Brown mixed, and Blue mixed, former price
25 cents, to close at 15 cents per skein.
Considering the rediculously low prices quoted
we do not consider it necessary to make any further
statement than that they are regular size skeins.

80 years.

advisability

past four years.
The following officers

NOYES,

A Five Dollar

'.■

AU.M!

KDIJCATIONAL.

A Five Dollar Stove,

Corner.

paid.$18,000.00
paid.

for the

N.

Boy

C. W.

til.AY.

composed by

mwcu,.

12
Number of deaths during the year.
15
Number admitied during the year_
of
deceased
5m
23d.
members,
age
58y
Average
Total amount of benefits
Average amount of benefits
l,0o0.00
12.00
Cost of benefit beside annual expense.
Total number of deaths during tile 14
141
years.
10
Average number per year.
Total amount of beneits paid.$126,962 OO
141.00
Total amount of assessments.
At a yearly rate per cent of.
1
11.00
Or costing per $1000.
014
The number now In membership Is...

for the interests of the Association

was

cents per skein.
One lot Eider Down Wool, in all desirable colors,
marked down from 50 cents to 15 cents per ball.

elected the

The Portland Masonic Relief Association.
Ul

n.

runic

It

A Five Dollar Chair,

Wool, in White, Scarlet, Blue,
Pink, Cardinal, Carnet, Buff, and Seal Brown, at 7

BBOS.

Hale.room 18 Exchange Street.
nuultdtl

A Five Dollar Bill,

One lot Shetland

at

T. Marsh.
Lieut. Governor—Fhebe R. Fossett.
Secretary—E. 8. Fossett.
Collector—W. W. Wallace.
Treasurer—J. E. Sawyer.
Chaplain—M. M. Nansen.
Sergeant-at-Arms—W. H. Rounds.
Deputy Sergeant-at-Arms-Mrs. C. D. Starblrd.
Inside SentiSel—Mrs. W. H. Rounds.
Outside Scutinel-G. P. Cobb.
Trustees—A. T. Marsh, G. O. D. Soule and E. S.
Fossett.

IUVV«IU{,

anu

Falls.
Iu Winthrop, Jan. 4, J. F. Lord ol Augusta an|
Miss Conie A. Young ol Winthrop.
In East Winthrop, Jan. 4, H. G. Binnett 0
Harpswell. and Miss Annie J. Boyd ol Winthrop
In Bound Fond, Dec. 24, John Dutman, Jr., am
Miss Estella M. Clark.
In Chelsea, Dec. 28, Edgar Fray and Miss Lil
zle Cargill.
In Norway. Dec. 31, Win. II. Sanford and Mis ,
Mary J. Lamrock.
In Norway, Jan. 1, Fred A. Bolster and Mis ,
Jennie E. Mason.
In Norway, Dec. 31, J. H. Hamlin and Mis ,
Carrie Bennett.

Governor—A.

mi. __i
*uv nuuuni

Diuwuuem,

THE

This Entitles the Winner to any
the following articles:

Black, two shades of Brown, three shades of Scarlet, and two shades of Blue, at 5 cents p*r skein.

BINES

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
». O. H

Keazer

FIRST NATIONAL.

President—Harrison J. Libby.
Cashier—James E Weugrcu.
Directors—II. J. Libby. W. W. Brown, Mark P.
Emery, Albion Little, Frederick Roble, William
G. Davis, Philip H. Brown.

Rev. C. L. Nichols
Isadora Dennison ;

J. Akers and Hal
tie M. Newton.
In Eeazi-r Falls, Dec. 27, Hubert M. Fitct
ai.it.,

A

Come for Them

MARRIACES.

as

JOSEPH

Fairy Floss, in Buff, Pink, Cream, White,

Tlie annual meeting of the Bangor Boar 1
of Trade was held yesterday afternoon ii
the Common Council room, City Hall, with :
The usual reports wer
fair attendance.
read. It was voted that Hon. C. A. Boo
telle be authorized to represent the Board a 1

Spca

Exactly

One lotLCoventry Yarn,
Cardinal, Navy Blue,
and White, at 5 cents per skein.
One lot Yarn, in Brown and White mixed and
Scarlet, at 3 cents per skein.
One lot Andalusia Yarn, in Scarlet, Carnet and
Navy Blue, at 5 cents per skein.
One lot

APPEAR

»AI,r»._
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Prize Advertisement

in

[Bangor Whig.]

the convention of the American Shippin *
and Industrial League, to be held at Wash
ington on the 16th, I7tn and ISth, if not in
consistent with hts duties as representativi
to congress. The old board of officers wa 9
reelected for the ensuing year as follows:
President—Henry Lord.
Vice Presidents—T. J. Stewart, John S. Jennes 5
William Flowers.
Treasurer—S. C. Hatch.
Board of Managers—Henry Lord. T. J. Stewar
Jonn 8. Jenness, William Flowers, C. C. Prescot
T. J. Ktlcknev, W. T. Pearson. John L. Cutlei
I. W. Coombs, G. W. Merril., J. 8. Wheelwrigb
James Tobin, K. S. Morrison, H. B. Williams,!
C. Hatch, 0. 8. Pearl.
The board of managers reappointed C. S
A committee of five wa
Pearl secretary.
appointed to take into consultation and re
port at the next meeting what action th
Board should take in regard to making Bar
gor a billing point of the Canadian Facili
railroad. Messrs. J. S. Wheelwright R. S
Morrison, William Flowers, W. P. Hubbar
and Thomas White were appointed the coir
mittee.

WILL

We have several lots of YARN, some small lots and
some not small, that we have deck ?d to close
out at once. We think you will know just
what this means, but if you are not
as sure as you could wish to
be just read the following:

BANCOR'S TRADE.

“Speak low if you speak love.”
loud if you speak of Index Soap.

ELECTIONS.

The annual bank elections were held yesterday morning with the following results:
The only changes reported are the declinations of a re-election to the office of director
in the Cumberland Bank by Mr. James S.
Marrett and the election of Col. Hollis B.
Hill in his place, and the declination of reelection to the office cf director iu the Merchants National Bank by Mr. Charles Fobes
and the election of M r. Charles S. Fobes to

secure a

of the
The circumstances of the case are said to be
that about a year ago, the Charles Fobes experienced stress of weather on the Pacific
ocean and put into the Falkland Islands for
repairs. A bottomry bond was given by the
captain of the bark |in acknowledgment of

sum

[Biddeford Times.]
Biddeford people have wondered at the
nushroom like rapidly with which electric
j lights have been springing up all oyer the
city during the
It was
few months.
j inly necessary past
for Thomas, Richard and
lows:
Henry to sign their names to a statement
Doctor Paracelsus.Arthur Wilkinson
Senor Balthazar.W M.Bradley
that an electric light was needed at this corCarlos, his son.H- N. Nickerson
ner or that and the next morning it was
Perez
|
I Harry Merrill
| Herbert Pavson
there. Sucli promptitude to meet more than
Sancbo,
Allen
Alice
Donna Lucrezia.Miss
half way the desires of the people was never
Isabella.Mrs. Duncan
Inez..Miss Hattie ltaudatl
before known in the history of the city. It
THE STOCK It RI DO E COURSE.
was evident to disinterested and intelligent
Mr. Leland Powers is already in the city
onlookers that there was a black man in the
and will delight the subscribers to the stockplace somewhere, but it was not until this
bridge course to-night. He will perform the morning that Ithe darkey was accidentally
difficult task of assuming eiyht characters in discovered. The two^chief manipulators of
Sheridan’s “Rivals.” Mr. Power’s abilities the game whereby the cltv has been milked
find themselves on the opposite sides of an
are too well known in Portland for extended
remark.
Besides Mr. Powers the Boston unsavory domestic squabble, and the result
is that the secret is out. The long and short
Ideal Banjo, Mandolin and Guitar Club will
of the matter Is that Mr. Jere G. Shaw and
appear.
Mr. Orrln 11. Staples, with an investment or
The following will be the programme:
liability of *8,700 in the stock »f the TradDodwarth
Mardi.
Jo.
ers’ Electric Light Company, have made a
l b. Darkie’s Lream.Lansing
net profit in a year of *9,900, or about one
Banjos and Guitars.
hundred and fifteen per cent, on their money!
j a. At Mrs. Malaprop's.
Acl
The major part of this immense profit has
(b. At Capt. Jack Absolute’s.
Waltze—Oriental.Bellini come or will come directly from the pockets
Mandolins and Guitars.
of the taxpayers of Biddeford.
,,
j a. On the North Parade, at Bath...
The composition of the committee of the
Act 11.
j o. Jack’s Call at Mrs. Malaprop’s...
city council on street lights, taken in con(a. Selections from Erminle.Jacobowski
junction with the compositionjof the|Electrlc
| b. Yankee Doodle (Variations). Huntley
Messrs. Lansing and Sliattuck.
Light company and the relations existing be-

TO-MORROW

INTERESTING!

Some York Democrats.

AUCTION

ADVEBTIREnENTS.

MEW

ADVERTISEMENT*.

NEW

OUT.

A Divorce Suit Breaks
up the Plans of

ALCANTARA.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL.

bottomry bond given by
hark in a foreign port.

LET

Doctor of Alcantara” in this city, at Portland Theatre. The opera will be well stagIt will be accompanied
ed and costumed.
by a picked'orcbestra f eighteen pieces unThe east w ill be as folder Mr. Duncan.

Bond.

Deputy United States Marshal Andrews
went to Bath last Saturday and served a writ
of attachment upon the Portland bark
Charles Fobes, which is accordingly now detained there. The attachment was served at
the instance of John M. Dean of London,
England, to
the captain

THE DOCTOR OF

To-night the amateurs will give the first
performance of Eicliberg’s opera of “The

V ADC

elected officers for 1888:

To Secure a

THE CAT

MUSIC AND DRAMA

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

ENOCH LINCOLN.

SITTINGS

ALL

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

The Hatter,
197 MIDDLE ST

we can

(U weather Is talr at the last of the week;
give a few for

Christmas.
been able to keep up wllh our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we have
had to do, which still gives thuse who wish to sit
for presents
We have thus far

codtf

dec7

Square.

__

The Musical 1888.
As the musical New Year heaves in sight, we
greet It with the “sound of Cornet.” (or any other
musical instrument, for all of which Oliver
on.on & Co., provide the very best Instruction
Hooks )
With the New year, many new pupils will commence to learn the
Piano; to them and their
teachers we commend

A Last Chance Before it is
TOO

LATE.

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD
a

FOR THE PIANOFORTE,
peerless book, which lias held the lead for

years,

and, unaffected

a new

book.

by

the

many

appearauce of other
sells like

undoubtedly excellent Instructors, still
Price <11.

CHILDREN'S DIADEM Kv

and beautiful Sunday School Songs, and Is
of the best of Its class. The newest book.

oue

C«0cla..*4.W0per*a.]
IH'ITrn
IWluIio nisbes abundance of the
Uilll fill Vitim

for
best

School Songs for
book.

a

whole year. Tee newest

Books that sell everywhere and all the time:
Callrgr Nang. 60

Msngi. 60 cts.,
Jnbllrr un«l Plantation Mnn«, 30 cts. VIIn
•Irrl Mango. new and old i'i, Rood old
Maugs we used in Ming $1.

514 CONGRESS

declO

IF

YOU

cts.. VVnr

KINKKI.’MfOPY HOOK [76 cts.]
Elements and exercises to be written,
ful book for teachers and scholars.

with the
is a use-

Any Bank Mailed far thr Kelail Frier.

91t1?r

Photographer,

*

c°"

ARE

—

STREET. <*tf

THINKINC

OS’ HAVUfQ A

—

Crayon
Colored Picture

Iviffe

Size

of yourself, your

friends^

or

or

your children, call at

BoSJon-

Al.It l. C. .MOSES,
3 DEERINC PLACE.

Elocutiou
Delsarte

and
Expression

Literature.
a

Specialty.

Kkfekkm K-Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
decs
codtf

and examine those

Opp.
sepgg

the

on

exhibition.

Falmouth

Hotel.
dly

